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The Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) is a 3 TeV linear electron-positron collider
which is proposed to operate with loaded accelerating gradients up to 100 MV/m.
These high gradients are accompanied by high field phenomena which limit the
operation of the accelerating structures. Achieving reliable operation at these accel-
erating gradients requires an in-depth understanding of these phenomena and their
effects on CLIC. This thesis investigates the phenomenology of high fields in CLIC
accelerating structures through tests performed at the CERN’s high gradient testing
facilities.
The commissioning of a novel RF test stand will be presented. Using a unique
RF pulse weaving method in combination with RF pulse compression, the new test
stand offered the ability to test multiple accelerating structures in situ and at rep-
etition rates up to 200 Hz. This offered a significant increase in the high gradient
testing capacity at CERN. Using the new test stand, as well as existing infrastruc-
ture, four unique accelerating structures underwent conditioning to high gradients.
These accelerating structures included a CLIC baseline design prototype, a struc-
ture with high order mode damping material, and two structures fabricated through
novel machining and joining technologies. Three of the four structures were able to
reliably operate at unloaded accelerating gradients of at least 100 MV/m with low
breakdown rates.
Concurrent to the high gradient testing of accelerating structure, was an investi-
gation into the radiation within the testing facilities, which was known to be the
result of field emission capture. A series of measurements and simulations charac-
terised the radiation produced during high power testing. A particular focus for
the investigation was how the field emission capture varies with phase velocity. A
model to describe the dependence of the capture of field emitted electrons on the
phase velocity is presented. Measurements on the X-band test stands at CERN
demonstrated that the capture increased ∼ 20% for a 1 MHz increase in the RF
driver frequency. These results were corroborated using a three dimensional RF and
particle simulation.
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This thesis outlines the work performed by the author on the development of high
gradient technology for a normal conducting linear collider. The text begins with
a literature review which describes the Compact Linear Collider and the physics of
high gradient linear accelerators, with due acknowledgement of all references.
In Chapter 5, the commissioning of a new test stand is presented. The work in this
chapter was performed collaboratively by the author along with several colleagues
at CERN. This work was presented at the 2018 International Particle Accelerator
Conference (non peer-reviewed) in Vancouver where it was published in the confer-
ence’s proceedings [56, 57]. The phrasing and work in reference [57] is completely
that of the author and therefore the description from this publication was used in
Section 5.3.3. The conference proceedings of references [56] and [57] are included in
Appendix C.
Chapter 6 presents a description of a capture mechanism of field-emitted electrons
in CLIC structures. This work describes the dependence of the field-emitted elec-
tron capture on the phase velocity was published in Nuclear Inst. and Methods in
Physics Research, A 914 (2019) 4652 on 27 October 2018. The simulations, theory
and measurements were performed primarily by author with helpful contributions
from colleagues. Some phrasing used in Sections 6.4 to 6.8 has been taken from
reference [69] and the full journal article has been included in Appendix C.
Finally, Chapter 7 presents the high gradient testing of four unique CLIC proto-
type accelerating structures. The high power testing results for the TD26CCR05
N3 structure was published as a CLIC note (not peer-reviewed) on 19 September
2018 and was written by the author of this thesis [66]. The high power testing and
analysis of the structure were performed by the author while the postmortem was
performed by the Rolf Wegner (CERN) with contributions by the author. The text
from this publication has been used in this thesis in Sections 7.2 and 7.8. Follow-
ing is a description of the operation of a structure built from milled halves. The
high power testing and analysis in this article was performed by the author of this
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thesis with contributions by Theodoros Argyropoulous (CERN). The postmortem
analysis was performed collaboratively by Enrique Rodriguez-Castro (CERN), Rolf
Wegner, and the author of this thesis. This work has been published in Physical
Review Accelerators and Beams 21, 061001 (2018) on 7 June 2018 and was written
primarily by the author. Phrasing and work from this publication are included in
Sections 7.3 and 7.8. Concluding Chapter 7 is a description of the concepts which
could be used for a large-scale RF conditioning programme. This work was also
presented in the conference proceedings of the 2018 International Particle Accel-
erator Conference in [57], mentioned previously, and the some phrasing from this
publication was included in Section 7.7 and 7.8.
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Experiments delving deep into the fundamentals of the Standard Model (SM), and
searching for hints of beyond the Standard Model (BSM) physics, have so far heavily
relied on circular colliders. In such accelerators, particles make numerous turns
of the accelerator gaining a small amount of energy on each turn, in accordance
with the synchrotron principle [1]. Circular colliders have produced collisions at
centre-of-mass (COM) energies up to 13 Teraelectronvolts (TeV) for hadrons, at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC), and 209 Gigaelectronvolts (GeV) for leptons, at Large
Electron-Positron Collider (LEP) [2, 3]. The emission of synchrotron radiation limits
the achievable COM energy in circular accelerators. The power lost to synchrotron
radiation has a fourth power dependence on the particle energy and also goes with
the inverse fourth power of the particle mass and inverse square of the bending
radius [4, 5, 7]. Consequently, high energy electron-positron circular colliders require
a large circumference to reach the energy regimes of interest. An example of such an
accelerator was LEP with a ∼27 km circumference. In the TeV COM energy regime,
a linear electron-positron collider proves to be by far the most cost effective scheme
(Figure 1.1) and for this reason, it has been proposed as the next generation electron-
positron collider at the European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN) in
Geneva, Switzerland [8]. The Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) will use accelerating
structures with loaded accelerating gradients between 72 and 100 MV/m [9]. Such
accelerating gradients will allow the ultimate COM energy of 3 TeV to be achieved
in 50 km, once accounting for non-accelerating sections such as focussing magnets.
1.1 Statement of Problem
The effects of certain phenomena, such as RF breakdown and field emission, become
more prevalent at higher accelerating gradients, due to an increase in surface fields,
and consequently limit the achievable gradients. Understanding the behaviour of
these phenomena within accelerating structures is key to operating at the desired
gradients of CLIC.
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Figure 1.1: A comparison of the relative cost of a linear electron-positron collider
versus a circular electron-positron collider in arbitrary units plotted with respect to
the COM energy of the machine in GeV [12].
1.2 Contention
The aim of this thesis is to present and describe the high field phenomenology
within high gradient X-band accelerating structures through the testing of four
unique structure prototypes. The objective of this testing is to improve the under-
standing of how certain phenomena limit or impede high gradient operation, and
present solutions to minimise their effects. Ultimately, the thesis will demonstrate
the accelerating gradients achieved in the four CLIC prototypes.
1.3 Motivation of a Linear Lepton Collider
Modern particle physics predicts that the answers to many of the open questions,
including electroweak symmetry breaking, dark matter, and other physics beyond
the Standard Model, lie in the terascale energy regime [6, 10]. Collisions of pro-
tons within the LHC have allowed the particle physics community to probe for
answers within this energy regime. However these collisions have large uncertain-
ties in the COM energy and produce a significant background event rate resulting
from the composite nature of the protons. Collisions in lepton colliders are between
fundamental particles resulting in cleaner interactions and considerably less energy
uncertainty [11]. Previously, LEP was able to collide electrons and positrons at
COM energies up to 209 GeV, which hindsight tells us was only several GeV below
the threshold for Higgs production [2].
Synchrotron radiation emission introduces a significant road block to achieving
the goal of producing higher energy electron/positron beams with a circular collider.
Power emission due to synchrotron radiation from a charged particle in a homoge-
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where e is the charge of the electron, c is the speed of light, ρ is the bending
radius, β is the particle velocity, E is the particle energy and m is the particle
mass. High energy electron-positron circular accelerators are the most affected by
this phenomenon. However, in light of the constraints imposed by Equation 1.1,
there are a few solutions to reach the terascale level with a lepton collider. These
are discussed below:
1. A very large radius circular collider: One such solution is to increase the
radius of the circular collider. The most recent proposals for future accelerators
included the electron-positron Future Circular Collider (FCCee) [13]. The
proposed 100 km circumference of FCCee would reduce its power emission
by a factor of nine in comparison to LEP1 although this option still fights
with the strong E4 and m4 dependencies. Due to civil engineering costs, this
option only becomes feasible if the tunnel is later re-used for a high energy
hadron collider (for example the Future Circular Collider (FCC), a 100 TeV
proton-proton collider).
2. A circular collider with heavy leptons: Alternatively, some in the physics
community have proposed switching constituent particles to a heavier lepton.
A muon collider has been proposed with a collision energy of approximately
10 TeV, though this still requires a study into muon cooling after their pro-
duction [14].
3. A linear collider: Two linear colliders have been proposed each based on
different accelerator technologies. The first is the International Linear Col-
lider (ILC) which is based on superconducting accelerating structures and will
operate with a loaded accelerating gradient of 30 MV/m. With a proposed
COM energy of 250 GeV, ILC’s main goal will be to study the Higgs boson.
A potential upgrade to 500 GeV will allow for top quark production and BSM
searches [87]. Such superconducting linacs have high power efficiency but they
are limited to accelerating gradient of less than 50 MV/m [86]. The alter-
native linear collider is the Compact Linear Collider which will use normal
conducting accelerating structures to push the boundaries of accelerating gra-
dients. CLIC aims to be also constructed in three stages starting at 380 GeV
to investigate the Standard Model, before an increase to 1.5 TeV and 3 TeV
1If the FCCee were operating at the COM energy of LEP.
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will allow BSM searches. CLIC’s design has the requirement of loaded accel-
erating gradients of 72 MV/m for the 380 GeV stage before being increased
to 100 MV/m for the latter TeV stages. Such accelerating gradients are well
above past achievements of linear accelerators (linacs) and as such the ability
to reliably achieve them is one of the major goals of the CLIC research and
development programme [9].
Having presented the alternate designs, the remainder of this thesis is directed
towards investigating the accelerator technology of the Compact Linear Collider.
Chapter 2 will overview CLIC’s design which has been reported in references [9]
and [15]. The design parameters of the machine will be overviewed particularly
looking at the main linac and the COM energy stages. From the three COM energy
stages, the physics potential will be explained. The discussion will emphasise details
of the precision measurements of the properties of the top quark and Higgs boson,
which other proposed machines also aim to investigate.
1.4 High Gradient Linear Accelerators
High accelerating gradients come at the cost of high surface electric and magnetic
fields that are known to lead to several phenomena which impact upon the nomi-
nal operation of the accelerating structures. Particularly crucial for CLIC are the
phenomena of RF breakdown and the capture of field-emitted electrons. An RF
breakdown within an accelerating structure causes a transverse kick to the CLIC
beam rendering it useless for that pulse. For this reason CLIC aims for an RF
breakdown to occur in less than one of every 100 pulses, or a breakdown rate (BDR)
of less than 3 × 10−7 breakdowns/pulse/metre (bpp/m) [9]. Chapter 4 will review
the physics of high surface fields with a description of the phenomena expected to
influence high gradient operation. Although not as catastrophic as RF breakdown,
the capture of field-emitted electrons leads to several effects which can limit the per-
formance of CLIC. Chapter 6 will investigate the capture dynamics of field-emitted
electrons in high gradient, high frequency accelerating structures using a series of
measurements and simulations.
1.5 CLIC Test Facilities at CERN
As expected with any project as ambitious and novel as CLIC, the design and de-
velopment of the unique concepts need to be investigated on a small scale before the
approval of construction. One such investigation is being undertaken by a collabora-
tion between CERN, SLAC in Stanford (USA) and KEK in Tsukuba (Japan) who
together are testing several CLIC design concepts. These include the generation
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of high power RF, which will be explained in greater detail in Section 2.1.3, and
the testing of high gradient accelerating structures. The following will discuss the
efforts and testing facilities at CERN, which occurred prior to the beginning of this
work [26, 27].
1.5.1 CLIC Test Facility
The CLIC Test Facility, called CTF32, provided the first tests of several key CLIC
concepts at CERN. Illustrated in Figure 1.2, CTF3 begins with an injector and 3
GHz linac which accelerates a high current (4.5 A) drive beam up to 130 MeV. To
create the required bunch separation of ∼83 ps, four bunch trains from the drive
beam are progressively delayed and interleaved in the combiner ring to produce the
12 GHz beam. This beam is then guided into the CLIC Experimental Area (CLEX),
where it passes through a set of Power Extraction Transfer Structures (PETS) which
are used to efficiently generate the 12 GHz RF pulses for the CLIC accelerating
structures3. These RF pulses are delivered through a waveguide network into a
CLIC super-structure (two CLIC accelerating structures) running parallel to the
drive beam. The Two-Beam Test Stand (TBTS) has provided the proof of concept
for the CLIC drive beam model and been able to test the superstructure at a peak
power of up to 135 MW [17, 16, 18]. Unfortunately, given its low pulse repetition rate
2CTF has undergone two major upgrades since its initial design therefore the current set-up is
considered the third iteration and consequently it is referred to as CTF3.
3The reader should note that the 12 GHz value, used throughout this thesis, is actually 11.9942
GHz. The rounded number is used for brevity.
Figure 1.2: Diagram of the CTF3 Layout [19]. The linac, delay loop and combiner
ring each participate in the creation of a 12 GHz bunch train. This bunch train
is input into the TBTS where the power extraction transfer structures are located.
The CTF2 bunker is included at the bottom of the diagram and is the location for
current high gradient tests for the reconfigured Xbox 1.
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of 5 Hz, CTF3 is unable to condition accelerating structures efficiently and therefore
is unable to achieve the low BDRs required for CLIC. In the past, achieving these
BDRs had been observed to take several hundred million high power RF pulses [58].
This would amount to approximately 4.5 years of continuous operation at 5 Hz. To
efficiently test accelerating structures at low BDRs, CERN had commissioned two
X-band4 test stands. Each of these operates at 50 Hz and drive the accelerating
structure with a high power klystron5 and modulator6.
1.5.2 X-band Test Stands 1
Commissioned in 2012, the first X-band test stand (Xbox 1) is used in the testing
of CLIC structures at high power and at lower BDRs than CTF3. Xbox 1 powers a
single CLIC structure using a 115 MW Scandinova modulator and 50 MW CPI X-
band klystron. Together these produce 50 MW RF pulses at a pulse repetition
rate up to 50 Hz with a maximum pulse length of 1.5 µs [23]. This offers an
order of magnitude improvement of the repetition rate in comparison to CTF3.
If more peak power is required, an RF pulse compressor can increase the peak
power above 150 MW. With this set-up, Xbox 1 was able to be used in the testing
of the effects of beam-loading on the CLIC beam [20]. Such beam-loading is the
result of electromagnetic fields induced by the main beam reducing the accelerating
gradient within the accelerating structures [21]. With the announcement of the
upgrade of CTF3, the Xbox 1 test stand waveguide network was reconfigured to
test structures without beam in the CTF2 bunker, located adjacent to the injector
for CTF3 (Figure 1.2) [24]. Using this new set-up, the Xbox 1 test stand was
used to test CLIC accelerating structures without beam-loading. Demonstrating
the feasibility and reproducibility of achieving the high gradients and low BDRs
required for CLIC [22].
1.5.3 X-band Test Stands 2
The second X-band test stand (Xbox 2) was commissioned in 2014, in a separate test-
ing bunker, in order to expand CERN’s high gradient testing capacity (Figure 1.3).
Based on the same high power infrastructure as Xbox 1, Xbox 2 also operates with
a pulse repetition rate of 50 Hz and each RF pulse can achieve a peak power up
to 50 MW for a 1.5 µs pulse [22, 23]. Similar to Xbox 1, Xbox 2 also has a pulse
compressor for an increase in the peak power. Xbox 2 is only able to power a single
structure although future plans include the testing of CLIC superstructures [28].
4X-band is the frequency regime between 9 and 12 GHz. In the case of CLIC, the X-band
frequency means 11.994 GHz.
5A klystron is a high power vacuum tube amplifier.
6A modulator provides high voltage pulses for the klystron.
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Figure 1.3: A photograph of the Xbox 2 test stand in Building 150 at CERN.
The major components are labelled: a) is the test bunker, b) is the modulator with
klystron positioned behind, c) is the vacuum rack with pre-amplifier, d) is the LLRF
rack with acquisition crate, and e) is the low conductive water system.
1.5.4 Current Testing Capacity and the Case for a New Test
Stand
For the next report on the feasibility of CLIC, which is due in 2019, it is the aim of
the CLIC collaboration to have approximately 40 structures tested to high gradients.
Given the current testing capacity, this would require another decade to complete
and therefore another test stand is necessary to meet the demand. The new test
stand needs to significantly increase the testing capacity of CERN in order to test
the 40 accelerating structures required. In Chapter 5, the commissioning of a new
test stand will be described in detail beginning with its final design, through the
assembly and calibration and concluding with the high power conditioning of the
system with first structure installation.
1.6 Structure Nomenclature
Before discussing the results of previous tests, the nomenclature used for the naming
of CLIC structures will be introduced. Structures aim to test unique aspects of CLIC
separately to understand how each of the features affect the high gradient capabili-
ties of the structure. Common to the majority of structures’ names is to start with
‘T’ and possibly followed by a ‘D’. These indicate that the structure has tapered
irises (T) and/or contains higher order mode damping waveguides (D). Tapering
is included to produce a constant accelerating gradient throughout the structure
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(explained in Section 3.5) while higher order mode (HOM) damping aims to remove
higher frequency induced in the structure by the presence of a beam [36, 20]. Follow-
ing the ‘T’ or ‘TD’ is a number which represents the number of accelerating cells in
the structure which is commonly 18, 24, or 26. Another feature commonly referred
to is the rounding profile’s radius used in the machining of the disks expressed as
‘R05’ for 0.5 mm rounding or ‘R1’ for 1 mm rounding. The reader should note
that it is common that the R05 is omitted in the name. A more recent addition to
the CLIC structures is the compact coupler, represented in the name as ‘CC’. This
compact coupler replaced a mode launcher design and aims to increase the effective
accelerating gradient by reducing the length of non-accelerating sections [91]. In
order to damp HOM fields induced by the beam, CLIC aims to use Silicon Carbide
damping material inside the HOM dampers. Structures with this damping material
have ‘SiC’ included at the end of their names. Finally, most accelerating structure
prototypes have been produced several times to understand the reproducibility. A
serial number follows the structure name to distinguish identical prototypes, written
as an ‘N’ followed by a number7.
In this thesis, the results from the high power testing of four unique structure pro-
totypes will be presented and some new nomenclature will be explained in detail in
Chapters 7.
1.7 Previous High Gradient Results
By 2015, CERN had tested four CLIC structure prototypes and were about to com-
mence the conditioning of two others. The results of these structures are presented
in Table 1.1. Only a TD26CC and crab cavity were tested successfully without
developing a hot-cell. While CERN was commissioning its first two X-band test
stands, Xbox 1 and Xbox 2, work on the development of achieving high gradients
in CLIC structures had begun at two other facilities although using the American
7CLIC’s accelerator does not only consist of structures which accelerate longitudinally. The
final focus of the CLIC will use a deflecting cavity to increase the machine’s luminosity. Indicative
of the shape of the intersecting bunches after the deflection, the structure is commonly referred to
as a Crab Cavity.
Table 1.1: CLIC structure results from high power testing up to 2015, at CERN.*
Developed a hot-cell where the conditioning state deteriorated. †Crab Cavity dis-
played as the surface field given the structure is a deflecting cavity [20, 25, 24].
Test Stand Structure Gradient [MV/m] Pulse Length [ns] BDR [bpp/m]
Xbox 1 TD24R05 94* 200 2 ×10−5
T24 80* 190 1×10−6
TD26CC N1 100 250 3×10−6
Xbox 2 Crab 154† 200 3×10−5
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Figure 1.4: Testing results up to 2015 for CERN, SLAC and KEK. On the y-axis is
the breakdown rate, in bpp/m, plotted against the achieved unloaded accelerating
gradient in MV/m. The three marker types are the operational gradient (square),
operational gradient normalised to nominal pulse length (circle) and operational gra-
dient normalised to nominal pulse length and breakdown rate (cross). Each colour
represents a different prototype structure with the legend indicating the “Prototype
name-Fabricated by-Tested by”.
X-band frequency of 11.4 GHz [26, 27]. Figure 1.4 displays the achieved unloaded
gradient as raw values as well as gradients scaled to CLIC nominal RF pulse length
and BDR parameters. Results from KEK had demonstrated to have tested the
early CLIC designs of the T24 and TD24 to beyond an unloaded gradient of 100
MV/m. Simple and shorter structures, such as the T24 and TD24, have lower sur-
face electric and magnetic fields for a given accelerating gradient and therefore less
influenced by RF breakdown and other high gradient phenomena [29]. Achieving
these results with a structure design more like that proposed for CLIC, with more
cells and Higher Order Mode (HOM) damping waveguides, had only been achieved
once on the TD26CCR05 N1 (also known as the CLIC-G* N1) [24]. The most recent
high power testing results using Xbox 2 and the newly commissioned Xbox 3 will be
presented in Chapter 7. These will illustrate the high power testing results for four
structures including: a CLIC baseline design structure, a structure with higher order
mode (HOM) damping material and two novel design structures aimed at reducing
the cost of production.
1.8 Summary
A linear collider proves to be a cost-effective means of reaching the terascale COM
energy regime with a lepton-lepton collider. The Compact Linear Collider is a
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concept design aiming to have an ultimate COM energy of 3 TeV, with 380 GeV and
1.5 TeV stages. Achieving these COM energies in an accelerator of reasonable length
requires high accelerating gradients up to 100 MV/m which is well beyond that of
current linear accelerator technology. Generating these accelerating gradients in a
reliable fashion is under investigation with significant efforts currently being made
by CERN and other organisations around the world. The latter chapters of this
thesis will describe the commissioning of a novel RF test stand. This new RF test
stand will be shown to be able to test CLIC accelerating structures to the nominal
gradient of 100 MV/m in a more cost and time effective manner than previous test
stands. The high gradient testing of four unique accelerating structures, conducted
using the new test stands and its predecessors, will illustrate the reproducibility of
achieving these high gradients. Finally, another phenomenon related to the capture




The Compact Linear Collider is a multi-TeV electron-positron linear collider pro-
posed to be located at CERN on the French-Swiss Border. In order to understand
the motivation of the work in this thesis, this chapter will outline the design of CLIC
and look at possible physics which may be investigated.
2.1 Overview
To investigate a wide variety of energy regimes, CLIC will be built in three stages.
The first stage of 380 GeV, known as CLIC-380, aims to probe the Standard Model
in great detail. Afterwards CLIC will become the first lepton-lepton collider to reach
the terascale with a penultimate COM energy stage of 1.5 TeV before implementing
its ultimate COM energy of 3 TeV. A map of the proposed site for the three tunnel
lengths corresponding to the three stages of CLIC is illustrated in Figure 2.1, where
the LHC and Lake Geneva (Lac Léman) set the scale. Achieving the proposed beam
parameters requires developments in numerous areas of accelerator physics including
high gradient linear accelerators. In this section, the injector and main linac will be
described along with the methods conceived to drive the large power requirements
of the main linac.
2.1.1 Injector System
Prior to the main X-band linac of CLIC, the main beam undergoes several stages of
acceleration in the injector system. Initiating the positron source is an electron gun,
followed by a 5 GeV linac. Collision of these electrons into a fixed target will produce
high energy photons through bremsstrahlung radiation and subsequently, converted
through pair production, electrons and positrons. The positrons are isolated using a
bending magnet. Two pre-injector linacs, powered by 2 GHz RF, accelerate the main
beam electrons, produced in a separate process, and the aforementioned positrons up
to 200 MeV where they are injected into a single 2.66 GeV linac. A vital parameter
11
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Figure 2.1: A map of the CLIC sites for each COM stage proposed. The LHC, with
a 8.5 km diameter, sets the scale for the map and the interaction point (IP) of CLIC
is located directly at the centre of the LHC [15].






where N is the number of particles per bunch, σx,y is the horizontal/vertical
bunch size, nb is the number of bunches, and fr is the bunch frequency [30]. This
illustrates that the luminosity is inversely proportional to the transverse bunch size
(σ). At 2.86 GeV, the positrons and electrons undergo a stage of damping, which is
repeated for the “hot” positrons, to reduce the transverse size of the bunches and
therefore increasing the luminosity (Figure 2.2).
Compression in the buncher compressor (BC1) prepares the electron and positrons
for the booster linac which adds an additional 6.14 GeV. After reaching 9 GeV, the
electrons and positrons are ready for injection into their respective main X-band
linacs.
2.1.2 Staged Baseline Main Linac
The Conceptual Design Report (CDR) for CLIC outlined the design of the 3 TeV
COM energy machine, along with 500 GeV and 1.4/1.5 TeV stages [9]. Recently, the
design was rebaselined to reduce the first stage to 380 GeV and the second stage was
chosen to be 1.5 TeV. The first stage has a proposed loaded accelerating gradient
of 72 MV/m, leading to a total length of 11.4 km. For Stages 2 and 3, the loaded
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Figure 2.2: An outline of the design of CLIC for the ultimate energy of 3 TeV [9].
accelerating gradient will be increased to 100 MV/m with a doubling of luminosity
in each stage. Further parameters of the main linac for the three stages of CLIC are
summarised in Table 2.1.
2.1.3 High Power RF System
With an estimated average wall-plug power consumption of 252 MW, it is important
that each component of CLIC is designed to operate as energy efficiently as possible.
For this reason, several investigations into methods for the generation of the high
power RF are being conducted [15]. Two schemes for driving CLIC have been
proposed:
Table 2.1: Beam parameters for the three COM energy stages of the rebaselined
design of CLIC [15].
Parameter Symbol Unit Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3
COM Energy
√
s GeV 380 1500 3000
Repetition Rate frep Hz 50 50 50
Number of Bunches per Train nb 352 312 312
Bunch Separation ∆t ns 0.5 0.5 0.5
Pulse Length τRF ns 244 244 244
Loaded Accelerating gradient G MV/m 72 72/100 72/100
Total Luminosity L 1034 cm−2 s−1 1.5 3.7 5.9
Luminosity Above 99% of
√
s L0.01 1034 cm−2 s−1 0.9 1.4 2
Main Tunnel Length km 11.4 29.0 50.1
Number of Particles per Bunch N 109 5.2 3.7 3.7
Bunch Length σz µm 70 44 44
IP Beam Size σx/σy nm 149/2.9 60/1.5 40/1
Normalised Emittance (end of linac) εx/εy nm 920/20 660/20 660/20
Normalised Emittance (at IP) εx/εy nm 950/30 - -
Estimated Power Consumption Pwall MW 252 364 589
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Figure 2.3: A cost comparison, in arbitrary units, for using a drive beam versus using
klystrons to power CLIC, plotted against the COM energy in arbitrary units [31].
1. A two beam acceleration scheme, and
2. a klystron driven scheme.
Figure 2.3 displays the cost analysis of the two schemes and demonstrates that
the most cost effective solution differs depending on the COM energy. For lower
COM energy linear colliders, the most efficient means to power it is through a gallery
of klystrons. This klystron gallery is used in the vast majority linear accelerators.
For higher COM energy linear colliders, it is found that using klystrons is inefficient
due to the total number of klystrons necessary. CLIC aims to be the first such
accelerator to use the new drive-beam acceleration technique.
Two-Beam Acceleration Scheme
Generating the nominal accelerating gradient of CLIC will require a peak input
power of 270 MW per metre [9]. If the 3 TeV stage of CLIC were to operate
with a klystrons it would require ∼100 000 units. Such a scheme is infeasible as
klystrons have a product lifetime less than that of the machine and therefore would
require replacement within CLIC’s lifetime. On top of this they require continual
maintenance. The two factors would lead to an unreasonable machine down-time.
Proposed to drive the main beam is a two-beam accelerating scheme where a high
current, lower energy drive-beam powered by fewer klystrons uses its beam power
to generate 11.994 GHz RF at high power for the CLIC beam. This scheme is by
far the most efficient method for the long baseline 1.5 and 3 TeV stages.
A diagram of a CLIC module with drive beam is shown in Figure 2.4. Running
parallel to the main beam, the CLIC drive beam operates at 2.4 GeV with 100 A of
beam current. The PETS takes power within the high current beam and converts
it into RF power. This RF power is then transferred along approximately 60 cm
of waveguide to drive the main beam modules. Numerous sections of PETS would
be required for CLIC with each just 878 m in length and only able to drive 3000
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Figure 2.4: A complete CLIC module with the drive beam adjacent to the main
linac. Six accelerating structures are found in the module [9].
accelerating structures. Such a design is highly efficient for long linear accelerators
as the lifetime of the drive beam facility is comparable to the main-beam facility.
Klystron-Based CLIC-380
Klystrons have recently undergone a rapid evolution in their efficiency through a
development in their bunching cavities. Defining the efficiency as the ratio of the
output RF power to the input power, new klystron designs are aiming for efficiencies
of over 80% in comparison to around 40% for current designs [32]. If this can be
achieved then this would reduce the number of klystrons by a factor of two and
enhance the feasibility of a klystron driven CLIC-380. For the upgrade to the 1.5
and 3 TeV, it has been proposed that the remainder of the machine could use the
two beam acceleration scheme (TBAS) [9, 15].
2.2 CLIC Physics
An accelerator like CLIC will permit the exploration of a wide variety of physics,
from high precision measurements of the Standard Model to direct and indirect
searches for BSM physics. Exploring all these regimes will be done through the
staged construction, discussed in previous sections, where the collision energy of
CLIC will increased with each stage. The 380 GeV stage is a Standard Model
physics probe used to gain access to Higgs boson and top quark physics. At 1.5 and
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Figure 2.5: The cross-sections, in femtobarns, for various Higgs boson events ex-
pected to occur at CLIC plotted against the COM energy in GeV [15].
3 TeV, the second and third stages start the exploration for BSM physics. Along
with BSM searches these high COM energy stages begin to search for rare Higgs
physics including self-coupling, quartic coupling, double Higgs boson production,
and rare Higgs boson decay [9].
2.2.1 Higgs Boson
A lepton collider provides the cleanest environment for Higgs boson studies. Fig-
ure 2.5 displays the calculated cross-section for the several Higgs processes expected




s = 380 GeV,
Higgsstrahlung (e+e− → ZH) proves to be the most common Higgs boson pro-
ducing process, although with a significant contribution from vector-boson fusion
(e+e− → Hνeν̄e) [33]. At higher COM energies,
√
s → 3 TeV, the Higgsstrahlung
cross-section is suppressed and other processes such as vector-boson fusion and ZZ
fusion (e+e− → He+e−) begin to dominate as the energy is increased towards 3 TeV.
(a) Higgsstrahlung. (b) Vector Boson Fusion. (c) Z Boson Fusion.
Figure 2.6: Feynman diagrams for the three most prominent Higgs boson events
expected to occur in CLIC [15].
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Table 2.2: Leading-order Higgs boson cross-sections for an unpolarised CLIC beam.
The expected number of events are listed at the bottom after accounting for initial
state radiation and beamstrahlung [15].
√
s 350 GeV 1.4 TeV 3 TeV
Lint 500 fb−1 1.5 ab−1 2 ab−1
σ(e+e− → ZH) 133 fb 8 fb 2 fb
σ(e+e− → Hνeν̄e) 34 fb 276 fb 477 fb
σ(e+e− → He+e−) 7 fb 28 fb 48 fb
#HZ events 68 000 20 000 11 000
#Hνeν̄e events 17 000 370 000 830 000
#He+e− events 3,700 37 000 84 000
The three main Higgs boson related events expected in CLIC are illustrated using
Feynman diagrams in Figure 2.6. Table 2.2 details the expected cross-section of
Higgs boson events with unpolarised beams. Taking into account the expected beam
physics, such as initial state radiation and beamstrahlung, the expected number of
events are listed at the bottom of the table [15, 33].
2.2.2 Top Quark
Along with Higgs physics, a lepton collider based on CLIC would provide an oppor-
tunity to measure the top quark’s properties with unprecedented precision. With
the heaviest mass of any particle in the Standard Model, the top quark is of great
interest for SM and BSM physics. The top quark has the strongest coupling to the
(a) Threshold scan. (b) Mass reconstruction.
Figure 2.7: The two techniques of determining the Top quark mass at CLIC [9].
The left-hand figure depicts a simulated threshold scan where the cross-section in
picobarns is plotted against the COM energy of the machine in GeV. The right-
hand figure illustrates a simulation of the data from a mass reconstruction where
the strong coupling constant is plotted against the Top quark mass in GeV. The
colours represent one (green) and two sigma (yellow) standard deviations from the
mean.
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Higgs field and is currently the leading uncertainty in SM vacuum tests [34]. In
the proposed High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC), the statistical error expected for
the top quark mass is ∼10 MeV although it is afflicted with significant systematic
uncertainties of around 600 MeV. Investigating the top quark mass at CLIC can be
done through two complementary methods. The first is a threshold scan which is the
most accurate method known [9]. This method involves measuring the tt̄ production
rate which will rise greatly as the
√
s passes the pair production energy of the top
quark, as demonstrated in Figure 2.7a. Secondly, the mass can be reconstructed
from the decay products. The advantage of this method is that it can be performed
at any energy. Using this method, the mass can be reconstructed to a statistical
precision of 80 MeV (Figure 2.7b) [9].
2.2.3 Beyond the Standard Model
Searches for BSM physics at CLIC will be possible through two different methods.





and single-production, respectively. Results from the LHC have so far been unable
to find any hints of particles above the top quark mass which makes such a search
not overly promising. A more likely scenario where BSM physics may be found is
through an indirect detection of couplings to Standard Model physics. Searches for
indirect detection of BSM physics are expected to be sensitive up to tens of TeV at
CLIC [15].
2.3 Summary
The unique strengths of an accelerator like CLIC make it a viable and attractive
option for the next generation electron-positron collider. A staged design, beginning
at 380 GeV, will allow CLIC to act as a Higgs boson and top quark factory with
latter stages searching for BSM physics. The CLIC approach of using high accel-
erating gradients up to 100 MV/m overcomes the limitations of conventional linac
technology, allowing a TeV linear collider of viable length to be built. Methods on
driving the beam for each energy stage are under investigation with ideas of using
klystrons for the 380 GeV stage and a drive beam for the 1.5 and 3 GeV stages.
CLIC will offer unprecedented accuracy for measuring the properties of the Higgs
boson and top quark, with almost an order of magnitude greater statistical precision
in comparison to the HL-LHC.
Chapter 3
Physics of Linear Accelerators
In preparation for the discussion of the high gradient results of several accelerating
structure prototypes, which will occur later in this thesis, this chapter will describe
the concepts of accelerating structure operation. Below is an introduction to a
common accelerating structure design for relativistic electrons known as an iris-
loaded waveguide.
3.1 Lorentz Force Equation
In the presence of electric and magnetic fields, charged particles undergo accelera-
tion. The force applied is described by the Lorentz force equation:
~F = q( ~E + ~v × ~B), (3.1)
where ~E is the electric field, ~v and q are the velocity and charge of the particle,
and ~B is the magnetic field [35]. For acceleration in the direction of motion, only the
electric field component is useful and therefore the force applied for acceleration can
be written simply as ~F = q ~E. Using this equation the first condition for continuous
acceleration can be defined, which is that: the electric field must have a component
in the direction of acceleration. For this reason free-space electromagnetic fields are
not be used for continuous acceleration of a propagting beam.
3.2 Acceleration in an Iris-Loaded Waveguide
To generate a longitudinal component in an electric field, one must impose boundary
conditions. This section begins by investigating the properties of an oscillating
electric field inside a uniform cylindrical waveguide.
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3.2.1 A Cylindrical Waveguide
In order for an RF wave to propagate within a waveguide it must satisfy the wave
equations. These are given as:











where ~E and ~B are the electric and magnetic field vectors, respectively, and c is
the speed of light [36]. As previously stated, any electric field used needs to have a z
component and therefore only the transverse magnetic (TM) modes can accelerate
particles as transverse electric (TE) modes have Ez = 0 as their name suggests.
The TM01 mode has the longitudinal electric field required and has no azimuthal
dependence, referred to as monopole-like. These two features make it a popular
mode for acceleration and commonly this mode is referred to as the accelerating
mode. For a uniform waveguide with azimuthal symmetry, the wave equation gives
the longitudinal electric field for the TM01 mode as:
Ez(r, z, t) = EJ0(Kr) exp[i(ωt− k0z)], (3.4)
where E is the electric field amplitude, J0 is a Bessel function, K is the cutoff
wavenumber of the TM01 mode, k0 is the wavenumber, and ω is the frequency [36].
For this mode, Bz = 0 and is therefore omitted from the remainder of this derivation
of the longitudinal field properties. The dispersion relation can be shown to be of
the form:
ω2 = (Kc)2 + (k0c)
2. (3.5)
Rearranging the dispersion relation, the phase velocity, defined as vp = ω/k0, is








A common graphical representation for understanding the dispersion relation is
the Brillouin diagram which depicts the frequency (ω) plotted against the wavenum-
ber (k0). Figure 3.1 illustrates the dispersion relation for a uniform waveguide with
the vp = c line depicted. At this point, the second condition for continuous acceler-
ation can be defined which is that the particle and RF wave must travel at the same
velocity to remain synchronous (synchronism condition). A uniform waveguide al-
ways has vp > c and as a result particles are unable to remain synchronous with










2π/3 4π/3 π (ΔΦ=kL)
Figure 3.1: Brillouin diagram, which plots frequency against the phase advance,
illustrating the dispersion relations for a uniform waveguide (red) and for an iris-
loaded waveguide (black dots). The speed of light line is depicted in blue.
the RF wave as they travel along the waveguide. The solution to this is to load
the waveguide with periodic obstructions. A common solution is an iris although
this is not the only solution [40]. Irises allow a reduction of the phase velocity of
the RF wave to vp ≤ c and therefore particles can travel at the same velocity as
the wave, making the synchronism condition possible. For the main linac of CLIC
the design aims for a phase velocity of c, as the electrons and positrons are highly
relativistic [36].
3.2.2 Periodic Boundary Conditions and Floquet’s Theorem
When constructing the solution to the wave equation within a periodically loaded
waveguide, it must not only satisfy the wave equation but also the Floquet theorem.
This theorem states: In a given mode of an infinite periodic structure, the fields at
two different cross-sections that are separated by one period differ only by a constant
factor which in general is a complex number. This can be written as:
E(r, z + L, t) = E(r, z, t) exp(±ik0L). (3.7)
The introduction of a set of periodic irises each equally separated by a length, L,
will perturb the electric field in the longitudinal plane (z). An equation satisfying
this can be written as [36]:
E(r, z, t) = EL(r, z) exp[i(ωt− k0z)], (3.8)
where EL(r, z) is a periodic function of period length L and exp[i(ωt − k0z)] is
the wave component. As with any periodic formula, EL(r, z) can be expanded as a
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where an are the Fourier coefficients [36]. Solving the cylindrical wave equation




−K2nan(r) = 0, (3.10)
where the differentiation terms are with respect to r and K2n = (ω/c)
2 − (k0 +
2πn/L)2. For K2n > 0, this is found to be a propagating wave whose solution is:
Ez(r, z, t) =
∞∑
n=−∞
EnJ0(Knr) exp[i(ωt− knz)]. (3.11)
Interpreting this equation it is found that there are an infinite number of waves,
known as space harmonics, each of which is represented by the index n (Fig-








The result is that to reduce the phase velocity of a periodic structure, one can
simply choose a sufficiently large space harmonic.
At this point one can define a component of an iris-loaded waveguide. The region
between two irises is known as an accelerating cell. RF power injected into the
accelerating structure will begin to fill these accelerating cells. An important quality
of the periodic structure is the group velocity which defines the velocity at which
the RF power moves through the structure. Referring back to Figure 3.1, the group








Figure 3.1 also illustrates that all space harmonic components have the same
group velocity. The group velocity affects the stored power in the periodic structures
by modifying the time it takes for the wave to move throughout the structure. The
group velocity can be varied through a change in the iris radius and thickness. In
Section 3.5, this will be shown to be a technique to increase the efficiency of energy
transfer to the beam. The fill time (tfill) is the total time for the accelerating
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structure to fill with RF power and is given by an integration over the group velocity






In Chapter 7, the fill time will be used to understand the high gradient perfor-
mance of accelerating structures.
3.3 Energy Gain in an RF Cell
Considering a structure filled with RF power, one can now define the energy gain
per accelerating cell, using a simplified single RF gap model. The real component
of the longitudinal and on-axis electric field, for the TM01 mode, in an RF cell is
defined as:
Ez(z, t) = E(z) cos(ωt+ φs), (3.15)
where ω is the frequency of the RF field in rad/s and φs is the synchronous
phase [36]. For a particle travelling at velocity v in the field, described in Equa-
tion 3.15, the energy gain for a particle crossing the RF gap is given by the Panofsky
equation. It states that for an input particle of charge q the change in energy is given












where L is the cell length [39, 36]. Solving this integral, the energy gain can be
simply expressed as:
∆W = qV0T cos(φs), (3.17)
where T is the transit-time factor and V0 is the gap voltage. A definition for the





which has a unit of V/m12 [96]. The transit-time factor (T ) accounts for the
difference in energy gain for an oscillating electric field compared to a constant DC
1The accelerating gradient is sometimes defined in the units MeV/m.
2Beam-loading reduces the effective gradient therefore gradients can be referred to as loaded or
unloaded. In this thesis all accelerating gradients are unloaded unless states otherwise.
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This demonstrates that acceleration in RF fields is not as effective as acceleration
in a DC field as T < 1 for ωL
2v
> 0. The surface electric field can be written as
proportional to the accelerating gradient such that:
Es = cG, (3.20)
where c is the proportionality constant. The value of c is dependent on the
geometry of the cell and is generally found to be between 1.8 and 2.6 for CLIC
structures.
3.4 Accelerating Structure Properties
As iris-loaded waveguides are commonly referred to as accelerating structures, this
term will be used for the remainder of this text. In this section, the relation between
the input power, stored energy and accelerating gradient will be described.
3.4.1 Figures of Merit
Each accelerating cell in an accelerating structure acts as an RF resonator. For a
resonator, the ratio of the stored energy to power loss per cycle is known as the





where U is the stored energy, ω is the frequency, and P is the average dissipated
power [36]. Having a high Q ensures that a large amount of power can be stored
within the cavity. The quality factor for accelerating structure cells is Q ≈ 5700.
Another important parameter is the shunt impedance (r) which describes the effec-






In order to achieve a high accelerating gradient, accelerating structures are de-
signed with a high shunt impedance [36]. Finally, an important parameter to take
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into account is the ratio of the shunt impedance to the quality factor, commonly







r over Q describes the efficiency of acceleration per unit stored energy at a given
frequency [92]. With these important parameters, the power propagation through
an accelerating structure can be described.
3.5 Travelling Wave Accelerators
The accelerating structures of the main linac of CLIC will operate with a travelling
wave mode where the RF power is input at one end of the structure and dissipated
in a matched RF load at the other end [37]. The choice in using a travelling wave
mode rather than a standing wave mode is due to two reasons: (1) standing-wave
structures are very sensitive to mechanical tolerances and (2) travelling waves are
much more energy efficient for short beam pulses [36] 3. Below are descriptions of the
mode choice and a structure feature unique to travelling wave structure, employed
to increase r/Q.
3.5.1 Operating Mode
The operational modes available in an accelerating structure are dependent on the
number of cells. Referring back to Figure 3.1, the dispersion curve for the accelerat-
ing structure is observed to be made up of discrete points rather than a straight line.
This is because the conditions for resonance must be satisfied. The phase advance
per cell (∆φ) needs to satisfy the condition:




where p = 0, 1, ..., N are the operational modes given a total number of cells
N [36]. In practice, to achieve a flat field distribution across the structure a detuning
of the end cells is required. The amount of detuning differs for the 0 and π modes
and therefore one must choose which is present. As a consequence, a single cell
structure can only operate with the standing wave modes ∆φ = 0 or π. While for a
3-cell structure, the travelling wave modes ∆φ = π/3 and 2π/3 are available and one
of the standing wave modes ∆φ = 0 or π [38]. When calculating the mode to use for
CLIC, it is found that the ∆φ = 2π/3 has a large shunt impedance and therefore is
3In order to achieve a pure travelling wave mode, the structure and the waveguide network
must be impedance matched to prevent reflections.
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(a) Constant Impedance. (b) Constant Gradient.
Figure 3.2: A pictorial description of the ratio of the power dissipation along the
structure, depicted in red, for constant impedance structure in comparison to a
constant gradient structure. A constant impedance structure has the largest stored
power in the cell at the beginning of the structure, with the stored power reduc-
ing exponentially along the structure. The constant gradient design, as its name
suggests, keeps a constant stored power in each cell along the structure.
used in all CLIC structure designs. Past RF designs for predecessor high gradient
colliders have trialled using the 5π/6 mode [51].
3.5.2 Constant Impedance vs Constant Gradient Structure
When considering the geometric design of a travelling wave accelerating structure,
especially the iris radius and thickness, it is important to consider how to maximise
r/Q for each cell. If one is to couple identical cavities together, to create the ac-







The solution to this differential equation shows that the power dissipates along




where P0 is the peak input power [36]. Illustrated in Figure 3.2a is the power
dissipation for a constant impedance structure, where the red depicts the power loss
across the structure. Such a design results in the greatest surface fields occurring
at the beginning of the structure due to the stored RF power being greatest in this
region. In order to reduce peak surface fields with respect to the accelerating gradient
over the structure, it is more effective to even out the stored power distribution over
the structure. By reducing the group velocity, the stored power can be increased.
A reduction in the group velocity is achieved through a reduction of the iris radius
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and thickness. This technique is known as iris tapering and allows for a reduction
in the peak Es of the structure as all of the accelerating cells share the work rather
than the first cell applying the greatest gradient. For a constant power dissipation












Figure 3.2b demonstrates the power dissipation across the constant gradient
structure. The irises’ radii can be observed to reduce along with the iris thickness
over the structure.
3.6 Summary
For continuous acceleration to occur within an oscillating electric field, two condi-
tions must be satisfied: (1) The electric field must have a component in the direction
of acceleration and (2) its phase must remain synchronous with the beam. Confining
the electric fields within an iris-loaded waveguide generates the longitudinal electric
field component and reduces the phase velocity to vp ≤ c creating the conditions
suitable for acceleration. For CLIC structures, the design aims for a phase velocity
equal to c given the ultra-relativistic energies of the electrons/positrons. Travelling
wave structures are found to be the most efficient option, given CLIC’s short pulse
lengths, with the 2π/3 mode chosen due to its large shunt impedance.
Chapter 4
Phenomenology of High Gradient
Acceleration
In the previous chapter, it was shown that an increase in the accelerating gradient
led to an increase in the surface electric fields. Along with this increase in Es, a
large accelerating gradient also leads to larger surface magnetic fields (Hs). Näıvely
one might think that to generate an arbitrarily high accelerating gradient, it would
be possible to simply input more power, in accordance with Equation 3.22. Unfor-
tunately, other phenomena begin to come into play in regions where high surface
electric and magnetic fields are present. In this chapter, these phenomena will be de-
scribed and found to be the limiting factors in achieving arbitrarily high accelerating
gradients.
4.1 Field-Induced Electron Emission
In the presence of large surface electric fields, electrons from the surface of a material
can be liberated into the free-space above the surface. Known as field emission (FE),
this phenomenon is thought to be central to initiating RF breakdowns (vacuum arcs),
which will be discussed in Section 4.2.2. In Chapter 6, it will be shown that these FE
electrons can also become captured in the RF fields and affect the performance of an
accelerating structure. To understand the mechanism of field emission, one begins
on the surface of an accelerating structure where electric fields are present. These
surface electric fields reduce and narrow the potential barrier holding electrons in
the conductive layer. Such an effect increases the probability of electrons in this
conduction layer tunnelling through to the vacuum. To describe this, Fowler and




−Wa if z > 0
−eEsz − e2/4z if z < 0
, (4.1)
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where −e2/4z is the contribution by the emitted electron and its image charge
in the surface, Wa is the potential energy of the charge inside the metal and −eEsz
is the surface electric field [42]. Figure 4.1a demonstrates the potential barrier
proposed for two different surface electric field levels where a narrowing of the barrier
is visible for a greater electric field strength. Using the Wentzel, Kramers, and
Brillouin (WKB) approximation, a time-independent Schrödinger equation (D(Wz))
can be formed to describe the probability of the electrons tunnelling through the
barrier. This probability, along with the number of electrons (N(Wz)), gives the





where ζ is the Fermi energy [42]. Integrating Equation 4.2 over z and accounting
for an RF field rather than a DC field, it is found that the total current emitted by











where φ is the work function of the surface material, β is an enhancement factor
(a) Field emission potential barrier. (b) Emitter geometry dependence.
Figure 4.1: A description of the field emission of electrons for given a potential
barrier and emitter geometry. The left-hand diagram plots the potential of the
barrier against the distance from the atom. The potential due to the image charge
is plotted in blue. Two strengths of surface electric field are illustrated in solid red
for lower field and dashed red for higher field. The barriers which results from these
two field strengths are plotted in solid black for the lower field and dashed black
for the higher field. The horizontal line, labelled ζ, illustrates the fermi energy and
Wa is the potential energy of the electron. The right-hand figure plots the field
enhancement factor (β) against a geometric factor (h/k or h/rho). This geometric
factor is the ratio of the height of the emitter to its radius [42].
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for the surface fields, and Es is the surface electric field [42]. From this one will
notice that an increase in the electric field significantly increases the emitted current.
For field emission measurements, it has been found that the emitted current is
significantly greater than the excepted emission given the calculated Es. It has
been found that Es appears to be enhanced and therefore when writing the Fowler-






which is the ratio of the effective surface electric field, taken from field emission
measurements, to the surface electric field expected from RF simulations [42]. The
cause of this apparent field enhancement is not yet understood but is expected to
be related to the geometry of surface features among other things [36]. The value
of β can be measured by scanning the input power, which can be converted into a
surface electric field, and measuring the field emission intensity (If ). This is usually
done by measuring the field-emitted current which reach the end of the accelerating
structure. To extract the value of beta, one can plot log10 If/E
2.5
s against 1/Es and









This allows the effective β value to be extracted1. Typically these beta values are
found to be between 30 and 100 although advancements in surface treatments and
cleanliness of the accelerating structure preparation environment continue to reduce
this factor [42]. Given the emitted electrons have the possibility of entering the RF
buckets2, field-emitted electrons can be captured and propagate along the structure.
These captured FE electrons will be reviewed in great detail in Chapter 6.
4.2 RF Breakdown
Limitations in achieving arbitrarily high accelerating gradients in normal conducting
linacs fall almost entirely on a single phenomenon. RF breakdown, also known
as vacuum arcing, is a process where a large amount of current is spontaneously
emitted from a surface region within the accelerating structure. RF breakdown
currently has no known mechanism although significant progress has been made in
the understanding of the process over the last decade. The following is a description
1The effective β of the structure is an average over many emission sites throughout the whole
structure. Actual β values are a microscopic quantity which can not be measured as of yet.
2An RF bucket is a region where electrons can undergo continuous acceleration
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of RF breakdown and the phenomena expected to contribute to an increase in the
likelihood of a breakdown event. To begin, the effects of RF breakdown and why
they are undesirable for CLIC will be detailed.
4.2.1 Effect of RF breakdowns on CLIC and RF Test Stands
RF breakdown is considered to be the primary limiting factor in achieving the high
gradients necessary for CLIC. In Section 1.4 it was described that each RF break-
down causes a destructive transverse kick to the bunches, within that RF pulse,
leading to a total loss of luminosity. For CLIC’s main goal of producing high energy
collisions, this is the driving factor behind the aim of reducing the likelihood of
RF breakdowns. Although RF breakdowns can also lead to other problems which
must be addressed in the design and operation of high gradient testing facilities.
Such effects include: Reflection of RF power towards RF driver, potential damage
of accelerating structures, and increased radiation dosage received by local instru-
mentation. Although the effects of these are expected to be minor for CLIC they
can affect nominal operation of testing facilities, like the X-band test stands. Such
effects will also prove useful later in the determination of the location of a breakdown
event [43].
4.2.2 Stages of an RF Breakdown
Investigations into RF breakdown have been ongoing for several decades, with sig-
nificant progress towards understanding the mechanism occurring within the last
decade. Despite this, an exact mechanism is yet to be defined. Below is a descrip-
tion of the stages of RF breakdown expected to contribute to the phenomenon [44],
along with a diagram for each stage in Figure 4.2.
1. Field Emission: Expected to initiate RF breakdowns is the emission of elec-

















Figure 4.2: A description of three main stages of an RF breakdown cycle which are
expected to repeat given certain conditions allowing the breakdown to grow [44].
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2. Neutrals evaporate: Neutral atoms begin to evaporate from the surface
where the FE electrons ionise these gaseous particles (Figure 4.2b).
3. Bombardment: These ions are accelerated across the plasma sheath and
bombard the surface. If the bombardment sputters more atoms than the
number of ions which hit the surface, the arc can grow through a continuation
of this process (Figure 4.2c).
Advanced microscopy techniques have allowed these breakdown sites to be ob-
served in great detail. Using a scanning electron microscope (SEM), the RF break-
down sites can be visualised and characterised. A microgram of RF breakdown sites
is depicted in Figure 4.3, where individual sites are visible next to a breakdown
cluster.
4.2.3 Surface Electric Fields
With the assumption that field emission is the precursor for RF breakdown, inves-
tigations into the dependence of RF breakdown on surface electric fields have been
ongoing for many decades [97].
A Power-Law Dependence for Breakdowns
Understanding the rate of breakdown events is important for optimising the perfor-
mance of accelerating structures. In reference [45], an attempt to develop a scaling
law took data from 21 separate structure tests, where Figure 4.4a displays the fits
produced on a log-log scale. Without searching for an underlying mechanism but
Figure 4.3: An SEM image of the RF breakdown sites on the CLIC-G Open struc-
ture. Numerous RF breakdown sites are visible on the sample and the overlapping
of sites is commonly observed.
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(a) Power-Law Fit (b) Dislocation Model
Figure 4.4: Models proposed to predict and understand the depedence of the BDR on
the accelerating gradient. Each figure plots the BDR in bpp against the accelerating
gradient in MV/m. Various markers illustrate data taken from different structures.
The left-hand model is empirical (Power-Law Fit) while the right-hand mode is a
theory-based model (Dislocation Model) [47, 45].
rather simply aiming to fit the data with an empirical formula, a strong dependence
of the BDR on the surface electric field was found as:
E30s τ
5
p ∝ BDR, (4.6)
where τp is the pulse length and BDR is the breakdown rate in breakdowns/pulse
(bpp) [45]. A power-law fit was adopted in preference to an exponential due to the
non-zero BDR value for the exponential at zero field strength. The pulse length
dependence was taken from reference [46] and confirmed with the same data.
A Dislocation Model for RF Breakdowns
Despite being useful for scaling the BDR to operational parameters, the power law fit
has no underlying physical mechanism, and therefore can not explain this apparent
dependence on the surface electric field. To further understand the relationship
between the increase in surface electric field and BDR, a model where breakdowns
are assumed to be induced as a result of vacancies formed by external stresses was
developed in reference [47]. For this model, the rate of breakdown events is expected
to be proportional to the rate of vacancy formations which was written as:
BDR ∝ eε0E2∆V/kBT , (4.7)
where ε0 is the dielectric constant of vacuum, ∆V is the relaxation volume of the
defect, kB is Boltzmanns constant, and T is the temperature. Fitting this model to
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the set of data used in the empirical model of reference [45], Figure 4.4b demonstrates
the fit for the vacancy formation model.
4.2.4 Pulsed Surface Heating
Investigations into past results of high gradient tests demonstrated that the peak
surface electric field, achieved by different accelerating structures, varied signifi-
cantly [45]. For this reason it is expected that RF breakdowns do not exclusively
depend on the surface electric field. Surface magnetic fields are expected to play
an indirect role in RF breakdown. Surface magnetic fields induce surface currents
which run through the structure. Such currents suffer Ohmic losses leading to sur-
face heating. The change in temperature for a square pulse of length τp is given
approximately by:









where Rs is the surface resistance, ρ is the material density, cs is the specific
heat, and αD is thermal diffusivity [48]. Continuous cycling of the magnetic fields
causes thermal stresses on the surface material and has been observed to result in
an increase in surface roughness [49]. The increased surface roughness introduces
imperfects which can undergo field emission and RF breakdown.
4.2.5 Power Flow
It was previously stated that the limitation in the achievable gradient of an accelerat-
ing structure does not appear to rely strictly on the surface electric field. Along with
surface electric fields investigations, into the effects of power flow have also been un-
dertaken. During testing of CLIC and Next Linear Collider (NLC) structures, it was
found that larger aperture, and therefore high group velocity, structures supported
greater power flows. Using data from the high power testing of these structures, a
relation for the power flow through a structure of minimum iris circumference (C)
was defined as:
Pτ 1/3p ∝ C, (4.9)
where P is the total power flow for a given breakdown rate and τp is the pulse
length. This equation was able to explain the achievable peak power flowing through
the structures. Although this model faced difficulties to explain the concept of RF
breakdown in standing wave structures, which experience no net power flow through
the structure [50].
The authors of reference [45] investigated the idea that power flowing through field
emitters may be the cause of RF breakdown. Due to the low resistivity of copper,
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(a) Induced local magnetic field. (b) Power flow diagram.
Figure 4.5: Diagram for the concept of local power flow [45]. The current within
a field emitter created by surface electric fields induces a local magnetic field and
therefore a power flow occurs. The power within the field emission can be up to the
power within the RF.
the amount of power required to achieve a relevant change in temperature is quite
significant. Inside the accelerating structure, there is only one source of power that
being the RF source (PRF ). For an RF source the power flow density (Poynting
vector) is well defined as:
~S = ~E × ~H, (4.10)
where ~E is the electric field and ~H is the magnetic field. For the mechanism
to describe the flow of power within the field emitter tips, it is found that the
induced current (IFN), from the surface electric field, results in a local magnetic
field (Figure 4.5a). For a microscopic cylindrical tip protruding from the surface of
an iris, the induced magnetic field is given by:
HFN = IFN/2πd, (4.11)
where d is the radial distance from the cylindrical tip’s surface. The power flow
due to the RF fields can be separated into two components [45]:
PRF = E0 ·HTWRF sin2 ωt+ E0 ·HSWRF sinωt cosωt. (4.12)
The left component is the active power flow which describes the transport of
energy along the structure and therefore only occurs in travelling wave structures.
The right component is the energy oscillating between the electric and magnetic
field, known as the reactive power flow, and is expected for standing and travelling
wave RF power.
For the power flow within the emitter one can take the Poynting vector and substi-
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Figure 4.6: Evolution of the amplitude of the electric field (dashed black line), active
power flow (blue line), reactive power flow (red line), and field emission power flow
(green line) plotted over an RF period [45].














In Figure 4.5b it is illustrated that the power flowing through the emitter orig-
inates from the RF. The power is lost to the electrons emitted from the tip and
through ohmic losses (PLoss). Power transferred to the field-emitted current can be
up to the RF power entering the emitter such that [45]:
PLoss  PFN ≤ PRF . (4.14)
Ohmic power losses are significantly lower than the field-emitted power loss, due
to the low resistivity of copper. The IFN component is in-phase with the active
power flow whereas it is 90◦ out-of-phase with the reactive power (Figure 4.6). The
result is that the active power flow is more efficient in providing power to the field-
emitted electrons than the reactive power flow [45].
Adapting the power flow into a common RF parameter is done through the use of the
Poynting vector ~S. The active power flow is found to be the real component of the
Poynting vector (Re(S)) while the reactive component is the imaginary component
of the Poynting vector (Im(S)). The quantity Sc describes the localised power flow
as [45]:
Sc = |Re(~S)|+ gc |Im(~S)|. (4.15)
In the new quantity, gc defines the affect of the active power versus the reactive





|P SWRF | · PFNdt∫ T
0
|P TWRF | · PFNdt
, (4.16)
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which is usually found to have a value between 0.15 and 0.2 [45]. This new factor
has been used to describe the how power flow may limit both travelling and standing
wave structures [45].
4.3 Conditioning
When operating high gradient structures, it has been observed that the systems
begin operation at low gradients and are unable to begin operation at their nom-
inal gradient. A gradual increase in the accelerating gradient is possible through
a technique known as conditioning. This technique commonly takes ∼700 million
high power RF pulses to achieve the ultimate high gradient [84]. The conditioning
of four accelerating structures will be demonstrated in Chapter 7. Previous results
have demonstrated that the progress of conditioning is dependent on the number of
pulses [58]. Using the idea of dislocations and vacancy formation mentioned in ref-
erence [47], it has been postulated that conditioning is similar process to mechanical
hardening [84, 20].
4.4 Summary
In the presence of high surface electric and magnetic fields, phenomena such as RF
breakdown and field emission will impact nominal operation of accelerating struc-
tures. An RF breakdown leads to a destructive transverse kick to the bunches
for that RF pulse, consequently reducing the luminosity. Decreasing the peak sur-
face fields has been demonstrated to reduce the rate of RF breakdown. Therefore,
CLIC structures are designed to minimise these surface fields for a given accelerat-
ing gradient. Operating at the nominal accelerating gradients of CLIC requires an
extensive conditioning process which has been previously found to take ∼700 million
pulses [20].
Chapter 5
A Novel X-band Test Stand
In previous chapters the three high gradient testing facilities at CERN were intro-
duced, including the two X-band test stands dedicated to understanding the high
gradient operation of CLIC structure prototypes. Xbox 1 and Xbox 2 each have
the ability to test a single accelerating structure approximately every seven months,
given a pulse repetition rate of 50 Hz. It is the aim of the CLIC collaboration to have
approximately 40 structures tested to high gradients to determine the reproducibil-
ity of the 100 MV/m accelerating gradients. Given that only 13 CLIC prototype
accelerating structures had been tested up to 2015, a significant increase in testing
capacity was required. This chapter will review the commissioning of a novel test
stand at CERN, Xbox 3, which offers the ability to test four structures concurrently
at pulse repetition rates up to 200 Hz. Initiating this chapter is a review of the
design of the test stand which was described in [22] and [20]. Following is a detailed
account of the commissioning of this new test stand which was performed by the
author in collaboration with others in the group. Two structures installed within
weeks of one another were the first two structures to be tested on Xbox 3 and their
conditioning histories will be detailed in Sections 7.4 and 7.5. During the testing
of these structures, several operational challenges were faced by the author. These
will be explained in detail with the aim of improving the design and operation of
future test stands. Concluding the chapter are the operational parameters which
were ultimately achieve by the end of this work.
5.1 Design Overview of Xbox 3
A peak power of ∼45 MW is required to generate an unloaded gradient of 100 MV/m
within a typical CLIC structure [52]. This can be achieved using a single high power
klystron, as was the case for Xbox 1 and Xbox 2, although this scheme had some
limitations, which the new system aimed to overcome:
1. Cost: High power klystron and modulators are extremely expensive. The new
test stand would need to reduce the cost of testing accelerating structures.
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2. Repetition Rate: High power klystrons are limited to 50 Hz, due to their
high average power. The new test stand would need to be able to achieve pulse
repetition rates above 50 Hz while remaining on a harmonic of the mains power.
In order to increase the repetition rate and cost efficiency, any klystrons used in
the new system would be required to operate at a reduced peak power. In order to
reach the required input power with low power klystrons additional amplification
would be necessary. For Xbox 3, two additional stages of amplification are proposed:
1. RF pulse weaving: Weaving of the klystrons’ pulses allows the output peak
power of klystrons to be combined where the output peak power is the sum of
the input peak power.
2. Pulse compression: Using the combined RF pulse, a stage of pulse com-
pression increases the peak power at the expense of pulse length.
Each of these stages are discussed in detail below.
5.1.1 RF Pulse Weaving
The first of its kind to be built, Xbox 3 begins with the weaving of the two RF pulses
output from low power klystrons. Weaving the two RF pulses creates a single RF
pulse at a power equal to the sum of the two input pulses, if the phases of the two
signals are synchronous. Early in the design cycle of Xbox 3, several options were
explored on how to achieve this. Using a T junction to combine two RF pulses was
an option although there were concerns the average power at high repetition rates
may be too high for the structure. Alternatively, a 90◦ hybrid allows the pulsing of
two structures on alternate pulses through a manipulation of the trigger delay. This
halves the average power dissipated in each structure while retaining the testing
capacity. For the description of the RF pulse weaving, the four ports of the hybrid
will be labelled. The two pairs of nominally isolated ports are the input and output
pairs. The input pair are connected to the klystrons, and are labelled as such, and
the output pair, which are connected to the accelerating structures, are labelled
Lines 1 and 2. To begin the pulsing of Line 1, a 90◦ phase shift was added between
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During the following pulse, the trigger for Klystron B is delayed by half the RF
period (T/2). The result is that now Line 2 is pulsed with double the power while
Line 1 receives no power, written as:
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Switching the trigger delay on Klystron 2 between 0 and T/2 on each successive
pulse allows each line to receive every second pulse. This scheme delivers double the
klystron power (or V =
√
2) to the two lines at a repetition rate of half that output
from the klystrons and therefore does not reduce the testing capacity, which would
commonly result from a reduction in repetition rate. This weaving stage can be
repeated multiple times to weave numerous klystron pulses which was considered in
the design of Xbox 3. At this stage the pulse could be input into the structure, if the
klystrons had a peak power of ∼22.5 MW, although another stage of amplification
is possible through the use of a pulse compressor.
5.1.2 RF Pulse Compression
In Xboxes 1 and 2 a SLED type 1 RF pulse compressor is employed to increase the
peak power at the expense of pulse length [22]. A description of how a SLED Type
1 RF pulse compressor operates is found in Appendix A. To summarise this de-
scription, an RF pulse compressor uses two high Q cavities operating at the TE0,1,32
mode to store RF power which is extracted through a manipulation of the RF pulse
phase profile. This phase profile involves a flip of ∼110◦ before a parabolic ramp to
180◦ creating an output pulse with a constant amplitude [53].
For pulse compressors there are primarily two qualities that define their operation,
the definitions of which assume a flat-top pulse on the input and output pulse.
Firstly the gain (G) is the ratio of the input peak power (Pin) to the output peak





The second is the compression factor (C) which is defined as the ratio of the





From these two qualities, the efficiency (ε) is defined as the ratio of the input
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(a) Xbox 2. (b) Xbox 3.
Figure 5.1: A comparison of the operation of the pulse compressors on Xbox 3 with
that of Xbox 2. The two graphs plot the gain against the compression factor, each
unitless. The dashed lines depict the expected gain to compression factor [54].
For Xbox 2 using a compression factor between 5 and 19, the achievable gain
was between 3 and 4 which was deemed too low for Xbox 3 to achieve 56 MW
(Figure 5.1a). To address this short coming, the compression factor was increased
significantly to operate between 13 and 47. Consequently Xbox 3 could operate with
a gain between 4 and 5 (Figure 5.1b). A ramification of this change in compression
factor was a decrease in the power efficiency of Xbox 3 (10-25%) in comparison
to Xbox 2 (15-60%). These measurements of the pulse compressor’s operation on
Xbox 3 were performed during commissioning which meant that extensive testing
was required to achieve the optimal operating conditions. For this reason, the gain
is not constant for a given compression factor and led to the noisy results observed in
Figure 5.1b. The maximum gain for a given compression factor reflects the optimal
results.
5.1.3 Xbox 3 Design
The final design for Xbox 3 was determined through the known gain factors available
from the pulse weaving (G = 2) and pulse compression (G = 4). Early designs used
the technique of weaving four klystrons each outputting a 6 MW, 5 µs RF pulse at
400 Hz [22]. Such klystrons were designed and manufactured by Toshiba who agreed
to make six units in total. Initial testing of the first prototype klystron found that
it could operate at 7 MW, with an increased gun voltage, as depicted in Figure 4.3
of reference [22]. This led to a revision of the Xbox 3 design which included only
one stage of pulse weaving along with a stage of pulse compression. Such a design
would aim to reach 56 MW, assuming a compression factor of 4.
Figure 5.2 depicts the conceptual set-up for Xbox 3 from the start of the pre-amplifier
to the end of the RF line illustrating the peak power, pulse length and repetition
rate after each component. The two lines aim to receive 56 MW, 200 ns pulses at
200 Hz. Weaving two klystrons on two identical set-ups, in comparison to weaving
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Figure 5.2: High Power RF set-up of one symmetric half of Xbox 3. An input of
300 W from the SSA drives the klystron which can output up to 7 MW. Weaving
the two 7 MW klystrons and alternating the power between two lines generates a
peak power of 14 MW at half the repetition rate. Pulse Compression increases the
peak power at the expense of pulse length. At the end of the compression Xbox 3
aims to deliver 56 MW for 200 ns pulses at 200 Hz. The power achieved at the DUT
is dependent on the waveguide length between the pulse compressor and the DUT
with power losses of ∼0.1 dB/m.
four klystrons, doubled the achievable testing capacity through a doubling of the
repetition rate. Ultimately, Xbox 3 has a potential testing capacity 16 times greater
than Xbox 2 or Xbox 11.
Figure 5.3 illustrates a simplified diagram of a symmetric half of Xbox 3. Xbox
3 consists of four sections, each with a specific task. Initiating the RF signal is the
low-level radio-frequency (LLRF) crate marked in yellow. Common to Xbox 2 and
3 is the idea of RF mixing and multiplying to generate and measure the 12 GHz
RF signals required for the klystron and measured from the test stand [22]. This
mixing involves starting with a lower frequency oscillator which for Xbox 3 is 2.4
GHz. This 2.4 GHz RF is split in two, with one signal multiplied to 9.6 GHz and the
other modulated to the amplitude and phase programme required for the operation
of the structure. These two signals are subsequently mixed together, where output
generates a sum and difference of the input signals. The difference, a modulated 7.2
GHz signal, is removed using a 12 GHz bandpass filter and the modulated 12 GHz
is sent towards the high power RF section, discussed further below. This technique
is a much more cost effective option than using a 12 GHz oscillator as was used in
Xbox 1 [22]. The direct measurement of 12 GHz RF is at the limit of modern ADCs
making it an expensive task. A more cost efficient option is mixing the signals to a
lower frequency which can then be sampled in a lower frequency ADC. For Xbox 3,
this is performed in a similar means to the generation of the 12 GHz RF for the high
power. Inside the LLRF crate is also a 2.9 GHz RF oscillator which is multiplied
1given a repetition rate four times higher and four times the testing slots.



































































Figure 5.3: A simplified diagram of one symmetric half of Xbox 3. Locking to the
10 MHz local oscillator, a 2.4 GHz signal is multiplied, modulated and upmixed to
create a 12 GHz RF driver for the pre-amplifier of Xbox 3 (SSA). A second signal
at 2.9 GHz is multiplied to 11.6 GHz for the downmixing of signals sampled from
the HPRF. The 12 GHz modulated signal enters the high power RF section, shown
in purple, where the SSA prepares the pulse for the klystron, which outputs up to 7
MW of peak power. The combination of the hybrid and pulse compressor is used to
generate a peak output power of 56 MW, as discussed in preceding sections. Signals
are sampled by directional couplers and mixed with the 11.6 GHz signal to create
400 MHz samples of the RF signal, which are digitised in the PXI crate.
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Table 5.1: Cable calibration of the first LLRF crate for Line 1 and Klystron A.
The RF signal was 7.96 dBm at the input. Summing over the power loss from the
coupler, splitter and cables allowed the attenuation which was required before the
ADC to be calculated.
Name Signal [dBm] Atten. [dB] Splitter Atten. [dB] Approx. Coupling [dB] Approx. Signal [dBm] Req. Atten. [dB]
KLY 0.91 -7.05 -5.82 -39.32 56.00 4
PEI -1.72 -9.63 -5.82 -60.00 100.00 25
PER 4.64 -3.32 -6.11 -60.00 100.00 31
PKI -10.37 -18.28 -5.95 -60.00 99.00 15
PKR 1.28 -6.68 -5.56 -60.00 99.00 27
PLI 3.77 -4.19 -5.72 -60.00 99.00 29
PLR 3.82 -4.14 -5.73 -60.00 99.00 29
PSI -2.14 -10.05 -6 -60.00 107.50 31
PSR -1.57 -9.48 -5.67 -60.00 107.50 32
SSA -12.00 -19.91 -6.43 0.00 27.00 1
to produce an 11.6 GHz RF signal. Mixing the 11.6 GHz with a 12 GHz RF signal,
sampled from the test stand, produces a 400 MHz RF signal which is simpler and
less costly to digitise.
Initiating the high power radio-frequency (HPRF) section is the modulated 12 GHz
input signal, mentioned above, which is input into a solid state amplifier (SSA)
amplifying it up to 300 W. Subsequently a klystron/modulator amplifies the 300 W
modulated signals to 7 MW which is input into the waveguide network. After the
weaving to achieve 14 MW and compression to achieve 56 MW, as described in the
previous section, the pulse is input into the testing bunker. Located in the bunker
is the device under test (DUT) which accepts the high power RF pulse allowing
the testing of the DUT at high power. Extraneous power is routed to the RF load
thereby minimising unwanted reflected power towards the DUT. System control
and data acquisition is accomplished using a National Instruments PXI crate. This
system also generates the reference 10 MHz local oscillator (LO) that controls the
phase-lock loops (PLLs) within the LLRF (Figure 5.3) [94].
5.2 Commissioning of Xbox 3
With the design finalised, commissioning of Xbox 3 began in 2015. Commissioning
commenced with the characterisation of the low power and high power RF compo-
nents.
5.2.1 Characterisation of Low Power RF Component and
Cables
Digitisers in the PXI have a full scale input power range of 10 dBm. Signals above
this level may cause damage to the front-end circuitry. In light of this, a procedure
was developed to determine the ideal attenuation levels to allow optimal use of the
dynamic range of the system. Before pulsing could begin, the power level of the
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RF signals from the directional couplers reaching the ADCs needed to be deter-
mined. Using an RF signal generator (Anritsu MG3692C), an 11.994 GHz signal
at 10 dBm (7.96 dBm after the input cable) was sent through each of the expected
signal paths2. At the end of the signal path, a power sensor (Rohde and Schwarz
NRP-Z81) measured the received power which allowed the amount of signal loss
throughout the LLRF network to be determined, an example of which is depicted
in Table 5.1. Multiplying the cable attenuation with the expected coupling factor of
the directional couplers and the splitters, the total line loss from directional coupler
to ADC input was determined. Expected peak power levels at various points within
the test stand were known from the RF designs. Using these values, the approxi-
mate peak power reaching each of the ADC channels was calculated. RF attenuators
were added where necessary in the aim to have a maximum input power of 10 dBm,
to ensure to use the entire dynamic range. A photograph of the calibration set-up
is displayed in Figure 5.4. This procedure was used to calibrate all of the signal
pathways within Xbox 3.
2The input was increased to 17 dBm when the losses were greater and the measured signal
dropped below the noise floor.
(a) Calibration set-up. (b) Xbox 3 LLRF and Acquisition.
Figure 5.4: Calibration of the LLRF components and cables in Xbox 3. The set-
up depicts the RF signal generator (Anritsu MG3692C) measuring a part of the
LLRF with the Rohde and Schwarz NRP-Z81 power sensor. A second power sensor
confirms the stability of the output. The complete LLRF rack is shown for the
two symmetric halves although the two halves shared a PLL for early operation of
Xbox 3.
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5.2.2 Characterisation of High Power RF Components
To gain a full understanding of the entire RF system it is also vital to understand the
HPRF components. As all waveguide components were tested during manufacturing,
it was reasonable to assume from that point on that they would not require re-
testing. However for more complex components, such as the hybrids and pulse
compressor cavities, each component was tested at low power using a vector network
analyser (VNA).
90◦ Hybrid
The RF outputs from each klystron are routed to the 90◦ hybrid circuitry arranged
to act as an RF combiner. To receive proper combination and cancellation within
Lines 1 and 2, and minimise reflections towards the klystrons, the signals must be
carefully balanced. In Xbox 3, there are six hybrids in total: four located in the four
pulse compressors and two for the combination. All six hybrids underwent low power
testing to ensure the transmission and reflection levels from each port were suitable
(Figure 5.5). Figure 5.6 displays the results of the RF testing of one of the hybrids,
using a four-channel VNA (Rohde and Schwarz ZVA 24). Illustrated in Figure 5.6a
are the transmission level spectra for the four ports around the operational frequency
(depicted by a vertical blue line). Transmission between each of the ports is within
0.05 dB of the expected -3.01 dB which was deemed to be an acceptable level. In
Figure 5.6b, the data displaying the reflection from the four ports back towards the
two klystrons is presented. From this it can be observed that the reflection is a
maximum of -45 dB which equates to a 200 W reflection for an input power of 7
MW, similarly deemed to be acceptable. This procedure was repeated for all six
hybrids.
Figure 5.5: RF testing of the fourth hybrid used in Xbox 3. The testing was per-
formed using a four channel VNA testing the S-parameters for the four port com-
ponent.
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(a) Hybrid transmission spectra.



































(b) Hybrid reflection spectra.
Figure 5.6: The S-parameters measured from the cold testing of one of the hybrids
used in Xbox 3. The plots display the transmitted (left-hand figure) and reflected
(right-hand figure) power, between ports 1 to 4, in dB plotted against the RF fre-
quency in GHz. A vertical line illustrates the operational frequency of 11.994 GHz.
Pulse Compressor
Completing the pulse compressor are two high quality factor (Q = 180000) cavity
resonators. Given the high Q, it is important to ensure that the cavities are tuned
well to the desired RF frequency. Before their installation onto Xbox 3, each pulse
compressor cavity underwent cold testing in the RF lab using a two channel VNA
(Rohde and Schwarz ZVA 24) to determine whether each cavity was operating at
the correct frequency (Figure 5.7). All initial tests were performed at 30◦C with
atmospheric pressure inside the cavities resulting in a shift of the resonant frequency
to 11.992 GHz, 2.2 MHz lower than for vacuum. Each cavity was designed to operate
at the European X-band frequency of 11.9942 GHz. Small discrepancies in the
operational frequency were corrected through minor adjustments to the end caps
of the cavities, where the cavity joins the hybrid, as illustrated in Figure 3.25 of
reference [22]. Figure 5.8 demonstrates the SLED’s frequency response after fine
tuning and under a vacuum of 10−5 mbar. The resonant frequency of the cavities is
observed to be in good agreement with desired frequency of 11.9942 GHz.
5.2.3 Waveguide Assembly and Evacuation
When the low power RF testing of the line was completed, the waveguide network
was assembled with the hybrid and pulse compressor. Presented in Figure 5.9 is a
photograph of Xbox 3 during the commissioning. Each waveguide was installed and
each joint was checked for vacuum leaks.
For high power operation, the waveguide network required an ultra-high vacuum
of < 10−7 mbar. The NEXTorr vacuum system used in the test stand combines both
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Figure 5.7: RF testing of the pulse compressor using the two channel VNA (Rohde
and Schwarz ZVA 24). Testing was performed at a constant 30◦C with atmospheric
pressure before evacuating the pulse compressor after the cavities were deemed to
be tuned to the correct frequency.



























Figure 5.8: S-parameter measurements of one of the pulse compressors used on Xbox
3. The power loss in dB from the reflection (S22 and S11) and transmission (S21 and
S12) from each port are plotted against the RF frequency in GHz. A vertical line
illustrates the operational frequency of 11.994 GHz.
non-evaporative getter (NEG) and ion pumping technologies inside a small housing.
A roughing pump attached to the bottom of the pulse compressor, approximately the
middle of the waveguide network, was used to start the pumping process. This first
stage of pumping brought the network down to 10−6 mbar. At this point, the NEG
pumps were turned on while the roughing pump continued to operate. By heating
the NEG unit to around 550 K, most gas molecules adhere to the pump through
the process of sorption. The NEG pumps of the NEXTorr units furthest from
roughing pump were turned on first to ensure the whole network was pumped down
homogeneously. Once the NEG pumps had operated for 3-4 hours, the roughing
pump valve was closed and the ion pumps were initiated. The ion pumps were to
remain on for all high power testing ensuring adequate vacuum levels in the case of
an RF breakdown. During the installation, the NEXTorr units were placed along
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Figure 5.9: A photograph of Xbox 3 from inside the Experimental Hall during
its commissioning. The major components are labelled: a) is one of the modula-
tor/klystrons units, b) is the waveguide network, c) is the testing bunker, d) is a set
of cooling units and, e) is the LLRF rack which also includes the acquisition units
and vacuum controllers.
several sections of Xbox 3 to ensure of even distribution of pressure throughout the
waveguide network [55].
5.2.4 Conditioning of the High Power Network
Following the waveguide evacuation, the conditioning of the high power RF net-
work of Xbox 3 began. Initially setting the RF pulse length to 50 ns, the pressure
conditioning strategy, described in [22], was used with an upper limit of 5 × 10−8
mbar. An algorithm was used to gradually increase the input power over a period
of two months. Once 35 MW of peak power was reached, it was decided that a
structure could be installed. On March 17 2017 the TD24 R05 SiC N1 was installed
onto line 1 which was followed by the T24 PSI N1 on Line 2 one month later. A
photograph of the two structures installed is displayed in Figure 5.10. The history
of the conditioning for the TD24 R05 SiC N1 and T24 PSI N1 will be discussed in
Sections 7.4 and 7.5, respectively.
5.3 Operational Challenges
During the test stand commissioning and subsequent high power testing of accel-
erating structures, several challenges were faced in the operation of this novel test
stand. These challenges, and how they were overcome, will be discussed in this
section.
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Figure 5.10: The first two structures to be installed on Xbox 3. The T24PSI is
visible on the left and the TD24R05 SiC on the right.
5.3.1 Klystron Testing
After their delivery to the test stand area, each klystron was tested at CERN. It was
found that the klystrons could operate at the nominal power of 6 MW but could not
reliably operate at the 7 MW achieved by the first prototype [22] (Figure 5.11a).
This resulted in a reduction of the expected power available to the DUT from 56
MW to 48 MW. This was still deemed sufficient for the purposes of high gradient
testing. Along with testing of the peak power available, the klystron saturation
curves were investigated for irregularities. Figure 5.11b illustrates a discontinuity
in the phase profile of the klystron. The cause of this discontinuity was unable to
be determined and given the need to power ramp during operation, this presented a
challenge to the operators. During the operation of Xbox 3, the operators needed to
ensure that the klystron in question was operating well away from this discontinuity
through varying the RF driver power. It was later found that this discontinuity
shifted through the power transfer curve over time.
5.3.2 RF Reflection and Interference with Klystron
In Section 4.2.1 it was explained that RF breakdown causes a reflection of RF power
towards the RF source, which for the X-band test stands is the klystron(s). Klystrons
are designed to absorb small reflections though large reflections are undesirable as
they can cause damage to the cavities. During breakdown events where τp > 80
ns, it was observed that the peak input power of a small portion of these events
was increased by up to 40% for a portion of the RF pulse, an example of which is
displayed in Figure 5.12a [54]. Investigations into this revealed that these break-
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(a) Full saturation curve. (b) Zoom of phase discontinuity.
Figure 5.11: A power transfer curve produced during the testing of Klystron C in
Xbox 3. The curves plot the peak input power from the solid state amplifier in
Watts on the x-axis, and the peak output power in Watts (black) and output phase
in degrees (cyan) from the klystron on the y-axis. The right-hand plot zooms around
a phase discontinuity found in the klystron.
downs occurred at the start of the structure and delving deeper it was found that
these breakdowns occurred towards the beginning of the RF pulse (Figure 5.12b).
In Xbox 2 and 3, there is approximately 10 meters of waveguide network, between
the klystron and the DUT, which equates to approximately 80 ns transit time for
the return trip of the RF from the klystron to the DUT. When an RF breakdown
occurs at the beginning of the RF pulse, the klystron continues to deliver power
for the remainder of that pulse before being interlocked. During this time, it was
observed that reflected component of the RF pulse could re-enter the klystron and
constructively interfere with its own pulse. This same effect was also observed as
a small amplitude spike on “non-breakdown” pulses in the incident RF pulse flat-
top. A correction in the input phase profile allowed flattening of the pulse though
this brought further challenges through a discontinuity in the incident RF phase.
A more permanent solution to would be to have longer waveguides, where the time
of flight is greater than the pulse length and therefore no interference can occur.
This would require at least 30 meters for the CLIC pulse length of 240 ns. This
will consequently lead to greater power loss, approximately 3 dB, compared to a
shorter waveguide. No impact on the rate of RF breakdowns was observed despite
the structure seeing more power [56].
5.3.3 Conditioning Retardation due to Algorithm
Conditioning in all of the X-band test stands is controlled by a PXI with similar
software which contains the conditioning algorithm described in [22]. Key operator
selectable parameters are N and M which represent the time delay between checking
the BDR and the amplitude of the incremental power increase, respectively. Hence,
the rate of power increase is dependent on the BDR limit, the loop length (N),
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(a) Breakdown waveform with interfer-
ence.
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(b) Position in the pulse where in-
terference occurs.
Figure 5.12: RF Breakdown leading to a reflection and interference of the RF signal.
The left-hand plot displays the waveforms measured during a single interference
event by plotting the amplitude in MW of the incoming (INC), transmitted (TRA)
and reflected (REF) signals against time in seconds. The right-hand plot displays
the peak input power in MW for several hundred breakdown events plotted against
the location of the breakdown in ns [56].
and the power step size (M) [57]. During the conditioning of the first structure on
Xbox 3, it was observed that the rate of conditioning was unusually slow and linear
in comparison to past structure results [58]. Figure 5.13 displays a portion of the
high power testing results of the TD24R05 SiC N1 structure. For the first 200 million
pulses, which had an increment loop length of 30 000 pulses, power step of 10 kW,
and BDR limit of 3×10−5 bpp, it was shown that the increase in power was only 7
MW over 200 million pulses. Accelerating structures commonly reach > 40 MW for
a similar number of pulses. At 200 million pulses, the BDR limit was changed to
10−4 bpp and a loop length reduced to 7500 pulses. The choice of this breakdown
rate was from previous experience with accelerating structures. Previous structures


















Figure 5.13: A portion of the high power testing history of the TD24 R05 SiC N1
illustrating the conditioning retardation due to the algorithm. The y-axis displays
the peak input power in MW plotted against the number of pulses on the x-axis in
millions of pulses [57].
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have been successfully tested at BDRs of 8×10−5 bpp while damage was observed
when breakdown rates reached 8×10−4 bpp [20, 22]. A clear increase in the rate of
conditioning is visible with the distinct curvature of conditioning. This demonstrates
the algorithms ability to retard the progress of the structure’s conditioning [57]. The
drops at 250 and 350 million pulses are the result of conditioning of the waveguide
network and the klystron phase issue mentioned in Section 5.3.1.
5.3.4 High Power RF Cooling
Xbox 3 has been designed to operate at a repetition rate well beyond that of Xbox
1 and 2. For RF operating at 11.994 GHz, the power loss factor for the WR-90
waveguide used in the Xbox 3 set-up is ∼0.1 dB/m. Operating at the RF parameters
of 40 MW peak for a 200 ns pulse at 200 Hz, the power loss to the waveguide is
∼30 W per metre of waveguide, which needs to be displaced. In Xbox 3 problems
related to power displacement were solved with the addition of waveguide cooling
pipes on the flanges.
Temperature stability is particularly important for the pulse compressor cavities as
they need to remain at the resonant frequency of 11.9942 GHz for nominal operation.
As discussed in Section 5.2.2, there is a large amount of power dissipation within
the pulse compressors. Initially, the pulse compressors were cooled with a 2.4 kW
chiller. This was deemed insufficient for 200 Hz operation after cases where the
temperature was unable to remain stable at 30◦C. At 200 Hz for a 12 MW input
and 3µs pulse, the total power entering the pulse compressor is ∼5 kW, up to ∼4
kW of which will be dissipated in the pulse compressor (Figure 5.1b). Upgrading
the chilling capacity to 5 kW displaced the excess heat adequately.
5.4 Xbox 3 Operational Parameters
The conceptual design of Xbox 3 aimed to produce 54 MW of input power though
some unexpected challenges limited the power achievable at the structure. Klystrons
operating below the expected peak power (although still to design specification),
power losses in the waveguide network, and imperfections in the hybrids, all con-
tributed to the reduction in the expected peak power received at the DUT. Despite
this, Xbox 3 was still able to operate as the first RF test stand built through weaving
low power klystrons. Using the compression factor and gain from Figure 5.1b along
with the known input power and klystron pulse length, Figure 5.14 depicts the peak
power and pulse length achieved by Xbox 3. For shortest pulse lengths used in high
power testing (τ = 50 ns), the peak power could reach ∼44 MW. While at a pulse
length of τ ≈ 200 ns, the peak power output was reduce to ∼34 MW, due to the
reduction in the compression ratio.
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Figure 5.14: Operational parameters achieved by Xbox 3. The peak power in MW
on the y-axis is plotted against the pulse length in ns on the x-axis.
5.5 Summary
The commissioning details of novel X-band test stand have been presented in this
chapter. This test stand was commissioned at CERN for the purposes of high power
testing of CLIC accelerating structures and other RF components. The new test
stand uses two low power klystrons which are interweaved together, as discussed
earlier through the use of a 90◦ hybrid and allow two lines to be pulsed on atlernate
pulses. Using RF pulse compression, it was possible to achieve peak power outputs
of 34 MW for a 200 ns pulses and a maximum of 44 MW for a 50 ns pulse. Although
this is below the original target designed peak power of 56 MW, this has proven to
be sufficient to test structures to an unloaded accelerating gradient of approximately
100 MV/m. The commissioning of Xbox 3 has demonstrated that it is possible to
use low power klystrons and realise a set-up that is not only more cost effective
but also operates at a pulse repetition rate of 200 Hz per line which significantly
increases the testing capacity.
Chapter 6
Phenomenology of the Capture of
Field-Emitted Electrons in CLIC
Structures
Fowler and Nordheim first described that the application of surface electric fields
led to the spontaneous emission of electrons from the conduction layer of materi-
als [41]. Under certain field conditions, these electrons are captured and propagate
through the accelerating structure with undesirable consequences for the beam and
surrounding instrumentation. In this chapter, the capture of field-emitted electrons
within CLIC structures will be characterised through a series of measurements and
simulations. In particular the emphasis will be directed to the capture dependence
on the RF phase velocity which was previously unreported.
6.1 Effects of Dark Current for the Operation of
CLIC and the X-band Test Stands
In the previous sections it was reported that CLIC accelerating structures will be
required to operate with peak surface electric fields in excess of 200 MV/m. Under
these conditions, the high surface electric fields will lead to the spontaneous emission
of electrons, the theory of which was summarised in Section 4.1. Given the correct
field conditions, these field-emitted electrons may be captured by the oscillating
RF fields and traverse the accelerating structure as a current. For this reason this
phenomenon is commonly referred to as dark current. For high power testing of
accelerating structures this propagating current collides with its surrounding envi-
ronment resulting in background radiation. This background radiation dictates the
personnel and instrumentation shielding requirements for experiments [59]. Further-
more dark current which remains within the structure can affect beam diagnostics
and in extreme cases lead to transverse kicks on bunches [60].
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6.2 Measuring Dark Current on the X-band Test
Stands
To be able to further understand the phenomenology of dark current in CLIC ac-
celerating structures, Xboxes 1 to 3 are equipped with several measurement devices
suited for the purpose of current and radiation measurements. These devices in-
clude: Faraday cups, beam-loss monitors, ionisation chamber radiation monitors,
dosimeters and a spectrometer.
6.2.1 Faraday Cups
To measure phenomena related to the field emission of electrons and RF breakdown,
Faraday cups were installed upstream and downstream of the structure. Each cup
is located at the end of each structure after a small section of beam pipe such
that propagating electrons enter the cup, creating a measurable current. They were
aligned to the axis of the structure to ensure the optimal measurement of propagating
electrons.
6.2.2 Beam-Loss Monitor
It is highly likely field-emitted electrons created within the accelerating structures
will not all be transmitted through to the Faraday cup. It is postulated that only a
small proportion of the field-emitted electrons within the accelerating structure will
reach the end of the structure and enter the Faraday cup, as the vast majority of
them will most likely interact with the metallic walls. Electrons at higher energies
have a greater penetrative ability which means the bremsstrahlung induced elec-
tromagnetic shower passes through the metallic walls of the accelerating structure
easier than at lower energies. This shower is then expelled into the surrounding en-
vironment. A beam-loss monitor (BLM) was created by placing silica-based optical
fibres along the side of the structure for the measurement of this shower. Measure-
ments using this system were first performed by Kastriotou, et al. and subsequently
tested at the Australian Synchrotron [63]. The principle of operation of these BLMs
relies on the production of Cherenkov radiation which results from interactions of
the high energy electrons with the medium within the fibre. Frank and Tamm found
that electrons traversing a medium with a velocity above the phase velocity of light
within the medium will produce a positive net dipole field which results in Cherenkov
Radiation [64]. The threshold velocity is found by setting the characteristic angle





where v is the velocity of the electron, n is the refractive index of the medium and
c is the speed of light. Solving this gives a threshold velocity of 2.04 × 108 ms−1
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Figure 6.1: Schematic view of the Xbox 2 with the spectrometer [65].
or 186 keV. Given the fields within the structure are in the 100 MV/m regime, the
electrons only need to travel ∼2 mm to reach these energies.
6.2.3 Ionisation Chamber Radiation Monitor
For each of the X-band test stands, the Radiation Protection Group monitors the
radiation dose rate inside and outside the bunkers. During operation, the radiation
monitoring logs allowed the radiation monitor to be used an offline diagnostic. Ac-
cess to this data proved to be vital to improve the understanding of the dark current
in structures.
6.2.4 Spectrometer
Xbox 2 has a spectrometer installed, for dedicated measurements of RF breakdown
emission energy spectra and transverse location, controlled by X-band group at Up-
psala University. A diagram of the spectrometer set-up is shown in Figure 6.1.
Located before the downstream Faraday cup, the spectrometer begins with a tung-
sten slit which contains two slit patterns (a single 10 × 0.5 mm slit and a pin-hole
of 0.5 mm in diameter) [65]. The beam from the slit passes through to a steer-
ing magnet which operates with an integrated magnetic field strength of 0.2 - 10
mTm [65]. The magnet separates the electrons based on their energy after which
they are projected onto a scintillating screen. During operation it was possible to
operate with the screen and collimator completely retracted, and with the magnet
switched off [65]. Such a configuration allowed the downstream Faraday cup to be
used, although it was important to account for the long section of beampipe when
operating this way.
6.2.5 Dosimeter
At specific locations within the bunker, dosimeters sensitive to gamma, beta and
neutron radiation were placed to monitor the dose. As these were film based dosime-
ters, it was imperative to plan all measurements and avoid oversaturation, as to avoid
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the time-consuming manual reset procedure.
6.3 Measurements of Dark Current at Xbox 2 and
Xbox 3
In order to characterise the dark current within the CLIC structures under test on
Xbox 2 and Xbox 3, a series of measurements were performed. These measurements
set out to understand the capture of dark current and the resultant emission of
radiation throughout the conditioning process. All measurements were performed
with a constant power and pulse length. This section details several measurements
performed to further understand numerous unexpected variations in the radiation
level within the bunker. More details of the conditioning of these structures will be
presented in Chapter 7.
6.3.1 Radiation Emission from the X-band Test Stands
During the conditioning of the CLIC-G Open and TD26CC R05 N3 accelerating
structures, it was found that radiation level within the bunker was much greater
than expected. Such was the extent of the radiation that the two structures had
their conditioning progress impeded and had to run at a reduced power for a portion
of their high power testing. During conditioning, it was decided that the bunker
containing the accelerating structure would have another 30 cm of concrete added
to the roof, after it was found to be a weak spot in the shielding. Further lead bricks
were added to shield other weak spots.
Continued radiation related machine down-time led to the decision to perform
dedicated measurements of the radiation within the bunker for Xbox 2 and its spec-
trometer, and each of Xbox 3’s individual test slots. Using dosimeters, assigned
specifically for measurements, the radiation measurements were performed. The RF
was switched on to the greatest achievable power, for the current state of condition-
ing of the structure, for 90 s. Stabilising the power took ∼3 s after starting the RF





Figure 6.2: A diagram of the experiment performed to map the radiation output
from the accelerating structures tested on Xbox 3. Dosimeters were placed outside
the vacuum at the end of the upstream and downstream beampipe as well as a single
dosimeter on the side of the structure.
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Table 6.1: Radiation measurements from Xbox 3 for the two individual test slots.
Figure 6.2 displays the location of the dosimeter with the distances listed below.







power. Dosimeters were placed upstream, downstream, and one on the side of the
structure for the two test slots of Xbox 3 (Figure 6.2). The details of the location
and measured dose are demonstrated in Table 6.1. It was found that for the Xbox 3
structures, the measured doses downstream of the structure (3 in Figure 6.2) were
3 orders of magnitude greater than the side (2 in Figure 6.2) or upstream (1 in
Figure 6.2). It is postulated that this may be the result of capture. This hypothesis
will be investigated further later in the chapter through a series of simulations.
The test slot set-up for Xbox 2 differed from Xbox 3 by the addition of a spec-
trometer which measured the output current of RF breakdowns and captured field
emission. The spectrometer operates by collimating the current using a tungsten
slit. Similar dose measurements, to those previously discussed, were conducted on
the Xbox 2 set-up (Figure 6.3), with additional dosimeters measuring the dose from
the collimator. The greatest dose was found to be directly next to the tungsten
collimator (Dosimeter 4, 5, 6, and 9), as presented in Table 6.2. Discussion arising
from the analysis of these results identified the spectrometer as a likely contributor
to the large background radiation dosages measured within the bunker and as it
could not be shielded sufficiently a decision was made to remove the spectrometer













Figure 6.3: A diagram of the experiment performed to map the radiation output
from the accelerating structure and spectrometer on Xbox 2. Dosimeters were placed
along the length of the set-up to understand where shielding was required for the
spectrometer set-up in comparison to the Xbox 3 test slot.
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Table 6.2: Radiation measurements from Xbox 2 with its spectrometer. The set-up
is illustrated in Figure 6.3.










the downstream Faraday cups and to decrease the shielding near the structure itself.
These simple changes led to an eight fold decrease in radiation within the bunker
and allowed the conditioning to continue.
6.3.2 Observations of the Evolution of Dark Current during
Conditioning in CLIC Structures
To gain a better understanding of the dark current levels which will be in an op-
erational CLIC, one must investigate how the dark current varies as the struc-
ture continues to undergo conditioning. The measurements of such began on the
TD26CC R05 N3 structure, once the structure had reached its ultimate gradient
of 110 MV/m at a pulse length of 170 ns [66]. These results are presented and
summarised in Figure 6.4. It is evident that the dark current, measured using the
BLM system, encounters a net reduction over the 180 million pulses of conditioning
with occasional transient jumps.
Investigations into the cause of these jumps found that they correlated with
breakdown events. As a consequence, during the conditioning, the background ra-
diation level within the bunker would instantaneously increase by almost an order
of magnitude measured by the radiation monitor. To understand these changes
in radiation level, measurements of the variation of dark current with input power
were performed and are demonstrated in Figure 6.5. It was found that after the
breakdown, the effective field enhancement factor (β) and effective emission area
(Ae ∝ α) changed as a result of these breakdown events. It is postulated that the
explosive expulsion of molten copper during a breakdown event produces new emit-
ters within the structure. It was also observed that not all breakdowns caused such
large increases and the variation in the baseline dark current level appeared sporadic
in nature. These observations will be crucial for an operational CLIC or any high
gradient accelerator. This is because they imply that the background dark current
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Figure 6.4: The dark current measured using the BLM system on the TD26CC
R05 N3 (magenta) plotted on the y-axis against the number of pulses in millions of
pulses. The gradient (blue), pulse length (red) and cumulative breakdowns (black)
are also plotted against the number of pulses for completeness.




















Date 24/5/17 ;  = 41.0073;  = 0.51044
Date 29/5/17 ;  = 38.5135;  = 1.2416
Date 30/5/17 ;  = 35.8969;  = 1.1792
Date 2/6/17 ;  = 40.0442;  = 0.45009
Figure 6.5: Four measurements of radiation, in µSv/h, plotted with respect to the in-
put power, in MW, during different points in time before and after an RF breakdown
event which caused a radiation increase. The measurements were taken: several days
before the breakdown (red), directly after the breakdown (blue), and one (black)
and four days (green) after the breakdown. β is the effective field enhancement
factor and α is proportional to the emitter area Ae.
level, and therefore radiation, is highly likely to increase after an RF breakdown.
Such behaviour will need to be taken into account for the radiation shielding of
CLIC instrumentation, along with all future RF test stands or high gradient linacs.
6.4 Dependence of the Capture of Field-Emitted
Electron on the Phase Velocity
During the operation of the CLIC-G Open structure, a radiation safety threshold
was exceeded leading to an interlock of the machine. Shown in Figure 6.6a, the back-
ground radiation within the bunker gradually increased over ∼1 hour period [67].
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(b) Structure temperature vs radia-
tion.
Figure 6.6: First observation and testing of the temperature dependence of radiation.
The left-hand diagram displays: measured radiation within the bunker (blue) in
µSv/h, the BLM signal (magenta) in arbitrary units , and the average (green) and
peak (red) input power in MW. All of which are plotted against time. The interlock
level is illustrated by a horizontal black line. The right-hand diagram displays the
subsequent testing of the radiation dependence on temperature. The plot illustrates
the structure temperature (purple), in degrees Celsius, and the BLM signal (yellow),
in arbitrary units, along with the RF pulse parameters of the peak (blue) and average
(red) input power, in MW, and pulse length (green), in ns. These are all plotted
against time in seconds [68].
During this time it can be observed that there was no increase in the peak power and
a decrease in the average power, therefore the radiation increase was not expected
to be the result of a power variation. Investigations into the cause of this radia-
tion increase found a correlation between the structure’s operational temperature
and the background radiation within the bunker. This was corroborated through
systematic changes to the structure’s operational temperature (Figure 6.6b). It was
hypothesised that this variation resulted from a variation in the resonant frequency.
The following section will detail the mechanism expected to be responsible for the
enhanced dark current level. This work was published in reference [69] which can
be found in its entirety in Appendix C.
6.4.1 A One-Dimensional Model
To understand the capture of field-emitted electrons for a varying structure temper-
ature, one must begin by understanding the requirements of capture. Appendix B
illustrates the derivation of the equation which defines the required gradient for
electrons to stay synchronous with an RF wave with a phase velocity of c. A more
general equation for capture can be written for the case of a varying phase velocity












where m0 is the mass of an electron, e is the electron charge magnitude, and
v0 is the velocity of the electrons [69, 70]. Such a relation demonstrates that a
reduction in the phase velocity reduces the required gradient for capture of field-
emitted electrons. To understand how the phase velocity varies with the operational
parameters, one begins with the definitions of phase velocity and group velocity
given by Equations 3.12 and 3.13. These show that the phase velocity can be varied
through a change in ω. Differentiating Equation 3.12 against ω gives the variation






































This gives the relation between the variation in the phase velocity and RF driver
frequency. Intepretting this relation, it found that an increase in the RF driver fre-
quency results in a decrease in the phase velocity, given typical group velocity (vg)
values for structures are well below c and if the structure is a forward travelling wave
design, where the group velocity travels in the same direction as the phase velocity.
For a backward travelling wave structure, the group velocity travels in the opposite
direction of the phase velocity therefore a increase in the RF driver frequency results
in an increase in the phase velocity, according to equation 6.6.
Equivalent to a variation in the RF driver frequency, a shift in the resonant fre-
quency (ωr) can also vary the phase velocity. Such a shift in ωr can be achieved
through a variation in the operating temperature of the structure which causes ther-
mal expansion/contraction of the structure, and therefore changes the radius of the
accelerating cells of the structure. The variation in the resonant frequency for a
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Figure 6.7: Variation in the phase advance per cell with changes in the structure
temperature (T) and the RF driver frequency (f). The three curves represent the
dispersion curves of a structure at three different temperatures. Five operational
points on these dispersion curves are marked: Nominal RF driver frequency and
structure temperature ( ), an increase in the structure temperature ( ), an increase
in the RF driver frequency ( ), a decrease in the structure temperature ( ), and a
decrease in the RF driver frequency ( ). The green line represents the speed of light
line [69].
where α is the thermal expansion coefficient which for copper is 17 × 10−6 K−1
and ωr = 2πfr is the resonant frequency (fr = 11.994 GHz) in rad/s [69]. A
1◦C increase in the structure temperature results in a 203 kHz decrease in fr. In
Equation 6.7 it is observed that the change in temperature varies ωr rather than ω.
To demonstrate how the dωr is related to a dω, Figure 6.7 displays the dispersion
curve for three operating temperatures and three RF driver frequencies. It is found
that an increase in the structure temperature, which Equation 6.7 explains is a
decrease in the resonant frequency, is equivalent to an increase in the RF driver
frequency for the phase velocity. From this diagram, it can be shown that an increase
in ωr is equal to a reduction in ω such that [69]:
dω = −dωr. (6.8)
Substituting Equations 6.7 and 6.8 into Equation 6.6 gives the change in the









It is found that an increase in the structure temperature similarly increases the
phase velocity.
To understand the scales required for a noticeable variation in vp, the phase ve-
locity normalised to the speed of light is plotted against the structure temperature
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Figure 6.8: A graph demonstrating the variation in the phase velocity, plotted on the
y-axis, for a change in the RF driver frequency, plotted on the bottom x-axis, for two
difference group velocity (vg) cells. The top x-axis demonstrates the temperature
change required for the equivalent frequency shift [69].
Table 6.3: RF pulse parameters for three structures during dark current measure-
ments on the two test stands [69].
Test Stand Structure Power [MW] Gradient [MV/m] Pulse Length [ns] Rep. Rate [Hz]
Xbox 2 TD26CC R05 N3 43 100 170 50
Xbox 3 TD24 R05 SiC N1 17 64 50 50
Xbox 3 T24 PSI N1 33 94 200 50
and RF driver frequency in Figure 6.8 for a group velocity of 0.008 c and 0.016
c. These group velocity values are the maximum and minimum values within the
iris-tapered CLIC baseline structure design [9]. The change in the phase velocity
is 0.082 %c/MHz and 0.164 %c/MHz for a group velocity of 0.016 c and 0.008 c,
respectively. In Equation 6.2 it was previously shown that a decrease in the phase
velocity reduces the required gradient for the capture of field-emitted electrons. In
summary it can be stated that:
The capture likelihood of field-emitted electrons will increase when there is an in-
crease in RF driver frequency or an increase in structure temperature due to a re-
duction in phase velocity, and vice versa [69].
6.4.2 Measurements of Field Emission Capture Changes with
Phase Velocity
Measurements of the dark current capture dependence on the phase velocity through
changes to ω and ωr were performed on the X-band test stands at CERN. Such mea-
surements were performed using three accelerating structures that were under high
power testing at the time. The RF driver frequency and structure temperature were
varied for a constant peak power, pulse length and pulse repetition rate to measure
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the variation of steady state dark current [59]. Table 6.3 depicts the RF pulse param-
eters used for the measurements on the three structures. The experimental set-up
of the dark current measurements for the structures installed on Xbox 2 and Xbox 3
are illustrated in Figures 6.9a and 6.9b, respectively [69]. The dark current mea-
surements were performed indirectly using an ionisation chamber radiation monitor
which tracked the radiation dose at the end of the structure, known to be caused
by dark current incident with the Faraday cup [59]. Between the measurements of
each structure, the radiation monitor was aligned to be directly downstream of the
structure under test and approximately 1 m from the end of the beam line. The
spectrometer set up on Xbox 2 had its collimator and screen completely retracted
during the measurement [65]. The choice of using the radiation monitor to measure
dark current was due a poorly aligned Faraday cup in Xbox 2, after the spectrometer,
consequently leading to poor signal strength. The change in structure temperature
will be referred to as a shift in resonant frequency from here onwards, calculating
the equivalent frequency shift using Equation 6.7. This will allow an easy com-
parison for the two operational parameter changes. Radiation measurements were
performed at structure resonant frequency shifts of -3 MHz (-2 MHz for TD24 R05
SiC N1), 0 MHz, and +1 MHz. Likewise, radiation measurements were performed
for a variation in the klystron driver frequency. Such variations in the RF driver fre-
quency were restricted to ±1 MHz due to the bandwidth limitation of the klystron.
Presented in Figure 6.10 are the radiation measurements for a given RF driver or
resonant frequency shift, and each fit with a linear regression. For an increase in the
RF driver and equal magnitude decrease in resonant frequency (structure temper-
~1.5 m
Faraday Cup Accelerating 
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Figure 6.9: Experimental set-up for the measurement of the dependence of dark
current on the RF driver frequency and structure temperature using a radiation
monitor [69].
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(a) TD26CC R05 N3





















(b) T24 PSI N1


























(c) TD24 R05 SiC N1
Figure 6.10: Measurements of the change in dark current induced radiation in µSv/h
plotted against a change in the RF driver (blue) or equivalent change in the resonant
frequency (red) in kHz. The linear fits display the average rate of change for the
resonant frequency (purple) and the driver frequency (cyan). [69].
ature increase), an increase in the radiation level within the bunker was measured.
The vertical offset between the temperature and frequency measurements resulted
from RF breakdowns causing new baseline dark current levels. When taking the
RF driver frequency (ω) fit values a 24.5%/MHz, 28.67%/MHz, and 12.64%/MHz
shift in the radiation levels is found for the TD26CC R05, TD24 R05 SiC N1, and
T24PSI, respectively. This increase in dark current for an increase in RF driver
frequency and decrease in resonant frequency (increase in structure temperature) is
what is expected from Equations 6.6 and 6.9 supporting the change in phase velocity
as the mechanism for the dark current variation [69].
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6.5 Three Dimensional RF and Particle Simula-
tion
To further study the capture and propagation of field-emitted electrons, a simulation
was assembled using CST Microwave and Particle Studio [71]. To begin, attempts
to calculate the entire geometry of the structure were performed. It was determined
that calculating the entire structure geometry for RF fields and particle simulations
required too much computational power to make it feasible. Instead, to obtain
the electric and magnetic field distributions, simulations began with the eigenmode
solver for a single cell geometry. The middle cell from the TD26CC R05 structure,
currently the CLIC baseline structure, was used for the single cell geometry [72]. In
this cell, the iris radius is 2.75 mm resulting in a group velocity of around 0.012c.
The boundary conditions on the single cell started with ∆φ = 2π/3 (120◦) mode, as
used in the CLIC design, then solved the E and H fields for a single cell (Figure 6.11).
Previously a frequency dependence on the capture of field-emitted electrons
within the structure was discussed. Running the eigenmode solver for various ∆φ
values allowed a change in the RF driver frequency of the cell. In Figure 6.12, the
five points on the dispersion curve are plotted for different ∆φ values on the single
cell geometry. The phase and group velocity is found using equations 3.12 and 3.13,
setting k = ∆φ/Lcell where Lcell is the cell length. These give the phase velocity and
group velocity as vp = c and vg = 0.011998c, respectively, which agrees well with
the expected value. Low power testing of the structure, using a non-perturbative
bead-pull measurement, demonstrated good agreement with the simulation [73, 74].
After the electromagnetic field conditions had been established, they were im-
ported into the particle-in-cell (PIC) module of CST. For the particle simulation, a
48 cell model was assembled to understand the upstream and downstream behaviour
Figure 6.11: The electric field profile of the eigenmode solution of the middle cell
for the TD26CC R05 single cell design. The three dimensional model demonstrates
the geometry of the cell with a cross-section of the electric field profile illustrated.
The colour map displays the field strengths with respect to the position on the cross
section [69].
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Figure 6.12: A Brillouin diagram, which plots the resonant frequency of the structure
against the phase advance, demonstrates points on a dispersion curve created in the
simulation (blue circle) and compares them to the measured values (red cross). A
dashed yellow line illustrates a linear fit of the measurement data [69].
of a 24 cell structure [60]. Floquet’s theorem, discussed in Section 3.2, stated that
for infinitely repeating coupled cells the electromagnetic fields in each cell differ by
only a phase difference [70]. Based on this, the single cell electromagnetic fields were
imported into each of the adjacent cells with the appropriate phase advance for the
given RF driver frequency. The result was a full accelerating structure with the
appropriate phase advance per cell and field conditions for a structure completely
filled with RF power. The limitation of this method is that the cells are all identical
in nature without the iris tapering present in constant gradient structures. Despite
this, the RF simulation acts as a constant gradient structure as required due to the
same field being imported into the adjacent cells.
Two dimensional monitors at each iris measured the properties of particles emitted
from the centre of the 48 cells. The idea of using this symmetry for upstream and
downstream behaviour of a full structure model was exploited in reference [60]. The
iris is set as the source of the particles (Figure 6.13) because the surface electric fields
are greatest, as was shown in Figure 6.11, and therefore the field-emitted current
Figure 6.13: Depicted in red is the area of the iris used in the particle simulation. [69].
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Figure 6.14: An example of the primary RF waveforms used for the analysis. The
amplitude of the incoming (INC), reflected (REF), and transmitted (TRA) RF sig-
nals, along with the downstream Faraday cup (DC), are plotted in volts against
time, in seconds [69].
density is greatest. To find the density of field-emitted electrons, the emission area
used the Fowler-Nordheim model described in Equation 4.3. By setting the total
area of the iris as the emitter, early simulations found that the simulated down-
stream current was well beyond that measured. Emitters in structures are known
to be microscopic in nature and therefore their area is vastly smaller than the total
area of the iris [42]. For the model an emitter density factor is added to determine
the effective area of the emitter(s). Measurements in X-band test stands at CERN
demonstrate downstream current in the hundreds of microamp to milliamp regime
(Figure 6.14). Figure 6.15 depicts the downstream current plotted against the effec-
tive area of the emitter and shows that the effective area size is from 0.01 to 1 µm2.
The upper limit of the effective emitter area obtained was spread homogeneously
across the entire iris as it is not yet known how the position of the emitter on the iris



































Figure 6.15: The downstream current, in amperes, on the y-axis is plotted against
the effective emitter area, in µm2, on the x-axis [69].
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(j′F ) used for the final simulation is given by multiplying the current density (jF ) by





where Aemitter is the effective area of the emitter and Airis is the area of the
iris. For the emission model a field enhancement factor of β = 30 was chosen, as
it is a typical value measured in experiments, and the work function for copper set
to be 4.5 eV [75]. Changes in the work function are expected to be negligible for
these relatively small changes in operational temperature [61, 62]. To investigate
the relation between RF driver frequency and the capture of field-emitted electrons,
as discussed in section 6.4.1, the RF model was repeated with a variation of the
boundary condition. For a variation in the RF driver frequency, the fields from the
various ∆φ eigenmode solutions were imported into the model with the appropriate
phase advance per cell.
6.6 Results of Simulation
Running the simulations in CST’s PIC solver, the properties of the macroparticles
were extracted from each two dimensional monitor and the emission surface as ASCII
files, and analysed in Matlab. It was decided that the results would be taken from
the time when the system reached its steady state solution, which was when the
input of particles to the system through field emission was equal to the loss of
particles from the system. This point was found to be after approximately 4 RF
oscillations which is ∼333 ps. Simulation results for current emitted and current
transmission were averaged from 333 ps to 1 ns.
6.6.1 Capture Efficiency per Cell
Taking the ratio of emitted current from the iris to the current passing through each
of the 2D monitors at each iris interface, the capture and transport efficiency was
calculated for each cell using an accelerating gradient of 100 MV/m. Figure 6.16a
depicts the transmission ratio from each cell, normalised to the emitted current.
The transmission ratio is defined as the ratio of particles which reach the end of
the structure with respect to the total emitted from a given cell. Figure 6.16b
illustrates the total dark current reaching an iris. This is calculated by simply
summing the current at each cell from one end of the structure towards the upstream
or downstream output. The value at cells 1 and 24 for the upstream and downstream
current, respectively, will represent the relative output current. This can be seen to
be significantly greater for the downstream. It is clear that the downstream output
can be separated into two regions: cells 1 to 20 (Region 1) and cells 20 to 24 (Region
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(a) Normalised to Emitted Current

































(b) Total dark current reaching cell.
Figure 6.16: Simulation results depicting the amount of dark current reaching the
upstream/downstream beam input/output of the structure. The left-hand plot illus-
trates the current reaching the downstream (blue) or upstream (red) of the structure
normalised to the total emission from the iris plotted against the cell number of the
emitters. On the right-hand plot, the values from the left-hand plot are summed
towards their respective output displaying total current arriving at the cell, in arbi-
trary units, plotted against the cell number.
2). Overwhelmingly the downstream dark current is found to result from Region
2. For this region, the solid angle between the downstream output and the irises is
greatest, and therefore has the most direct path to the output. Additionally, the
field-emitted currents in Region 2 do not have as many RF fields to contend with
to exit the structure. For field-emitted particles in Region 1, a steady decrease in
the transmitted current as the emitter moves away from the downstream output is
visible. It was determined through the simulations that current output from Region
1 required capture by the RF fields to be transmitted through to the downstream
output and the steady decrease observed between cells 20 to 1 resulted from these
captured electrons being lost from the traversing RF buckets. Between 0.1% and
0.2% of the particles are captured and reach the downstream output for gradients
of 100 MV/m. In Figures 6 and 8 of reference [60], it was determined that a large
fraction of field-emitted electrons in Region 2 would not make it to the downstream
Faraday cup, due to their large divergence and low energy.
In the case of the upstream dark current, it was observed that only the irises
at the beginning of the structure are able to generate electrons which reach the
upstream output. This is understood to be the case due to the preference for the
acceleration direction which propagates from upstream to downstream. For electrons
further downstream, these were observed to be deflected by the forward travelling
RF bucket and therefore could not reach the upstream output.
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Figure 6.17: Normalised dark current transmitted to the downstream output of
the structure, for five irises distributed across the structure, plotted against the
accelerating gradient in MV/m. The emitters are located 19 cells (red), 15 cells
(black), 11 cells (cyan), 7 cells (magenta) and 3 cells (blue) from the downstream
output.
6.6.2 Capture Efficiency versus Gradient
It is expected that the capture and transport of the field emitted electrons will vary
with accelerating gradient. Assuming a phase velocity equal to the speed of light, the
electrons need to be at relativistic velocities to stay synchronous with the RF phase,
as dictated by the second condition of continuous acceleration. Using Equation 6.2
and setting the phase velocity to c and the particles to be stationary (v = 0), the




where λ is the RF wavelength in metres. In the case of CLIC structures, the
frequency is 11.994 GHz (25 mm) which results in a capture gradient of 64 MV/m.
Figure 6.17 illustrates the fraction of field-emitted current transmitted downstream
from five cells evenly distributed across the structure for gradients between 40 and
100 MV/m. A vertical dashed line depicts the capture threshold value of 64 MV/m
which separates two regions of capture behaviour. As the gradient is reduced to
below the capture threshold it is found that the ratio of emitted electrons reaching
the end of the structure which need to travel more than 3 cells, drops significantly.
This is because the capture of the field-emitted electrons becomes less likely. It is
found that for the emitters which are only 3 cells away, the ratio reaching the end
varies only slightly as the gradient drops to 40 MV/m. On the other hand, above
the capture threshold at ∼70 MV/m to ∼100 MV/m, it can be found that the ratio
of emitted current reaching the downstream output increases exponentially. This is
postulated to be the result of better capture of electrons from the iris section which
would usually be lost.






















(a) Example β Scans (b) β vs Cell No.
Figure 6.18: Simulation of power scans which are used to measure the field enhance-
ment factor. The left-hand plot illustrates three power scans where the log of the
current normalised to the electric field to the power of 2.5 is plotted against the
inverse of the electric field. The current is measured at the emitter (blue), two cells
downstream (black) and 23 cells downstream (red). The fits illustrate the gradi-
ent which is used to obtain the field enhancement factor. On the right-hand plot,
the calculated field enhancement factor (β) is plotted against the number of cells
traversed before measurement.
6.6.3 Effect of Capture on the measurement of the Field
Enhancement Factor
Earlier in Section 4.1, the idea of field emission was explored and a field enhancement
factor (β) described. This β factor is an apparent surface field enhancement and
can be measured through a variation in the gradient, as described in Equation 4.5.
It was described in the previous section that a variation in gradient also varied the
transport of the current downstream towards the measurement device. Measuring
β is performed using the Faraday cups, BLMs or radiation monitors. As all of
these are located completely or partially downstream of the structure, therefore it
is anticipated that the measured β is affected by both the intensity of field emitted
electrons and their capture and transport, given these are both gradient dependent.
To illustrate how transport affects the measurements of the enhancement factor, β
was measured along the structure at each iris for a set value in the emission model
equal to β = 30. Three examples of the data taken from the scan are presented
in Figure 6.18a, where it can be found that the measured emission is greatest at
the point of emission and drops significantly as the detector moves away from the
emission area. The three fits to the data have a differing slope and therefore β, as it
was shown in Equation 4.5 that the slope is inversely proportional to β. Repeating
this for each cell and extracting the measured β, Figure 6.18b illustrates the beta
value across the structure. It is found as the distance between the emission site and
the measuring device is increased, the measured β drops linearly. Therefore the way
to measure an accurate β is to measure as close to the region of emission as possible.
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Figure 6.19: A histogram of the energy spectra of dark current to reach the down-
stream output when emitted from various irises. The macroparticle count is plotted
against the energy of the macroparticles in MeV. The colours represent the iris where
the particles were emitted.
6.6.4 Dark Current Energy Spectrum
After becoming captured within the electromagnetic fields, the field-emitted elec-
trons begin to undergo acceleration. This not only influences their likelihood of
reaching the end of the structure but also results in them gaining energy. The
amount of energy they gain is expected to be dependent on the iris from where the
electrons were emitted. Radiation within the bunker is also related to the energy
of the dark current. This is the result of the higher energy electrons creating more
secondary electrons when colliding with the walls, as well as having a greater pene-
tration strength to pass through the structure walls into the local environment. In
order to minimise the effects of captured dark current, a broader understanding of
its energy spectrum is required.
The energy spectra for the electrons exiting the structure downstream are presented
in Figure 6.19. These were emitted from irises equally spaced along the structure
for an accelerating gradient of 100 MV/m. It is found that for the field emitted
electrons from Iris 23, which is 1 cell away from the downstream output, two peaks
occur in the energy spectrum. The higher energy peak at ∼2 MeV is produced
by the electrons which have been captured and accelerated. The peak at low en-
ergies Ek < 0.5 MeV occurs from electrons which are emitted from the iris but
have not been captured, therefore do not undergo continuous acceleration. These
electrons can propagate a few cells away from their emission point as illustrated in
Figure 6.16a, but are then removed due to their asynchronism with the RF phase.
For the field-emitted electrons emitted from Iris 20, the peak shifts to 5 MeV as the
captured electrons are accelerated, a large loss of these captured electron occurs as
these electrons slip from their RF bucket during transport. This trend continues for
electrons from Irises 20 to 1 as the captured electrons increase in kinetic energy while
also continuing to be lost. Electrons traversing the entire structure, emitted from
the first iris, reach a mean kinetic energy of 17 MeV in the 20 cm of accelerating
structure.
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(a) Normalised to the Emitted Current.





































(b) Total dark current reaching cell.
Figure 6.20: A repetition of the scan performed in Figure 6.16 for a variation in
driver frequency. The left-hand plot illustrates the current reaching the downstream
or upstream of the structure normalised to the total emission from the iris plotted
against the cell number of the emitters. On the right-hand plot, the values from the
left-hand plot are summed towards their respective output displaying total current
arriving at the cell (arbitrary units) plotted against the cell number [69].
6.6.5 Variation of Field Emission Capture with Operating
Frequency
Measurements presented in Section 6.4.1 illustrated the change in the measured
dark current through a variation of the RF driver frequency or structure operational
temperature. This variation was described using a one dimensional approximation
demonstrating that the phase velocity would decrease due to an increase in structure
temperature or increase in RF driver frequency. This reduction in phase velocity
resulted in better capture of the field-emitted electrons and therefore a greater dark
current level. To corroborate the measurements and the one-dimensional model, the
simulation developed in CST was used to further understand the changes in dark
current capture given a variation in the RF driver frequency. Figure 6.20 displays
the capture efficiency from each cell where the capture is plotted as a fraction of
the emission for each cell (Figure 6.20a), and as an accumulation towards each
respective output (Figure 6.20b). The capture efficiency is shown to increase for a
greater frequency RF driver as found in measurements. Simulations demonstrated
that electrons emitted later in the RF oscillation are captured for higher RF driver
frequencies whereas they slip from the RF bucket at lower RF driver frequencies.
This effect is therefore observed for the field-emitted electrons which have undergone
capture, which is important for the analysis of the simulations. Figures 6 and
8 of reference [60] depicted that the low energy particles emitted from the irises
far downstream predominantly were not measured in the Faraday cups. This was
understood to be caused by the poor capture of these electrons which prevented them
from passing through the small section of beam pipe at the end of the structure and
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Figure 6.21: A comparison of the simulated and measured variation in the radiation
due to a change in the driver frequency. Plotted on the y-axis is the radiation level,
normalised to that measured at the nominal frequency. This is plotted against the
change in driver frequency in kHz. The solid points represent the measured data
from the TD26CC (blue), the TD24SiC (black) and T24 PSI structures with a linear
fit. The unfilled squares depict the results from the simulations [69].
on to the Faraday cup. These low energy particles are observed as the jump in
transmission downstream in cells 21 to 24 of Figure 6.16a. Taking this into account,
the analysis used particles arriving downstream of the structure which were known to
have been captured (cells 1 to 20), and therefore likely to arrive at the Faraday cup
due to their lower emittance and greater longitudinal momentum. From cells 1 to
20, the cumulative capture for the nominal RF driver frequency is 0.0243 compared
to 0.0259 for +1 MHz and 0.0223 for -1 MHz. This accounts for an average of
8.05%/MHz change in the capture of the dark current with respect to the RF driver
frequency. With these simulations the results were compared to the measured data.
To calculate the expected radiation from the simulations, a simple model which
assumed the power deposited in the Faraday cup was proportional to the radiation
produced was used. This approximation does not account for the complexities of
Bremsstrahlung and pair production which are expected when the particles interact
with the Faraday cup. Calculations of the power dissipation were performed by
measuring the power of the macro-particles at the most downstream two-dimensional
monitor. The power transmitted through the monitor was taken once the simulation
had reached an equilibrium in the power flow. Figure 6.21 compares these simulation
results to the measurement results from Figure 6.10 where the change in RF driver
frequency was used. A similar magnitude change in the dark current between the
simulation and measured results for the T24 PSI N1 structure was found. The large
difference between the T24 PSI N1 structure and the other two structures is yet to
be understood and will be studied in future investigations.
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Figure 6.22: Radiation within the bunker during high power testing of the CLIC-G
Open for operation with and without the pulse compressor. The plot illustrates the
measured radiation, in µSv/h, on the y-axis plotted against the time of operation.
Blue lines represent when operation occurred with a pulse compressor while red
represents operation without the pulse compressor [68].
6.7 Field Emission Capture Enhancement Due to
Pulse Compressor Phase Profile
The pulse flattening was performed through a phase ramp after an ∼110◦ flip. This
allowed the power to be extracted from the pulse compressor in a controlled manner.
For the operation of the X-band test stands, it was previously believed that the
phase could simply be ramped, and due to the lack of beam, the structure would
operate as desired. During operation of Xbox 2, it was observed that the undesired
radiation output from the structure was greater during operation with the SLED
than during operation using only the klystron as illustrated in Figure 6.22. This is
also demonstrated for a single pulse in Figure 6.23. From this it was determined
that the phase ramp was in fact affecting the operation through shifting the RF
Figure 6.23: An example of the RF pulse, in MW, and BLM, in arbitrary units, plot-
ted against time in seconds. The blue illustrates operation with a pulse compressor
while the reds displays the operation without a pulse compressor [68].
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Figure 6.24: The phase and resultant amplitude profiles for the operation of the
pulse compressor with a flat phase programme. The power in MW (blue) and phase
in pi-radians (red) of a pulse is displayed on the left and right y axes, respectively,
and plotted against time in seconds.







where dφ is the change in phase and dt is the duration of the phase ramp in
seconds. From this equation, it was found that for the shortest pulse length used in
operation (50 ns), there was up to a ∼4 MHz shift of the RF driver frequency. While
for the longest pulse length used (200 ns), the frequency shift reduced to ∼1 MHz,
given the larger dt. This particular case was attributed to a frequency increase,
during the phase ramp, which resulted in an increase in radiation during operation
with the SLED. Fixing this issue was simple as it was well known for operation
with beam. By adding a constant phase shift throughout the filling and extraction
cycle of the SLED, equivalent to driving at a reduced frequency, one can achieve
the necessary flat phase and flat amplitude required for the pulse at the nominal
frequency (Figure 6.24).
6.8 Summary
For high gradient applications, high surface electric fields lead to the emission of
electrons from the metallic surface of the accelerating structure. Under certain field
conditions, these field-emitted electrons can be captured in traversing RF fields and
become a captured dark current propagating throughout the accelerator. Such dark
current leads to: a background radiation level for experiments (possibly damaging
local instrumentation and increasing the shielding requirements), can cause an in-
crease in the background level of beam diagnostics, and in extreme cases lead to
transverse kicks on present beam. Measurements demonstrated that the dark cur-
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rent level within the structure decreases with conditioning though can experience
transient increases after RF breakdown when new emission tips are formed. Fur-
ther measurements demonstrated that radiation, resulting from dark current, was
predominantly found downstream. Shielding of the Faraday cup, rather than the
structure, was found to be more effective in reducing the radiation emitted into the
surrounding environment.
A significant variation in the dark current was observed and found to be the result
of a dependence of the capture of field-emitted electrons on the RF driver frequency
and the structure resonant frequency. A one-dimensional model was used to demon-
strate that an increase in the RF driver frequency or a decrease in the resonant
frequency resulted in an increase in the capture of field-emitted electrons. This was
shown to be the result of a reduction in the phase velocity leading to better capture
of electrons which would usually slip from the RF bucket.
A three dimensional RF and particle simulation was assembled to better understand
the dynamics of field emission capture. The model demonstrated that approximately
0.1-0.2% of the dark current, emitted from the iris of a structure, undergoes capture.
When emitted from the first iris, this dark current could reach upwards of 17 MeV
over the length of the structure. Varying the RF driver frequency in the simulation
demonstrated similar results to those found in measurements.
Chapter 7
Analysis of the High Gradient
Performance of CLIC Structure
Prototypes
In this chapter the high power testing of four CLIC prototype accelerating struc-
tures, performed by the author, on the newly commissioned Xbox 3 and its pre-
decessor Xbox 2, will be presented demonstrating the reproducibility of achieving
unloaded gradients above 100 MV/m. Each structure has a unique design and test-
ing objective, which will be outlined before summarising the high power results.
A postmortem analysis of two of the structures was performed with contributions
by the author. These will demonstrate the effects of high power on the RF prop-
erties of the structures. Using the results from these high power tests, the effects
of conditioning at greater repetition rates will be investigated and used to explore
cost effective strategies for the conditioning of the ∼28 000 structures required for
CLIC-380. Initiating the discussion is an overview of the analytical techniques and
signal processing tools used by the author to develop an analysis code which was
written to understand the behaviour of the structures at high accelerating gradients.
7.1 Signal Processing and Analytical Techniques
During testing of the accelerating structures, the PXI (acquisition crate) stored
the waveform data on a local hard drive from each of the channels of the ADCs.
Waveforms were saved given the following two cases:
1. Every 40/60 s for Xbox 3/Xbox 2 tagged as Type 3 when stored, and
2. Breakdown event tagged as Type 0 and the pulse before the breakdown tagged
as Type 2 when stored. Xbox 2 also stores the penultimate pulse before the
breakdown, tagged as Type 1.
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This tagging of the waveform types was found to be vital for separating them in
the analysis code. Table 7.1 displays a list of the ADC channels which were saved
during the two cases listed above. Three particularly important channels for the
analysis were PSI (or INC for incoming), PEI (or TRA for transmitted), and PSR
(or REF for reflected).
7.1.1 IQ Demodulation
For the purpose of digitising the RF signals sampled from the directional couplers,
the PXI has four 1.6 GSPS, 12-bit ADCs each of which measured the In-Phase (I)
and Quadrant (Q) components of the RF signals. To understand the purpose of
sampling the I and Q components of the RF signal, one can think of the measured
RF voltage at time t as:
Vm(t) = R[(I + iQ) exp(iωt)], (7.1)
where ω is the operating frequency. In Section 5.1.3 it was discussed that the RF
signals from the high power network were downmixed to 400 MHz. Sampling these
RF signals at 1.6 GSPS obtained the pure I and Q components in the sequential





Table 7.1: Nomenclature for waveguide couplers. The ADC channels measured the
forward and reflected signals from each directional waveguide coupler. Some couplers
have alternative names which are considered more descriptive of the waveform at
that location. * Xbox 2 only.
ADC Channel Name (Alternative) Description
PKI (KLY) Klystron Output
PKR Reflection to Klystron
PLI Pulse Compressor Input
PLR Pulse Compressor Reflection
PSI (INC) Input to Structure
PSR (REF) Reflection from Structure
PEI (TRA) Output of Structure
PER Reflection from Load
DCUp Faraday Cup Upstream
DCDown Faraday Cup Downstream
BLM* Cherenkov Fibre Monitor Upstream
BLM TIA* Cherenkov Fibre Monitor Downstream
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Figure 7.1: The raw ADC signals of the waveforms, in Volts, sampled from the
output of the klystron (blue), the input of the structure (red), transmitted through
the structure (yellow) and reflected from the structure (purple), each plotted against
time in µs. The annotations define start (tr) and end (tf ) of the useable RF pulse.







Thus the IQ demodulators allowed the amplitude and phase to be measured.
This will be demonstrated to be vital for the diagnosis of the location of RF break-
downs in the coming sections.
7.1.2 RF Gradient and Pulse Length
The first step was to define the accelerating gradient and pulse length of the RF
pulse input into the DUT (INC), as this defines the operational conditions within
the structure. In Figure 7.1 the raw signals from the ADCs are displayed for the
KLY, INC, TRA, and REF channels for a normal (Type 3) pulse. It was previously
discussed that all of the X-band test stands at CERN use a RF pulse compressor.
It can be observed that INC is not square in nature, the result of using a pulse
compressor, and therefore the pulse has no clear start and finish. A strong rise in
the INC waveform at∼1.25 µs initiates the RF pulse which continues with a constant
amplitude before dropping significantly at ∼1.32 µs. This region (tr < t < tf ) is
defined as the useable RF pulse where beam could be injected. After the pulse
passes (tf < t), the waveform continues with a distinct decaying profile. This part
of the waveform is the discharge of the remaining energy stored within the pulse
compressor. Returning to the useable RF pulse region (tr < t < tf ), the pulse
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length (τ) is defined as:
τ = tf − tr, (7.4)
where the tf is the 10% falling edge of the pulse and tr is the 90% rising edge of







Through a calibration procedure, the ADC data value was converted into an
accelerating gradient. Fitting the ADC counts to the input power from a known
RF source, using a quadratic equation, produced a calibration curve. This gave the




INC + C1ĀINC + C0), (7.6)
where C0, C1, and C2 are the second-order polynomial fit coefficients and Ploss
accounts for power losses between the directional coupler and ADC. Converting the
power into a gradient required information from the RF design [36]. The gradient




PINC at 100 MV/m
, (7.7)
where PINC at 100 MV/m is the power required to generate a 100 MV/m unloaded
accelerating gradient within the structure. This factor is proportional to the shunt
impedance found in Equation 3.22 and is dependent on the cell geometry.
7.1.3 RF Breakdown Analysis
Identifying the location and properties of RF breakdowns was key to understanding
the behaviour of the accelerating structures and their test stands. The analysis of
the structure behaviour was only interested in breakdowns which occurred within
the structure though not all saved events were of this nature. Events which could
be saved by the Xbox system included:
• RF breakdowns within the structure.
• RF breakdowns within the waveguide network including pulse compressor and
load.
• False breakdowns caused by operator setting an incorrect interlock threshold,
or a new baseline dark current level caused by a breakdown event.
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Before the analysis of the precise location of the breakdowns within the structure
could be performed, the breakdowns were filtered into events inside and outside of
the structure. Taking the breakdowns within the structure, false breakdowns were
removed using a missing energy procedure which will be discussed further below.
Breakdown Filtering from Hardware Flags
Finding the approximate location of a breakdown within the waveguide network
was performed through investigating the interlock flags tripped during the event.
A breakdown flag is a logic value which describes whether a threshold had been
exceeded during the event. When the event data was saved, a list of possible break-
down flags was included in the file with a binary on/off description of their status.
In Section 4.2 it was discussed that during a breakdown event the RF power is
reflected from the location of the breakdown. This results in the reflected signal
in directional couplers upstream of the breakdown event (towards the klystron) in-
creasing in comparison to non-breakdown events. Table 7.2 describes the location
of a breakdown identified by the furthest downstream breakdown flag to be tripped.
As an example a breakdown between the waveguide couplers PS and PL will reflect
the RF power towards the PL and PK which is further upstream (refer to Figure 5.3
for the directional coupler locations).
For breakdowns within the accelerating structure, a large transient current can be
expelled during the breakdown event for ∼ 1µs which subsequently arrives at the
upstream and downstream Faraday cups [76]. Such an increase in current was used
as another trigger for identifying RF breakdown events and therefore was included
in the filtering process. It was found that this trigger was important to identify
RF breakdowns at the end of the RF pulse where reflected power diminishes to
the point where it can not be used to trip a threshold. Given these two factors, a
breakdown was considered to be within the structure given the condition that there
was a triggering of the breakdown flags of the Faraday cups or PSR, and there was
no trigger for PER. This can be written as:
BDstructure = (DCDownflag ∨DCUpflag ∨ PSRflag) ∧ ¬PERflag, (7.8)
Table 7.2: Breakdown location identification through the furthest downstream
breakdown flag tripped.
Furthest Downstream Flag tripped Breakdown Location Between:
PSRflag PS and PE coupler
PLRflag PL and PS coupler
PKRflag PK and PL coupler
PERflag PE coupler and RF load
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where DCDownflag and DCUpflag are the downstream and upstream Faraday
cup breakdown flags, PSRflag and PERflag are the reflected power breakdown flags
for the PS and PE directional couplers, and ∨ and ∧¬ are the boolean logical
operators ‘or’ and ‘and not’, respectively. This condition however was not able to
identify whether a breakdown was caused by a false trigger, therefore further filtering
was required.
Breakdown Filtering through Missing Energy
As previously discussed, an RF breakdown causes a reflection of the RF power.
Given this, it was anticipated that there will be energy missing from the transmitted
RF pulse during a breakdown event and more energy present in the reflected signal.
This was used to identify normal pulses misidentified as breakdown pulses. As a





where P is the signal power. A subscript was used to denote the channel name.
Using the waveform energy, two metrics were defined to describe energy transmis-
sion (ETRA) and reflection (EREF ) during a breakdown event, each of which are
normalised to the input energy (EINC). The first metric, which defines the nor-





Similarly the second metric, which defines the normalised transmitted energy





These two metrics were used to identify false breakdowns. Figure 7.2 demon-
strates the two metrics plotted against each other for a single day of high power
operation, although the values have not been calibrated. If the normalised reflected
and transmitted pulse energy was similar to that of a Type 3 pulse, the event was
tagged as a possible false breakdown and analysed manually.
Time-of-Propagation Method
Locating the position of RF breakdowns within the structure was crucial in under-
standing the performance of an accelerating structure. The most popular method
for locating breakdowns involves measuring the difference in the time of arrival of
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Figure 7.2: The normalised reflected energy (Equation 7.10) plotted against the
normalised transmitted energy (Equation 7.11) for many breakdown events taken
from a day of conditioning.
the rise and fall of reflected RF signals and transmitted signals, respectively during
a breakdown event, which can be written as:
tTOP = tR10 − tT90. (7.12)
In the case of the reflected signal, this is taken as the 10% deviation of the re-
flected signal (tR10). Similarly, in the case of the transmitted signal, this signal is the
10% fall of the transmitted signal (tT90). The 10% deviation value was chosen for
two reasons. Firstly, this deviation level keeps the analysis in line with established
conventions for using this analytical technique and secondly to prevent the misiden-
tification of deviation points due to pulse-to-pulse variation in the RF signal. The
method of identifying the location of a breakdown, using this time-of-propagation
(TOP) difference, is illustrated in Figure 7.3 [77]. For the case of a breakdown at
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Figure 7.3: An illustration of the method of measuring the breakdown location.
Two methods are used to accurately determine the breakdown location. The first
measures the time-of-propagation difference of tR10 and tT90. With the values of
tR10 and tT90, the phase advance of the reflected RF signals indicates the relative
position of a breakdown to a repetitive cell region (three cells for CLIC).
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Figure 7.4: Breakdown location methodology used in the analysis. The left-hand
plot illustrates the translation function (blue, left y-axis) for finding the position in
the structure (x-axis). This is calculated using the group velocity profile (red dashed,
right y-axis) similarly plotted against the position in the structure. The right-hand
diagram displays the reflected (solid, red) and transmitted (solid, yellow) RF signals
for a breakdown pulse and reflected (dashed, green) and transmitted (dashed, cyan)
RF signals for the pulse prior. These are plotted against time on the x-axis. The two
dashed vertical lines illustrate the points where the reflected (blue) and transmitted
(black) deviated from the RF signal of the previous pulse, as calculated by the
analysis code.
neously while the transmitted signal would take the tfill to propagate through the
structure. For the contrast situation of a breakdown at the end of the structure,
the transmitted signal in this case would be measured with minimal delay while the
reflection would take tfill to propagate back to the beginning of the structure. The
time taken to propagate between the structure and the waveguide is ∼1 ns and dis-
appears from Equation 7.13, given that it is a differential. Therefore tTOP is found
to have the boundary conditions of tTOP = [−tfill, tfill]. The tapering of the irises is
used to create a constant gradient in accelerating structures, as had been discussed
in Section 3.5, but as a result the group velocity varies along the structure. The
structure profile of the group velocity was well known through RF simulations and
this allowed the measured time-of-propagation differential to be converted into a lo-
cation within the structure (Figure 7.4a). The translation from time-of-propagation
difference to a location within the structure was found by integrating over the group
velocity profile, written as:












where lcell is the cell length, vg(n) is the group velocity in cell n, N is the total
number of cells in the structure, and nBD is the number of cells between the start
of the structure and the breakdown event [78]. The relation to translate the time-
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of-propagation difference into a physical location within the structure is presented
in blue in Figure 7.4a.
Accurately determining the location of the falling/rising edge was key to precisely
locating the breakdown location. During normal pulsing without a breakdown, im-
perfections in the reflected and transmitted RF signals were present in the measured
signals. An example of which is found in the REF signal at ∼ 1.25× 10−6 s in Fig-
ure 7.4b. There was a concern that these imperfections may be misidentified as a
rise or drop in power caused by a breakdown, and lead to an incorrect calculation
of the breakdown location. Using the pulse prior to the breakdown (Type 2) the
steady-state reflections were able to be accounted for. The location of the break-
down was therefore determined from where the RF signal of the breakdown pulse
deviated from the RF signal of the prior pulse (Figure 7.4b). A simple algorithm
fitting the rising edge of the transmitted pulse allowed the time jitter between the
pulses to be minimised.
Phase Differential
A means to improve the accuracy of locating breakdowns was to measure the phase
information of the input RF signal and reflected signal during the breakdown event.
By measuring the difference in RF phase of the INC (φINC) and REF (φREF ) sig-
nals at the rising edge of breakdown signal, and aligning the signals accounting for
expected delays (td), a relative breakdown location (φBD) is given by [78]:
φBD = 〈φREF (t+ td)− φINC(t)〉. (7.14)
As the RF propagates through the structure, there is a phase advance of ∆ϕ for
each cell. Consequently the phase difference of the RF signal, for the return trip
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Figure 7.5: The waveforms for the amplitude in MW and the phase in radians of
the incoming (solid, blue) and reflected (solid, red) RF signals plotted against time
for a breakdown event.
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from the input coupler to the breakdown site, can be written as:
φBD = 2∆ϕ · nBD + φ0. (7.15)
where nBD is the number of cells between the start of the structure and break-
down event, and φ0 is the initial phase [78]. For CLIC structures, which have a
phase advance per cell value of ∆ϕ = 2π/3, the measured value of φBD is periodic
in nature, repeating every three cells. An example of this is illustrated in Figure 7.3.
In Figure 7.5 the amplitude and phase of the INC and REF signals are illustrated
for a breakdown event, accounting for time delays. At the rising edge of the REF
amplitude, t ≈ 1.1µs, it can be observed that the difference between φINC and φREF
asymptotes to the value of ∆ϕ. This demonstrates that the amplitude of the RF
signal modulates the phase signal which was accounted for when measuring φBD.
Phase Difference vs Time-of-Propagation
Achieving cell-by-cell resolution was performed through combining the time-of-propagation
method with the phase difference method. Plotting these two variables against one
another expanded the certainty boundaries for a breakdown’s location from one cell
to a three cell region [78]. This method also gave insight into the phase advance
for each cell within the structure, which was used to understand the tuning of the
accelerating cells.
7.1.4 Code Development
Using the analytical and signal processing tools presented in the preceding sections,
a programme was developed for the analysis of structures tested on Xbox 2 whilst
Xbox 3 was undergoing commissioning. This programme was subsequently gener-
alised to be used on Xbox 3. Early versions of the programme repeated the analysis
on each compilation which was deemed inefficient. It was decided that the pro-
gramme would be more efficient if the waveform analysis was performed only once
and created an analysed file which could be used subsequently by a separate plot-
ting programme. The final analysis consisted of three separate programmes, each of
which are briefly explained below and detailed in a diagram in Figure 7.6:
1. Make Matfiles: Converted the TDMS files output from the labview software
controlling the PXI crate to a Matlab binary file (MAT-file).
2. Day Analysis: Analysed the data from the date(s) selected by performing
the analytical techniques discussed in this section. This analysis could be
chosen to operate in automatic mode or manual mode. The manual mode
allowed the user to verify the deviation points, discussed in Figure 7.4b, for
each breakdown waveform and also examine the phase difference. After the
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Function Vector name Data transfer Parameter Input
Figure 7.6: A diagram summarising the analysis codes written for Xbox 2 and 3.
The analysis consisted of three codes: Make Matfiles (yellow), Day Analysis (green),
and Concatenation of analysed data and plotting (blue). Each analysis code is split
into three boxes. The left-hand boxes represent the input files, the middle boxes are
the analysis code and the right-hand boxes are the output. Bolded vector names
indicate a concatenation of numerous days and bracketed numbers indicate a subset
based on log types.
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automatic or manual analysis was performed, this programme produced a file
for that day of high power testing which contained the time-of-propagation and
φBD values for each breakdown which occurred during the day. The gradient
and pulse length measurements for all waveforms were also included.
3. Concatenation of analysed data and plotting: Connected the data from
the file output from the Day Analysis code and plotted the selected vari-
ables against one another. The time-of-propagation values were converted
into physical position using a transformation function created uniquely for
each accelerating structure design (refer to Equation 7.13).
These programmes were used for the analysis of the high power performance
of several accelerating structures between 2015 and 2018. The following sections
summarise the results from the testing performed on four structures. The high
power testing in Sections 7.2 and 7.3 were performed using Xbox 2 while the high
power testing in Sections 7.4 and 7.5 were performed on the newly commissioned
Xbox 3.
7.2 CLIC Base-Line Design
In the CLIC rebaseline design, an RF design for the CLIC baseline structure was
included in the submission [15]. With 26 regular cells and two coupling cells, this
design is longer than its predecessors. The TD26CC R05 N3 has the tapered iris
profile present in all 12 GHz CLIC designs though the mode launcher input cou-
plers had been replaced with a compact coupler (CC) design. The aim of which
was to reduce the length of the non-accelerating section of the structure [79, 91].
TD26CC R05 has the addition of HOM damping waveguides although the three
prototypes were not built with the silicon carbide (SiC) HOM damping material.
For the purpose of the machining, the cell edge has a rounding profile with a 0.5
mm diameter (R05). The aim of testing this prototype was to determine the effects
of the compact couplers and investigate whether this longer and more complex RF
design could reach 100 MV/m. This section is a review of the high power testing and
subsequent postmortem analysis of the TD26CC R05 N3. This work was published
in reference [66] which is included in its entirety in Appendix C.
7.2.1 Conditioning History
The TD26CC R05 N3 structure was installed on the Xbox 2 test stand (Figure 7.7).
The conditioning history is depicted in Figure 7.8 which will be referred to through-
out the entire high power testing history described below. Conditioning began with
a short RF pulse length (red) of 70 ns, the BDR limit of the conditioning algorithm
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Figure 7.7: Photograph of the TD26CC R05 N3 installed on Xbox 2 [66].
was set to 8 × 10−5 breakdowns per pulse (bpp) for 50 million pulses after which
the structure had reached an unloaded accelerating gradient (blue) of 60 MV/m. It
was found that this BDR limit led a large variance in the BDR (magenta). This
was assumed to be undesirable for the accelerating structure and the BDR limit
was reduced to 3 × 10−5 bpp, clearly visible as a reduction in the slope of the cu-
mulative breakdowns (black). Continuing to condition, the structure reached 105
MV/m after 300 million pulses. Investigations into the rate of conditioning revealed
an uncharacteristically linear behaviour which was later found to be the result of
the conditioning algorithm retarding the structure’s progress [57].
At 105 MV/m, and just above 300 million pulses, the safe limit of radiation
outside the test bunker was exceeded and temporarily prevented further increases
to the power. This radiation resulted from dark current in the structure, discussed
thoroughly in Chapter 6. During these periods where the gradient was limited, a
Figure 7.8: The entire high power conditioning history of the TD26CC R05 N3
tested using Xbox 2. The plot depicts the gradient in MV/m (blue), the pulse
length in ns (red), the cumulative breakdowns (black) and the breakdown rate in
bpp (magenta) plotted against the total number of pulses [66].
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Figure 7.9: Measurements of the breakdown rate in bpp plotted against the peak
surface electric field in MV/m. The theoretical dependence of BDR∝ E30 is included
(blue, dashed) [66].
measurement of the BDR’s dependence on the surface electric fields, proportional
to the accelerating gradient, was performed. During these measurements, the pulse
length was increased to 100 ns which in accordance with Equation 4.6 should increase
the BDR therefore improving statistics. Scanning through peak surface electric field
values of 187.5 MV/m followed by 182.6 MV/m and 180.25 MV/m, the measured
BDR dependence is displayed in Figure 7.9. Previous tests had found a dependence
of E30 which fits well within the error bars of the measured values [45, 66].
At 415 million pulses into the high power testing, the radiation shielding was
reconfigured as to better shield the Faraday Cup, as was discussed in Section 6.3.1.
This reconfiguration of the shielding allowed the structure to resume its conditioning
towards higher accelerating gradients with the RF pulse parameters set to those
used at ∼300 million pulses. Between 415 and 500 million pulses, the structure was
conditioned up to an unloaded gradient of 107 MV/m, at which it was found that
a reflection from the structure caused an undesirable peak in the flat top of the RF
pulse. As was discussed in Section 5.3.2, this peak was caused by a reflection of
the RF power into the klystron while it was still generating the pulse. Therefore
this phenomenon only occurred once the pulse length was greater than the RF
propagation time from the klystron to the structure, and back. The power also had
to be great enough that the reflected power was comparable to that generated by the
klystron. A change to the phase profile allowed the pulse amplitude to be flattened.
At 540 million pulses, a new pulse length and shape were established to flatten the
pulse by reducing the reflection from the start of the accelerating structure. Up
to 600 million pulses, the structure operated with a “CLIC-like” pulse shape which
featured a power ramp of 60 ns at the start of the pulse and a 160 ns pulse flat
top [80].
At 600 million pulses, the structure was increased to a 200 ns pulse length and
operated with the undesirable peak in the otherwise flat pulse. Further conditioning
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of the structure allowed it to be operated at up to 113 MV/m although an excess of
breakdowns at the beginning of the structure was observed. This will be discussed
further in the breakdown distribution analysis in the next section [66]. From 650
to 700 million pulses, the pulse shape was reconfigured to a CLIC pulse. Detailed
in [80], this RF pulse shape configuration has a total pulse length of 240 ns made
up of a 180 ns flat-top and 60 ns power ramp at the beginning of the RF pulse. For
an accelerating structure with a high beam current, the CLIC pulse acts as a 240 ns
flat pulse which has the gradient of that at the beginning of the 60 ns ramp. This
results from beam-loading where the total RF power is reduced by fields induced
by the beam [80]. The ramp in the RF power at the start of the CLIC pulse aims
to compensate for a reduced beam-loading experienced by the structure when the
bunch train first enters the structure. For a structure without beam, such as that
on Xbox 3, the CLIC pulse will act similar to an RF pulse of 180 ns in length with
a gradient equal to the flat-top of the CLIC pulse. This is expected because the
BDR has a strong dependence on the field strength (Equation 4.6) and therefore the
contribution to the BDR caused by the lower gradient initial ramp is expected to be
minor. This allowed testing with the nominal CLIC pulse shape and also removed
the undesirable peak in the pulse caused by the reflection. Setting the unloaded
gradient to a constant 110 MV/m, the structure’s conditioning was continued with
the intention of reducing the BDR for the last 200 million pulses. A small change in
the pulse length occurred at 800 million pulses as a consequence of a reconfiguration
of the phase control after a power outage. At the end of conditioning, the TD26CC
R05 N3 had reached 110 MV/m with 170 flat top and a BDR of 2 × 10−5 bpp/m,
which is the highest gradient achieved on a HOM damped CLIC structure.
7.2.2 Breakdown Distribution
An analysis of the breakdown distributions revealed further information about the
performance of the accelerating structure. Found using the time-of-propagation
method and transformation formula given by the group velocity profile, Figure 7.10a
depicts the normalised breakdown distribution within the structure plotted against
the cell number. A distribution with an almost homogeneous spread of breakdowns
demonstrated the field flatness of the structure, as the breakdowns are expected to
occur more frequently in regions of greater surface electric field strength [47, 45].
A small excess of breakdowns was measured at the start of the structure requir-
ing further investigation. To understand this excess of breakdowns at the start of
the structure, the time-of-propagation distribution was plotted against the number
of pulses of conditioning (Figure 7.10b). For the first 300 million pulses of con-
ditioning, the breakdowns were evenly distributed across the structure. From 300
to 415 million pulses, the structure operated at a reduced power due to the radia-
tion constraint consequently few breakdowns occurred. After 415 million pulses, the
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(a) Breakdown position. (b) Time-of-propagation vs pulses.
(c) φBD. (d) Time-of-propagation vs φBD.
Figure 7.10: Breakdown distributions for the TD26CC R05 N3 structure for the
conditioning on Xbox 2. The top-left figure depicts a histogram of the breakdown
locations across the structure where the ratio of breakdowns is plotted against the
cell number. The top-right figure illustrates the evolution of these breakdowns’ loca-
tions over the conditioning by plotting the time-of-propagation value, in ns, against
the number of pulses, and displaying it as a density map. The colour map illus-
trates the density of breakdowns in the area during that period of conditioning.
The bottom-left figure displays a histogram of the phase difference for the break-
downs during the conditioning by plotting the ratio of breakdowns against the phase
difference, in degrees. The bottom-right figure plots the breakdown position within
the structure, expressed as a time-of-propagation in ns, against the phase difference
of the breakdown in degrees [66].
structure continued conditioning, along another power reduction was required at 475
million pulses. Resuming the conditioning after 540 million pulses, the gradient was
increased to the 113 MV/m which resulted in an excess of breakdowns at the start
of the structure. A reduction in gradient reduced the total number of breakdowns
though they continued to predominantly occur at the input of the structure. These
results led to the conclusion that once the input gradient affected the breakdown
distribution, the previous distribution is unlikely to be recovered even with a field
reduction.
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(a) S11 from input coupler. (b) S11 from output coupler.
(c) Electric field amplitude distribution. (d) Electric field phase distribution.
(e) Detuning per cell.
Figure 7.11: RF testing of the structure before and after high power testing on
Xbox 2. The top two plots illustrate the reflection from the input and output
couplers in dB plotted against the RF driver frequency in GHz, for before (blue)
and after (magenta) high power testing. The middle two plots depict the amplitude,
in arbitrary units, and phase advance, in degrees, of the electric field along the
structure plotted against the cell number for before (blue) and after (magenta) high
power testing. The bottom plot illustrates the frequency detuning of each cell due
to high power testing by plotting the change in frequency, in MHz, against the cell
number. The mean detuning for the structure is illustrated with a horizontal dashed
red line [66].
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Investigations into the φBD distribution found the three peaks separated by ∼ 120◦.
This is commonly observed for CLIC accelerating structures and is indicative of
breakdowns occurring predominantly on the iris of each cell (Figure 7.10c) [77].
Figure 7.10d displays the time-of-propagation plotted against φBD where three ver-
tical clusters are visible which feature a small curvature. Three perfectly vertical
clusters separated by 120◦ are indicative of a perfectly tuned structure and therefore
this curvature is associated with cell detuning, which may occur from high power
operation [77].
7.2.3 Post-Test Analysis
For long term operation of the accelerating structures, it is important to understand
changes in the RF properties which may result from high power operation. After
the structure had completed its high power testing it was removed from the test
stand and taken for testing of its RF properties. In Figures 7.11a and 7.11b, the
reflection from the input and output ports, respectively, are displayed before (la-
belled “after tuning”) and after high power testing. Before high power testing, the
structure was observed to be well tuned to the operational frequency of 11.994 GHz
with a reflection from the input coupler of -58 dB. After the high power testing,
the reflection at the operational frequency can be found to increase significantly to
-26 dB. Using a non-perturbative bead-pull method, the cell detuning due to high
power could be determined. Figure 7.11e illustrates an average frequency change of
∼1 MHz (corresponding to ∼1◦ in phase advance) [73]. Such significant detuning
resulted in a clear change in amplitude and phase of the electric field profile, pre-
sented in Figures 7.11c and 7.11d. The variance of the field amplitude and phase was
observed to increase after high power testing. It has been previously observed that
field profiles of structures have changed after high power testing and this provides
further evidence supporting the detuning of structures due to high power operation.
7.3 Structure Fabricated From Milled Halves
Based on the RF design of the CLIC-G (T24), which had been tested at high gradi-
ents and low BDR [9], the CLIC-G Open was designed and manufactured to investi-
gate novel fabrication techniques. As an alternative to individual disks, which uses
precision turning and milling, the CLIC-G Open was fabricated through the milling
of two structure halves (Figure 7.12). This novel accelerating structure design built
upon previous work of an accelerating structure made from quadrants [81], as well as
the PETSs for CLIC’s drive beam facility which are constructed from octants [9, 67].
The new assembly technique offered a number of advantages in comparison to tra-
ditional disk-based structures which were the motivation of this study. Particularly
notable are: a reduction of the number of precision pieces, freedom of choice in
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(a) Prototype Fabricated. (b) Installed on Xbox 2.
Figure 7.12: Photographs of the CLIC-G Open structure [67].
joining since there are no RF currents flowing through the metal-to-metal joint, the
use of the unique geometry for higher order mode damping, and an overall reduc-
tion of the total manufacturing cost. The following high power conditioning and
postmortem analysis was published as part of reference [67] which can be found in
its entirety in Appendix C.
7.3.1 High Power Testing
Figure 7.13 summarises the history of the structure’s high power testing. At the
beginning of the conditioning process, the BDR (magenta) was kept at a constant 5×
10−5 breakdowns per pulse (bpp). Once reaching an unloaded gradient of 95 MV/m
(blue) at 150 million pulses, radiation emitted from the structure exceeded the
Figure 7.13: Conditioning history of the CLIC-G Open structure on Xbox 2. The
plot depicts the gradient in MV/m (blue), the pulse length in ns (red), the cumula-
tive breakdowns (black) and the breakdown rate in bpp (magenta) plotted against
the number of pulses [67].
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maximum safety limit outside the bunker. This was the first observation of radiation
issues related to dark current and was the initial motivation for the work performed
in Chapter 6. As the input power to the structure could not be increased until this
issue was solved, the structure was pulsed with a reduced and constant gradient
of 90 MV/m. This began at 150 million pulses with the first pulse length of 90
ns. During this period the structure continued to condition, demonstrated by the
decreasing trend in the BDR visible up to 200 million pulses. Conditioning of the
structure led to a reduction in radiation and allowed the pulse length to be increased
to 160 ns at 200 million pulses, without surpassing the maximum radiation safety
limit. From 300 million pulses onwards the final pulse length of 200 ns was set.
Various experiments were performed investigating the relation between accelerating
(a) Breakdown distribution. (b) φBD.
(c) Time-of-propagation vs φBD.
Figure 7.14: Breakdown distributions for the CLIC-G Open structure for the con-
ditioning on Xbox 2. The top-left figure depicts a histogram of the breakdown
locations across the structure where the ratio of breakdowns is plotted against the
cell number. The top-right figure displays the histogram of the phase difference for
the breakdown events where the ratio of breakdowns is plotted against the phase
difference in degrees. The bottom figure plots the breakdown position within the
structure, expressed as a time-of-propagation in ns, against the phase difference of
the breakdown in degrees [67].
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gradient and BDR, discernible by the steps in the gradient curve. Increased shielding
on the bunker, applied after 600 million pulses, allowed the resumption of power
increments towards 100 MV/m. After reaching the desired 100 MV/m at 800 million
pulses, the structure was operated at a constant gradient and conditioned down to
a low BDR. At 1.05 billion pulses, a BDR of < 1.5× 10−5 bpp/m was achieved, at
this point the structure conditioning was concluded. The achieved gradient of 100
MV/m with a 200 ns pulse is comparable to the gradient achieved by other CLIC
prototype structures up to this time, demonstrating the validity of the fabrication
technique.
7.3.2 Breakdown Distribution
After conditioning, the breakdown distributions were analysed to understand the
limiting factors of the design [77]. Figure 7.14a displays the breakdown distribution
in the CLIC-G Open after conditioning, translated into a cell number and normalised
to the total number of breakdowns. Breakdowns occurred predominantly towards
the first cells of the structure. Figure 7.14b depicts the φBD distribution which
appeared in the typical three peaks separated by 120◦ the cause of which was dis-
cussed previously. Figure 7.14c illustrates the time-of-propagation plotted against
φBD which describes a structure predominantly undergoing RF breakdown in a few
adjacent irises at the input of the structure. Understanding this extreme inhomo-
geneity in the breakdown distribution will be key to improving the next iteration of
a structure constructed from the milling of two halves.
7.3.3 Post-Test Analysis
After removing the CLIC-G Open from Xbox-2, the mildly radioactive structure
was stored for several months where it remained in a nitrogen environment to pre-
vent surface degradation. Figure 7.15 describes the structure’s nomenclature and
areas surveyed in the post-test analysis. To begin, S-parameter and bead-pull mea-
surements were performed to evaluate the change in electric field profile due to the
high power testing. In contrast to previous high gradient structures, the CLIC-G
Open demonstrated nearly no change in the electric field distribution (amplitude
and phase advance per cell) and only slight changes in the S-parameters for the
input and output coupler, see Figure 7.16. Before the structure underwent cutting,
a borescope was used to observe any visible physical damage. Pictures from the
borescope revealed that the breakdown induced damage was towards the start of
the structure (Figure 7.17). To allow closer examination the structure was cut us-
ing Electron Discharge Machining (EDM) and divided into several sections which
included; two halves cut through the brazing material (Cut 1) for cells 1 to 13, two
halves for cells 14 to 19 (Cut 2), and the rest of the structure remained intact. A









Figure 7.15: Diagram of a half of the CLIC-G open structure demonstrating the
EDM cut in blue. Post-test observations with a borescope looked at the Iris 2
(red) and Iris 4 (green) before cutting. After cutting, SEM images of the first iris
looked at the left (yellow) and right (cyan) nose, and the center (magenta). An X-Y
cross-section demonstrating structure nomenclature [67].
















Before High Power Testing
After High Power Testing
(a) S11 from input coupler.
















Before High Power Testing
After High Power Testing
(b) S11 from output cou-
pler.
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(c) E Field distribution.
Figure 7.16: A comparison of the RF parameters before and after high power test-
ing. The left and middle plots illustrate the reflection from the input and output
coupler, respectively, plotted in dB against the RF driver frequency in GHz for be-
fore (blue) and after (red) high power testing. The right-hand figure displays both
the amplitude and phase advance of the electric field along the structure plotted
against the cell number for before (blue) and after (red) high power testing [67].
photograph of the half section containing cells 1 to 13 is displayed in Figure 7.18.
Marked in a blue box is an issue which came to light after the structure was cut.
During the brazing procedure, the brazing alloy leaked from the joint into the RF
region of the structure. This material reached within 200 µm of the cell edge. A
scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to analyse the effect of the leak on the
structure performance. Images of the surface, shown in Figure 7.19, demonstrate
the breakdown density on the centre and nose sections of the cell. Breakdowns oc-
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(a) Iris 2. (b) Iris 4.
Figure 7.17: Borescope images from the structure after conditioning. The location
of the irises is described in Figure 7.15 [67].
curred primarily on the nose section with only a few visible marks on the centre
section. Overlaying the surface E and Sc field profiles, it is found that the break-
downs are most likely to occur around the area with the greatest E or Sc. Due to
the similarities of the field profiles, the exact cause of the breakdowns could not be
determined. Comparing the breakdown densities of the two opposing nose sections
demonstrated similar numbers for the two sided. Given this, it is found that the
breakdowns’ preference for the first few cells was not related to the brazing filler leak.
In Section 6.3.2, sporadic jumps in the radiation were demonstrated to occur through-
out the conditioning of a structure. These jumps were postulated to be the result of
the RF breakdowns emitting molten copper leading to the formation of new emis-
sion sites. These SEM images of the iris illustrate the existence of these breakdown
sites where the molten copper is visible around the edges of the craters.
Figure 7.18: Leaked brazing material visible at the input of the structure circled in
blue where the dull section is visible to overlap the corner [67].

























(f) Sc on centre.
Figure 7.19: Scanning electron microscope images of various segments along the first
iris. Overlaid is a field map of the surface electric field (E) and local power flow
(Sc) for a comparison of the breakdown location to the field strength. The location
of each scan is described in Figure 7.15 [67].
7.4 HOM Damped Structure with SiC
In comparison to the TD26CC R05 N3, the TD24 R05 SiC N1 (Figure 7.20) is an
older CLIC RF design. Novel to this prototype is the addition of SiC HOM damping
material [93]. The aim of testing this structure is to understand the behaviour of the
SiC material within the HOM dampers at high gradients and to measure whether
it affects operation at low BDRs.
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Figure 7.20: A photograph of the first structure installed on Xbox 3, the TD24 R05
SiC N1.
7.4.1 High Power Testing
The final stage of the commissioning of Xbox 3 was the addition of the accelerating
structures. First to be tested was the TD24 R05 SiC N1 which was installed on
Line 1 of Xbox 3. The complete high power conditioning history of this structure
is illustrated in Figure 7.21 which will be referred to throughout the following de-
scription below. Conditioning began with a repetition rate of 150 Hz, which was
the first time a CLIC structure had been tested at such a high repetition rate. At
first, the structure appeared to be impeded in its conditioning given that in the first
200 million pulses the gradient reached only 45 MV/m. This conditioning rate was
well below the rate previously observed on other accelerating structures. After an
investigation into the rate of conditioning it was postulated that the conditioning
algorithm was retarding the progress of conditioning, as discussed in Section 5.3.3.
From 200 million pulses, the BDR limit was increased to 10−4 bpp, the conditioning


























































































Figure 7.21: The entire high power conditioning history of the TD24 R05 SiC tested
using Line 1 of Xbox 3. The plot depicts the gradient (blue), the pulse length (red),
the repetition rate in Hz (black) and the breakdown rate (magenta) on the y-axis
plotted against the total number of pulses on the x-axis.
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rate was observed to increase from then forth. In the original design of Xbox 3,
the pulse compressors were chilled using 2.4 kW temperature regulating chillers.
After a short period operating at 200 Hz, it was observed that these chillers could
no longer sufficiently displace the heat for stable operation, even if the rate was
retuned to 150 Hz, therefore the repetition rate was reduced to 50 Hz at 340 mil-
lion pulses (refer to Section 5.3.4). Accelerating structures must run at the correct
frequency as variations not only lead to the variations in dark current capture, as
discussed in Chapter 6 but also affect the synchronicity of the beam and RF. For
the remainder of the conditioning, the repetition rate was increased whenever the
pulse compressors were able to operate with a stable temperature. At 420 million
pulses the structure reached 95 MV/m for the 50 ns pulse. At this point one of the
klystrons of Xbox 3 was found to have a discontinuity in its power transfer curve,
discussed in Section 5.3.1. This resulted in the structure experiencing breakdown
clusters caused by a faulty power ramp. It was decided that the klystron required
a replacement and that the structure should be pulsed at a constant power with
the klystron operating far from this discontinuity in its power transfer curve. At
610 million pulses, the high power testing of the structure resumed with the new
klystron, after testing at low power between 580 to 610 million pulses. At 700 million
pulses, the structure once again reached 90 MV/m. The pulse compressor and load
continued to condition shown as power drops throughout the conditioning history.
An error in the LLRF software controlling the trigger phase delay sent the power
intended for Line 2, which during this time was operating at a larger peak power,
to Line 1. The result was that the SiC structure experienced transit increases in
peak power up to 10 MW greater than intended. This event can be observed as
the sharp increase in BDR at 770 million pulses. After this event, the structure
developed a hot-cell where breakdowns occur repeatedly at a single location and the
gradient could not be recovered. Despite efforts to recover the conditioning state,
the structure had to be removed.
7.4.2 Breakdown Distribution
The breakdown distributions presented in Figure 7.22 are indicative of the turbu-
lent conditioning history of the structure. Plotting the distribution of the breakdown
location, using the previous described method of translating the measured time-of-
propagation into a position, presented no clear evidence for a strong breakdown
excess at a particular point within the structure (Figure 7.22a). Small peaks of
excess breakdowns were evident at the input and output of the structure. To under-
stand the likely cause, the time-of-propagation was plotted against the pulse number,
shown in Figure 7.22b. It is evident that the breakdowns were evenly distributed,
with only a small excess towards the end of the structure which occured at the start
high power testing. Between 480 and 680 million pulses, the power was reduced
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which led to few breakdowns occurring during this period. At 680 million pulses,
the power returned to approximately 90 MV/m and therefore the BDR started to
increase at which point a small excess of breakdowns was identified at the start of
the structure. After an algorithm problem sent too much power into the structure,
all breakdowns were found to occur overwhelmingly at the beginning of the struc-
ture.
The behaviour of measured φBD for the breakdowns revealed an unusual distribution
with six dominant peaks (Figure 7.22c). Such structure in the distribution was unex-
pected and therefore an explanation was required. Plotting the time-of-propagation
(a) Breakdown distribution. (b) Time-of-propagation vs pulses.
(c) φBD. (d) Time-of-propagation vs φBD.
Figure 7.22: Breakdown distributions for the TD24 R05 SiC N1 structure for the
conditioning on Xbox 3 Line 1. The top-left figure depicts a histogram of the break-
down locations across the structure where the ratio of breakdowns is plotted against
the cell number. The top-right figure illustrates the evolution of these breakdowns’
locations over the conditioning by plotting the time-of-propagation value, in ns,
against the number of pulses, and displaying it as a density map. The colour map
illustrates the density of breakdowns in the area during that period of conditioning.
The bottom-left figure displays a histogram of the phase difference for the break-
downs during the conditioning by plotting the ratio of breakdowns against the phase
difference, in degrees. The bottom-right figure plots the breakdown position within
the structure, expressed as a time-of-propagation in ns, against the phase difference
of the breakdown in degrees.
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against φBD, as presented in Figure 7.22d, a distinct curvature in the breakdown
event clusters was found. This curvature was proposed to be the result of the detun-
ing of the accelerating cells from their nominal frequency and therefore leading to a
variation in the phase advance. In Chapter 6 it was demonstrated that the resonant
frequency was dependent on the temperature of the structure (refer to Section 6.4.1).
Close inspection of the run log revealed that the structure testing had been under-
taken at 3◦C above the nominal operating temperature resulting in a detuning of
600 kHz from the nominal frequency. This detuning explained the curvature but
did not explain the straight distributions overlapped the curved distributions. These
were found to be the result of secondary breakdowns which occurred after the high
power pulsing was interlocked for ∼ 3 s and therefore the structure had time to cool
to the nominal temperature [82]. Once cooled, the structure returned to its nominal
operational frequency and the distribution of breakdowns appeared as straight clus-
ters, as observed in the diagram. These variations in the operational temperature
of the SiC structure were not visible through the measured bunker radiation as the
gradient in the SiC structure was consistently the lowest and therefore produced the
lowest levels of dark current induced radiation.
7.5 Brazed CLIC Structures
The Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), in Villigen Switzerland, has developed a fab-
rication method for creating accelerating structure for the SwissFEL. Using this
technique, they have built a CLIC prototype structure based on the T24 design as
was used in the CLIC-G Open structure. In comparison to the typical CLIC struc-
ture design, the T24PSI used brazing to join the individual disks each containing an
accelerating cell (Figure 7.23a) [83]. Such joining technology provided a significantly
cheaper alternative compared to the hydrogen bonding. Along with brazing, the new
manufacturing technique includes a new “tuning free” technology where structures
are built to the operational frequency without the ability to tune the cells. The aim
of creating this structure was to test the applicability of this fabrication technique
and therefore used the well established T24 RF design [83].
7.5.1 High Power Testing: Phase 1
Following the installation of the SiC structure on Line 1 of Xbox 3, the T24 PSI N1
was installed on Line 2 to be tested alongside (Figure 7.23b). The T24 PSI N1 and
TD24 R05 SiC N1 structures were the first CLIC structures to be tested using a
shared vacuum and interlock system. Pulsing began with a BDR limit of 5×10−5 bpp
at a pulse length of 50 ns, shown in Figure 7.24. Conditioning towards an unloaded
accelerating gradient of 100 MV/m was smooth and achieved in ∼100 million pulses.
After beginning conditioning at 150 Hz, the first attempt to run at 200 Hz occurred
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(a) RF cell design. (b) Photograph of PSI on Xbox 3.
Figure 7.23: A photograph of the PSI structure installed on Xbox 3 along with the
RF design of a single cell [83].
at 150 million pulses. Unfortunately the higher gradient and repetition rate led
to greater power dissipation in the pulse compressor, whose chillers were unable to
displace the heat efficiently enough to remain at a stable temperature. Anticipating
that this would become a significant problem, with further increases in the peak
power and pulse length required, the repetition rate was reduced to 50 Hz. Up to
150 million pulses, the radiation safety threshold outside the bunker was exceeded
in two instances which led to the requirement of a power reduction, depicted at
50 and 110 million pulses. It can be observed that the radiation only limited the
conditioning for a short period in these instances in comparison to the events during
the conditioning of the TD26CCR05 and T24 Open structures. This resulted from
an improved understanding of the cause of the radiation and how to minimise its













































































Figure 7.24: Phase 1 of the conditioning of the T24 PSI N1 structure in Xbox 3
Line 2. The plot depicts the gradient in MV/m (blue), the pulse length in ns (red),
the pulse repetition rate in Hz (black) and the breakdown rate in bpp (magenta)
plotted against the number of pulses.
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effects as detailed in Chapter 6.
At 150 million pulses, the second pulse length of 100 ns was implemented along
with a gradient reduction of ∼ 20% to keep a constant BDR. The structure was
observed to condition rapidly back to its previous operating point of 100 MV/m. At
250 million pulses, a problem in the klystron impacted upon the conditioning, due to
the requirement to operate at reduced and constant power up to 420 million pulses.
This was the same issue previously mentioned in the TD24 R05 SiC N1 conditioning
description. At 420 million pulses, the klystron was replaced and conditioning was
able to be resumed at 450 million pulses after 30 million pulses of low power testing.
The original pulse length of 50 ns was set for the resumption of conditioning and
the gradient was increased towards 100 MV/m. To test the available power from
Xbox 3 with the new klystron, conditioning continued past 100 MV/m up to 108
MV/m. At 630 million pulses, the pulse length was increased to 100 ns and a
gradient of 107 MV/m was achieved. At 700 million pulses, it was decided that
the pulse length should be increased to 150 ns, unfortunately the power available in
Xbox 3 at 150 ns limited the gradient to 93 MV/m. This concluded the conditioning
of the structure in Xbox 3. Due to these power limitations of Xbox 3 it was decided
that the structure would be moved to Xbox 2 which offered a much greater peak
power.
7.5.2 Breakdown Distribution
Before moving the structure to Xbox 2, the breakdown distributions were analysed
to search for evidence that the structure was reaching its high gradient limit. The
distribution of the breakdowns, presented in Figure 7.25a, demonstrated that the
breakdowns occurred throughout the structure with a small excess towards the end
of the structure. A narrow cluster of breakdowns at the start of the structure was also
observed. To understand this distribution, the time-of-propagation is plotted against
the number of pulses for all of the breakdown events (Figure 7.25b). It was found
that breakdowns occurred almost homogeneously throughout the structure for the
first 215 million pulses. Between 215 and 600 million pulses, the BDR was low while
the power was reduced and consequently few breakdowns occurred. After 600 million
pulses, the increased gradient led to breakdowns occurring predominantly at the
beginning of the structure. This behaviour was attributed to the structure reaching
its high gradient limit. As commonly observed during the high power testing of CLIC
prototype structures, the φBD distribution appeared in three peaks. As previously
mentioned this is known to be caused most likely by the breakdowns occurring at
the iris of each cell (Figure 7.25c). Plotting the time-of-propagation against the
φBD, it was observed that the structure was well tuned to the operational frequency,
determined by the straightness of the three breakdown clusters (Figure 7.25d).
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(a) Breakdown distribution. (b) Time-of-propagation vs pulses.
(c) φBD. (d) Time-of-propagation vs φBD.
Figure 7.25: Breakdown distributions for the T24 PSI N1 structure for the condi-
tioning on Xbox 3 Line 2. The top-left figure depicts a histogram of the breakdown
locations across the structure where the ratio of breakdowns is plotted against the
cell number. The top-right figure illustrates the evolution of these breakdowns’ loca-
tions over the conditioning by plotting the time-of-propagation value, in ns, against
the number of pulses, and displaying it as a density map. The colour map illus-
trates the density of breakdowns in the area during that period of conditioning.
The bottom-left figure displays a histogram of the phase difference for the break-
downs during the conditioning by plotting the ratio of breakdowns against the phase
difference, in degrees. The bottom-right figure plots the breakdown position within
the structure, expressed as a time-of-propagation in ns, against the phase difference
of the breakdown in degrees.
7.5.3 High Power Testing: Phase 2
After conditioning for 800 million pulses on Xbox 3, the T24 PSI N1 structure was
moved to the Xbox 2 test stand. The choice to move the structure was to exploit the
greater peak power available in Xbox 2. At the start of conditioning, the structure
was able to begin conditioning at 57 MV/m, as demonstrated in Figure 7.26. Begin-
ning with a pulse length of 50 ns, the structure rapidly reached an unloaded gradient
of 100 MV/m in 30 million pulses, using a BDR set point of 5 × 10−5 bpp. The
conditioning continued and quickly reached 108 MV/m at 55 million pulses into
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Figure 7.26: Phase 2 of the conditioning of the T24 PSI N1 structure in Xbox 2.
The plot depicts the gradient in MV/m (blue), the pulse length in ns (red), the
cumulative breakdowns (black) and the breakdown rate (magenta) plotted against
the number of pulses.
second phase of the conditioning. The conditioning rate was observed to reduce,
as the structure entered the previously unexplored field regime above 108 MV/m.
After achieving an average gradient of 113 MV/m at 120 million pulses, the pulse
length was increased to 100 ns and the gradient reduced to keep a constant BDR.
Conditioning to 113 MV/m at the longer pulse length progressed rapidly and was
achieved in only another 30 million pulses. This was repeated for a 150 ns pulse
length where the structure was again able to achieve an accelerating gradient of 113
MV/m. At 200 million pulses into the conditioning, the pulse length was set to 200
ns. After 300 million pulses the gradient reached 113 MV/m before it was left to
operate at a constant gradient and pulse length. It was observed that the BDR was
not reducing as expected, only reducing to 5× 10−5 bpp/m and for this reason, the
gradient was reduced to 105 MV/m at 380 million pulses. It was decided that the
structure had reached its high gradient limit and that some damage to the structure
may have been preventing it from conditioning to lower BDRs. The structure was
therefore removed from Xbox 2.
7.5.4 Breakdown Distribution
Examining the breakdown distribution along the structure for the second phase of
conditioning, it was found that the breakdowns occurred predominantly at the input
of the structure, as had been observed towards the end of Phase 1 (Figure 7.27a).
The time-of-propagation plotted against the number of pulses illustrated that the
breakdowns began with a similar distribution to that measured in the high power
testing on Xbox 3. At 110 million pulses into the conditioning, it was found that
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(a) Breakdown distribution. (b) Time-of-propagation vs pulses
(c) φBD. (d) Time-of-propagation vs φBD.
Figure 7.27: Breakdown distributions for the T24 PSI N1 structure for the condition-
ing on Xbox 2. The top-left figure depicts a histogram of the breakdown locations
across the structure where the ratio of breakdowns is plotted against the cell num-
ber. The top-right figure illustrates the evolution of these breakdowns’ locations
over the conditioning by plotting the time-of-propagation value, in ns, against the
number of pulses, and displaying it as a density map. The colour map illustrates the
density of breakdowns in the area during that period of conditioning. The bottom-
left figure displays a histogram of the phase difference for the breakdowns during
the conditioning by plotting the ratio of breakdowns against the phase difference,
in degrees. The bottom-right figure plots the breakdown position within the struc-
ture, expressed as a time-of-propagation in ns, against the phase difference of the
breakdown in degrees.
when the structure exceeded this gradient the breakdowns began to occur primarily
at the start of the structure. Breakdowns continued to occur around this location
until the conditioning was concluded (Figure 7.27b).
The two plots of the φBD distribution (Figure 7.27c) and the time-of-propagation
against φBD diagram (Figure 7.27d) were found to have similar characteristics to
those measured in Xbox 3. This demonstrates that the structure remained well
tuned after its move to the Xbox 2 test stand.
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Figure 7.28: A comparison of the testing results present in this thesis to past results
from CERN, SLAC and KEK. On the y-axis is the breakdown rate, in bpp/m,
plotted against the achieved unloaded accelerating gradient in MV/m. The three
marker types are the operational gradient (square), operational gradient normalised
to nominal pulse length (circle) and operational gradient normalised to nominal pulse
length and breakdown rate (cross). Each colour represents a different prototype
structure with the legend indicating the “Prototype name-Fabricated by-Tested by”.
The unfilled and filled markers represent the structures tested prior to this thesis
and in this thesis, respectively.
7.6 Review of Structure Performance
In Table 7.3, the high power testing results from the four structure tests are dis-
played. Reassuringly three of the four structures exceeded the 100 MV/m unloaded
gradient barrier with the fourth failing due to a software malfunction. A compar-
ison of these structure results to previous testing is presented in Figure 7.28. On
reaching their high gradient limit, all structures began to breakdown towards the
first few cells of the structure. This will need to be considered in the RF design
of the next generation of prototype. For the TD26CC R05 N3 structure, the high
Table 7.3: Summary of the testing results from the four structures tested. Results
demonstrate the maximum operational gradient achieved. †The TD24 R05 SiC N1
developed a hot-cell and was therefore required to be removed. TD24 R05 SiC N1
is not normalised as it was not deemed a successful test.
Structure Gradient [MV/m] Pulse Length [ns] BDR [bpp/m]
TD26CC R05 N3 110 170 2× 10−5
CLIC-G Open 100 200 1.5× 10−5
TD24 R05 SiC N1 † 95 50 4× 10−4
T24 PSI N1 113 200 5× 10−5
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power testing caused a 1 MHz detuning of the structure. In comparison, the CLIC-G
Open retained its RF properties after 1.05 billion pulses which makes the fabrication
technique favourable given the long term operation plans of CLIC.
7.7 Testing of Techniques for Large Scale RF Con-
ditioning Programme for the CLIC
The results, presented in this chapter, have shown that the conditioning of a single
accelerating structure commonly takes several hundred million pulses to complete.
At the nominal CLIC repetition rate of 50 Hz, this equates to several months of
high power testing. In the CLIC-380 design, the main linac is comprised of ∼28 000
accelerating structures and therefore optimising the efficiency of structure condition-
ing is crucial [9]. The current strategy to condition structures involves conditioning
them to the nominal gradient at a constant pulse length then repeating the process
at longer pulse lengths, all with a constant BDR [95]. Once the gradient and pulse
length are achieved, the structure is left to condition down to the nominal BDR
of 3× 10−7 bpp/m [9]. The following section investigates several procedures which
aim to make the conditioning of thousands of accelerating structures more efficient.
To initiate the discussion, an investigation into the rate of conditioning will be con-
ducted. This aims to understand how long a single structure requires to reach the
nominal CLIC gradient, pulse length and BDR. Following are studies of gradient re-
covery after exposure to air and the effects of pulse repetition rate. These tests aim
to understand the feasibility of a large scale conditioning programme where struc-
tures are conditioned in a cascade of test facilities like Xbox 3 then subsequently
installed in the main linac. Finally an investigation into a common practice of gra-
dient recovery after breakdown is performed to understand whether this method of
recovery, which limits the ultimate luminosity of CLIC, is required for stable, high
gradient operation.
7.7.1 Rate of Conditioning
The BDR set point during conditioning, commonly set to ∼ 2.5 × 10−4 bpp/m,
is three orders of magnitude above the nominal maximum BDR for CLIC. To de-
termine the time required to reach an acceptable BDR, the following section will
investigate the BDR reduction trend for structures pulsing at a constant gradient
and pulse length. Figure 7.29 displays the BDR reduction for the high power test-
ing of the CLIC-G Open and TD26CC R05 N3 structures each of which were tested
on Xbox 2 [67]. The steady decay of the BDR followed an inverse power law and
decreased by approximately an order of magnitude per decade though experienced
transient jumps in the BDR during breakdown clusters. A strategy to reduce the
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Figure 7.29: Measurement of the BDR in bpp for the CLIC-G Open (blue, circle)
and the TD26CCR05 N3 (red, circle) plotted against the number of pulses for a
constant pulse length and input power. Power law trend lines are fitted to the data
with the corresponding colour of the data points. A horizontal dashed line illustrates
the ultimate BDR required for CLIC nominal operation. [57].
time required for conditioning is to increase the repetition rate of the conditioning,
which has now been demonstrated as feasible in Section 7.4 and 7.5. Another op-
tion is the concept of conditioning the structures prior to their installation into the
main linac which will be discussed below. The following discussion may be found in
reference [57] which is included in its entirety in Appendix C.
7.7.2 Gradient Recovery After Exposure to Air
Although appearing an attractive option, the in situ conditioning of all of the ∼28
000 structures, required for the main linac, may not be practical. For this reason,
it has been suggested that structures may be conditioned in separate test stands
before their installation into the main linac [85]. An attraction of the Xbox 3 test
stand is that it can operate with a pulse repetition rate up to 200 Hz and therefore
offers the possibility of faster conditioning in comparison to Xbox 1 and 2. For the
conditioning of the T24 PSI N1 and N2 prototypes, both of the structures began
conditioning in Xbox 3 after which they were moved to Xbox 2 to complete their
conditioning. During the transition from Xbox 3 to Xbox 2, the structures were
exposed to air for a period of 1-2 days [57].
The first phase of conditioning in Xbox 3 and second phase of conditioning in Xbox 2
are demonstrated for the T24 PSI N1 and N2 structures in Figures 7.30a and 7.30b,
respectively, overlaying the two phases of conditioning. At the start of the second
phase of conditioning, it was observed that the structures began operation at 57
MV/m and 40 MV/m for the N1 and N2, respectively. Two dashed tangent lines
demonstrate the approximate rate of conditioning at 70 MV/m. It was found that
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(a) T24 PSI N1.





















(b) T24 PSI N2.
Figure 7.30: Conditioning and reconditioning curves of the two T24 PSI prototypes
N1 and N2. The two graphs plot the gradient, in MV/m, on the y-axis against the
number of pulses on the x-axis for the first conditioning of the structure on Xbox 3
(blue) and the reconditioning on Xbox 2 (red) [57].
the conditioning rate was 2.5 and 2.3 times greater at 70 MV/m for the second
phase of conditioning of the N1 and N2 structures, respectively, compared to that
of the structure yet to be exposed to high power testing (Phase 1). Phase 1 of
the conditioning for each structure took approximately the same number of pulses
(100 million) to reach 100 MV/m, after adjusting for the power drops in the N1’s
conditioning resulting from radiation issues (refer to Section 7.5). For the previously
conditioned structures (Phase 2), the 100 MV/m unloaded gradient was achieved
in approximately 25-30 million pulses. Given the higher initial gradient and larger
conditioning rate, it was concluded that the conditioning state had been partially
retained in the structure, despite the exposure to air. Such results open the idea of
conditioning structures before installation into the main linac [57].
7.7.3 Pulse Repetition Rate vs BDR
In the proposed method to condition accelerating structures before they are installed
in the main linac, it has been suggested that pulsing would operate at a repetition
rate well above the CLIC’s nominal 50 Hz to reduce the required conditioning time.
Increasing the repetition rate increases the average power dissipated in the structure
and it is important to understand how this affects the BDR. Using the TD24 R05 SiC
N2 and the T24 PSI N2, pulsing at constant power and pulse length was performed
at three pulse repetition rates. Figure 7.31 displays the cumulative breakdowns
for 82 million pulses at these three pulse repetition rates, the results of which are
summarised in Table 7.4. For the TD24 R05 SiC N2, the BDR at 25 Hz and
100 Hz appeared to decrease despite the quadrupling of the average power. For
200 Hz pulsing, the BDR remained the same as the 100 Hz repetition rate within
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Figure 7.31: Measurement of dependence of the BDR on the pulse repetition rate
for the T24 PSI N2 and the TD24R05SiCN2. The plots illustrate the cumulative
breakdowns plotted against the number of pulses. The vertical dashed lines illustrate
the change in the pulse repetition rate with repetition rate of each region included
through an annotation. [57].
Table 7.4: A summary of the results for the BDR dependence on the pulse repetition
rate [57].
Structure Rep. Rate [Hz] BDR [bpp] Uncertainty [bpp]
TD24R05 SiC N2 25 1.08× 10−6 ±3× 10−7
100 3.9× 10−7 ±1× 10−7
200 2.4× 10−7 ±9× 10−8
T24 PSI N2 25 1.66× 10−6 ±4× 10−7
100 7.317× 10−7 ±1× 10−7
200 3.1× 10−7 ±1× 10−7
statistical uncertainty. The BDR on the T24 PSI N2 began at the higher BDR
of 1.66 × 10−6 bpp at 25 Hz, expected to be the result of the initial change in
power. Subsequent pulsing at 100 and 200 Hz found that the BDR decreased most
likely due to conditioning. Despite the increase in power dissipation, the operational
temperature does not change during operation at higher repetition rate. This is the
result of the high thermal conductivity of the copper and the power capacity of
the thermal regulating chillers. If the repetition rate was increased to where the
average power dissipated in the structure exceeded the power capacity of the chiller,
then problems including those mentioned in Chapter 6 would occur. In summary
the increase in average power dissipated on the surface of the structure offered no
evidence of an increase in the BDR [57].
7.7.4 Gradient Recovery After Breakdown
It has become common practice during the operation of the X-band test stands to
interlock the RF power for ∼ 3 s after a breakdown, before recommencing pulsing
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Figure 7.32: Cumulative breakdowns for a period of conditioning plotted against the
number of pulses. The vertical dashed line separates the region where field reduction
after breakdown was and was not used during operation [57].
at a reduced input power and steadily returning to the set level over a few hun-
dred pulses. This reduction in power aims to reduce the likelihood of a follow-up
breakdown. In typical operation a reduction in field after RF breakdown is unde-
sirable as it will affect the luminosity through an increase in the effective downtime
of the machine. During testing of the TD26CC R05 N3 structure, modifications to
the algorithm allowed continuous pulsing after a breakdown event, with the inter-
lock and field reduction to be enabled only after two consecutive breakdown pulses.
Figure 7.32 displays the cumulative breakdowns for high power operation with and
without this field reduction. Adopting the new conditioning algorithm did not ap-
pear to affect the BDR though further testing will be necessary to determine the
long-term feasibility of this operating strategy [57].
7.8 Summary
Four unique CLIC accelerating structure prototypes were tested at high power with
the aim of determining the reproducibility of generating unloaded accelerating gra-
dients above 100 MV/m. Three of the four accelerating structures were able to
achieve an accelerating gradient of at least 100 MV/m. One such structure was
a prototype based on the CLIC baseline RF design. After 900 million pulses, the
structure was able to achieve an unloaded gradient of 110 MV/m for a 170 ns RF
pulse and conditioning down to a BDR of 2 × 10−5 bpp/m. Unfortunately mea-
surements of the RF parameters before and after the high power testing concluded
that the structure had detuned 1 MHz from its nominal RF frequency most likely
due to the high power operation. Despite this, the TD26CC R05 N3 achieved the
highest accelerating gradient ever produced in a HOM damped CLIC accelerating
structure [66]. A vastly different accelerating structure was tested with the aim
of determining the feasibility of a novel fabrication technique where an entire ac-
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celerating structure is manufactured through the milling of two halves which are
subsequently joined through brazing. The structure underwent high power testing
for 1.05 billion pulses and achieved an unloaded gradient of 100 MV/m at a BDR
of 1.5×10−5 bpp/m with a 200 ns pulse. These results verified the feasibility of this
fabrication technique and measurements of the RF properties before and after high
power testing demonstrated little change, making the technique even more desirable.
High power testing on Xbox 3 began with a structure prototype aiming to test the
use of SiC for HOM damping at high power and a low BDR. An error in the code led
to the premature removal of the structure. Despite this, the structure was still able
to operate with an unloaded accelerating gradient of 95 MV/m with a 50 ns pulse
length although the BDR was limited to 4 × 10−4 bpp/m. The second structure
to be installed on Xbox 3 was a prototype fabricated at the Paul Scherrer Insti-
tute using another unique fabrication technique aimed at reducing fabrication costs.
High power testing of the structure reach 107 MV/m with a 100 ns pulse length
of Xbox 3 although due to power constraints the structure was moved to Xbox 2.
The structure continued with conditioning surpassing its previous operational point
with ease, going on to achieve 113 MV/m with a 200 ns pulse length and at a BDR
of 5× 10−5 bpp/m.
Results from these and other high power tests were used to investigate possible
conditioning strategies for CLIC. Such strategies are crucial for the cost and time
efficiency of the commissioning CLIC. Conditioning the accelerating structures in
situ whilst installed in the main linac would require in the best case scenario several
months of conditioning if pulsed at the nominal repetition rate of 50 Hz, although
this can occur in parallel to beam commissioning. Conditioning structures at a
higher repetition rate in separate test stands and then installing them into the main
linac has been demonstrated as a possible solution to reduce the overall conditioning
time. Results demonstrated that higher repetition rate conditioning did not lead to
a higher BDR and that the conditioning state was partially maintained in a struc-
ture when moved between test stands after an exposure to air. This opens up the
option of conditioning structures before installation. Finally, algorithmic reductions
of the field strength after RF breakdowns aimed to prevent further RF breakdowns
during conditioning though this technique is not desirable for an operational CLIC.
Initial tests demonstrated that the continuation of pulsing after an RF breakdown
is possible without a noticeable BDR increase.
Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
Achieving accelerating gradients of 100 MV/m in RF linear accelerating structure
presents a significant challenge due to high field effects such as RF breakdown and
field emission. This thesis has presented an investigation into these phenomena
offering further insight into their impact on the operation of accelerating structures
and high power testing facilities. Motivating this work was the goal of achieving
reliable operation of accelerating structures at ∼100 MV/m, as has been proposed
for Compact Linear Collider.
8.1 A Novel X-band Test Stand
A novel high power X-band test stand was commissioned at CERN to increase
the facility’s high gradient testing capabilities. Using a combination of RF pulse
weaving and pulse compression, the new test stand could deliver high power RF
pulses at repetition rates up to 200 Hz and test multiple accelerating structures in
situ. Operation at these high repetition rates was limited by the heat dissipated
within the pulse compressors, though this was subsequently addressed through an
upgrade to the cooling capacity of Xbox 3. Ultimately, RF pulses were reliably
delivered at up to 150 Hz at a peak power of ∼44 MW for a pulse length of 50 ns
and ∼34 MW for a pulse length of 200 ns.
8.2 Field Emission Capture Phenomenology
When operating at the nominal accelerating gradient of 100 MV/m, the surface
electric fields in the CLIC accelerating structures can easily exceed 200 MV/m.
These intense surface electric fields lead to the field emission of electrons which
may be captured in the oscillating electromagnetic fields and propagate through the
structure as a “dark current”. It was the aim of this work to contribute to the
understanding of this field emission capture with the objective of reducing its effects
on CLIC and the high gradient test stands. A series of measurements found that
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the radiation resulting from this dark current reduced during the conditioning of
accelerating structure although experienced transient increases of almost an order
of magnitude. Strategically positioned radiation shielding was vital to minimise the
effects of this radiation on local instrumentation. It was observed that a significant
fraction of the radiation was emitted from captured dark currents colliding with the
downstream Faraday cup rather than being expelled from the accelerating struc-
ture. With this finding, the shielding was rearranged and able to reduce the overall
radiation level within the bunker by approximately an order of magnitude. During
the conditioning of the CLIC-G Open structure, the radiation was found to vary
with the operational temperature of the structure. Interpretation of this finding
using a simplified one dimensional model revealed that the capture of field-emitted
electrons was dependent on the RF phase velocity, which could be varied through a
change to the accelerating structure temperature or RF driver frequency. A series
of measurements found this variation in the dark current intensity to be ± ∼ 20%
for a ±1 MHz shift in the RF driver frequency. Simulations of the capture of field
emitted electrons, performed using a three dimensional RF and particle simulation,
obtained similar results validating the capture model.
8.3 High Gradient Testing and Analysis
High power testing of four prototype accelerating structures was conducted using
Xbox 2 and the newly commissioned Xbox 3. Three of the four accelerating struc-
tures tested with high power RF pulses were able to operate at an unloaded acceler-
ating gradient of at least 100 MV/m. One of these accelerating structures, designed
to the most recent CLIC baseline RF design specifications, was able to operate at
an unloaded accelerating gradient of 110 MV/m for a 170 ns RF pulse with a BDR
of 1.5× 10−5 bpp/m. This is presently the highest accelerating gradient achieved in
a HOM damped accelerating structure. Along with this, a novel accelerating struc-
ture fabricated through the milling of two complete structure halves was the first of
its kind to be fabricated and tested at high power. The accelerating structure was
able to operate at an unloaded accelerating gradient of 100 MV/m with a 200 ns
RF pulse and BDR of 2× 10−5 bpp/m. The new fabrication technique is an attrac-
tive option given it offers a significant reduction in the number of pieces required
for assembly to just two, as well as offering the opportunity to use various joining
technologies. Finally, an accelerating structure fabricated through the brazing of
individual accelerating cells was the first produced using this method which aimed
at operating at 100 MV/m. The structure conditioned to an accelerating gradient
of 113 MV/m for a 200 ns RF pulse although high gradient operation appeared to
have damaged the structure and the BDR only reduced to 5× 10−5 bpp/m.
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8.4 Future Work
The peak power which could be achieved by Xbox 3 was limited to ∼ 60% of the
design specifications at the required pulse length of 200 ns. Overcoming this lim-
itation will be the crucial next step for Xbox 3 to ensure accelerating structures
can be tested to high power without the need to move to Xbox 2. Current plans
include upgrading the 6 MW klystrons to 8 MW klystrons which is postulated to
increase the peak power to ∼45 MW for a 200 ns pulse, given the current power
losses and pulse compression ratio. A further upgrade to the cooling capacity would
be required in order to operate with the higher power klystrons at 200 Hz.
Measurements of the variation of the field emission capture with the RF driver fre-
quency and structure temperature observed a large variation, from 12 to 28%/MHz,
in the measured results for the three accelerating structure. This variation was un-
able to be explained but it is hypothesised to be the result of the location of the
emitters on the irises. The next step should include repeating the simulations for
emission areas at different locations on the iris. Another area of interest is the en-
ergy spectrum of the dark current which was found by the simulation. Using the
spectrometer on the X-band test stands, the spectrum of the dark current should
be investigated to compare to the simulations.
The next prototype of the CLIC-G Open is currently being manufactured. This
structure will have identical RF geometry to that tested in this thesis but be fabri-
cated from a hard CuAg alloy and joined using electron beam welding. The choice
of a hard copper alloy resulted from extensive testing by SLAC which had demon-
strated that hard copper performed better at high gradients than soft copper [89, 90].
A second T24PSI had started its high power testing in 2018 and will conclude by
late 2018. The high gradient performance of the two T24 PSI structures will be
compared to determine the reproducibility of the high gradient results achieved by
the prototype. A comparison of their RF properties before and after high power
testing should also be performed to further the understand of the effects of high




SLED Type-I Pulse Compressor
First described in 1974, the SLED Type 1 Pulse Compressor is a dual cavity passive
RF unit which increases the peak power of an RF pulse. Energy conservation dictates
that one cannot receive more power output than is input into a passive system,
though the peak power can be increased at the expense of pulse length. Using two
high quality factor cavities (Q = 180 000), the pulse compressor stores energy inside
these cavities and through manipulation of the phase is able to instantaneously
output up to 9 times the power. Figure A.1 will be used to describe the mechanism
of pulse compression. To begin one can start at the RF input to the SLED at the
start of the RF pulse (0 µs in Figure A.1a and 1 in Figure A.1b)
1. RF Pulse enters the pulse compressor (1) and splits in half at the hybrid (2)
with each half arriving at the iris of its respective cavity (3). The signals at
the two respective irises are 90◦ out of phase due to the hybrid.
2. RF signals reaching the iris (3), partially reflect with 180◦ phase difference but
also partially transmit through to begin to fill the cavity.
3. Signals reflected from the irises (3) approach back towards the hybrid’s cou-
pling region (2). These signals encounter the hybrid for a second time, con-
structively interfering at the RF output and cancelling at the RF input pre-
venting reflections. Before any fields are present in the cavities (0 µs) the
output field’s amplitude is approximately that of the input (ignoring resistive
losses and the small amount beginning to fill the cavities).
4. RF power stored in the cavities begins to leak out of the cavity as they fill (0
to 1.5 µs in dashed black line). These leaked RF signals are 180◦ out of phase
with those reflected from the irises. As a result the total voltage output begins
to drop as the leakage increases (0 to 1.5 µs in solid red line). Overcoupling of
the cavities means the power loss inside the cavities is less than the power loss
to the external circuit. This allows an output power greater than the input
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(b) T24 PSI N2
Figure A.1: A description of the pulse compressor where (1) is the input of the RF,
(2) is the hybrid’s coupler port, (3) is the cavities irises, (4) are the cavities, and (5)
is the output RF.
power once filled (observed to be passing beyond this point at ∼0.95 µs).
Although the power can not exceed the input total power from the klystron
due to conservation laws.
5. Once the leakage power from the cavity has surpassed the input, the RF input
into the SLED is flipped 180◦ (1.5 µs dashed blue line). At this point, the
signals reflecting from the iris become in phase with the cavity leakage and
the SLED output power jumps (Solid red at 1.5 µs). A phase flip less than
180◦ followed by a phase ramp over the pulse length allows a flat output pulse.
6. After the designated pulse length time, the RF from the klystron is turned off.
Visible at 1.7 µs, the output of the SLED can be observed to drop significantly.
However the output does not go to zero as excess stored energy in the SLED
continues to leak from the output.
Appendix B
Derivation for the Capture
Threshold of Dark Current for a
Variation in Phase Velocity
B.1 Motivation
The following derivation is from the CERN Accelerator School in 1994 and was used
as the basis for creating Equation 6.2.
B.2 Capture Threshold Equation
One can define the longitudinal field experienced by a particle at phase angle φ as:
Ez = E0 sinφ. (B.1)
If this particle has a velocity v the difference in path length of the RF wave and
the particle is given by the difference in their velocity or:
dl = (c− v)dt, (B.2)
where c is the speed of light and dt is the change in time. Such a length difference
can also be expressed as a phase difference as the particle slips out of phase with
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= eE0 sinφ, (B.5)
where m0 is the rest mass of the particle, e is the charge of the particle. One
can define a new variable α such that:
β = cosα. (B.6)


















Therefore using Equations B.7 and B.8 is can be found that:








Integrating over the LHS and RHS of Equation B.9 gives:





























Substituting in these relations Equation B.10 is rewritten as:











The LHS of Equation B.12 is known to have a maximum value of 2 therefore it












This relation demonstrates that the gradient for capture must be greater than
the RHS. Recalling that the 1 is the velocity difference of the RF which was set
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to c and β0 is the particle velocity. These can be set to variable and remove the
normalisation to the speed of light to give Equation 6.2.
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A prototype 11.994 GHz, traveling-wave accelerating structure for the Compact Linear Collider has
been built, using the novel technique of assembling the structure from milled halves. The use of milled
halves has many advantages when compared to a structure made from individual disks. These include the
potential for a reduction in cost, because there are fewer parts, as well as a greater freedom in choice of
joining technology because there are no rf currents across the halves’ joint. Here we present the rf design
and fabrication of the prototype structure, followed by the results of the high-power test and post-test
surface analysis. During high-power testing the structure reached an unloaded gradient of 100 MV=m at a
rf breakdown rate of less than 1.5 × 10−5 breakdowns=pulse=m with a 200 ns pulse. This structure has




In order to optimize the performance and cost of the
Compact Linear Collider (CLIC), a significant effort is
being placed into the development of high gradient normal
conducting accelerating structures. The structures for
CLIC are designed to operate at 11.994 GHz with an
unloaded accelerating gradient of 100 MV=m, an rf pulse
length of 240 ns with a 180 ns flat-top, and a breakdown
rate (BDR) lower than 3 × 10−7 breakdowns=pulse=m.
Fabricated from copper, the structures are manufactured
through a combination of precision turning and milling
of the individual accelerating cell disks. The numerous
individual disks in CLIC structures are generally joined
together through diffusion bonding [1,2].
Here we introduce an alternative approach to assembling
the structure from individual disks. The novel technique
uses precision milling to fabricate structure halves from
copper blocks. This accelerating structure design builds
upon previous work of an accelerating structure made
from quadrants [3], as well as the power extraction and
transfer structures for CLIC’s drive beam which are
constructed from octants [1]. The new assembly method
gives a number of advantages compared to traditional disk-
based structures, providing the motivation for this study.
Particularly notable are: a reduction of the number of
precision pieces, freedom of choice in joining technology
since there are no rf currents flowing through the metal-
to-metal joint, the use of unique geometry for higher
order mode damping, the ability to perform bead-pulling
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measurements before brazing, and an overall reduction of
the total manufacturing cost [4].
In this paper we present the rf design and fabrication of
the structure, followed by the high-power testing and post-
test analysis. Known as CLIC-G-Open, the tapered (con-
stant gradient), traveling-wave structure consists of 24
regular cells and 2 matching cells for the input and output
couplers. This design was based on the CLIC-G (T24)
which had been tested at high gradients and low breakdown
rate [1]. Mechanical design and fabrication was undertaken
at SLAC after which the structure was shipped to CERN for
high power testing where the structure was installed on
CERN’s X-band Test Stand, Xbox-2 [5].
II. REGULAR CELL GEOMETRY
The starting point of the structure began with the well
tested CLIC-G structure design which operates with 120°
phase advance per cell [1]. Figure 1 illustrates the
introduction of a gap between the two halves of the
structure to avoid unbrazed metal-to-metal contacts.
The 1 mm gap is cut off at the working frequency to
minimize fields leaking towards brazed surfaces and thus
reducing the effects of imperfections of brazing fillets on
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FIG. 3. Surface field simulations for the CLIC-G-OPEN design
compared to the CLIC-G structure. [9].
FIG. 2. HFSS model of a single cell quarter, a flatbed region
representing gap added to house the metal joining surface [7,9].
FIG. 1. The HFSS design of the structure demonstrating the
structure half on the left and how each half will be joined
together [7,9].
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rf performance. We note that a similar approach could be
used to reduce trapping of long-range wakefields in the
structure [6]. We determined the optimal gap size and
other parameters using Ansys’ HFSS to model a quarter
cell [7], shown in Fig. 2. The addition of this gap into a
closed geometry was expected to increase surface fields.
A simulation of the surface fields for various gap widths,
featured in Fig. 3, indicated that a greater gap size led to
FIG. 4. Rounding profile used on the CLIC-G-OPEN compared
to previous CLIC structures [7].
FIG. 5. A cross section of the cell geometry with parameters Fx
and Fy which represent size of the flat region of the racetrack
design [9].
































































































FIG. 6. Optimization of the straight sections, Fx and Fy, in the
racetrack geometry. [9].
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an increase in peak electric (E) and magnetic (H) fields,
and modified Poynting vector (Sc). Sc is closely related to
local power flow [8] which is one of the main field
quantities which is minimized, along with the surface
electric and magnetic fields, during the design and
optimization of high-gradient structures.
Figure 6 in [10] depicts a copper pulse heating sample
with damage due from the exposure to extremely high
electromagnetic fields. During the high power test, the
sample was a part of the cavity as show in Fig. 4 in [10].
In this particular experiment, there was a gap between
the sample and the cavity body approximately 25 microns
wide. Since the mode in the cavity is of type TE, it was
expected that there would be no field in the gap, and
therefore no damage beyond radius of 2.5 cm. As seen on
Fig. 6 in [10], there is obvious damage beyond edge of the
cavity in the “no field” area. In the following tests the pulse-
heating cavity was re-designed to eliminate the gap. With
this experience in mind, we selected the gap in CLIC-
G-Open to be significantly larger than 25 microns. We use
1 mm gap as a compromise between increasing the surface
fields and degrading high power performance due to the
small gap.
Elliptical rounding on the edges, the profile of which is
demonstrated in Fig. 4, was used to simplify the fabrication
process by permitting the use of a single rounding profile
for each cell. Figure 3 also compares the surface fields with
(blue square) and without a new elliptical edge rounding
technique at the chosen gap size. Peak surface E fields and
Sc decreased 17.5% and 18%, respectively, under the new
rounding in comparison to the regular rounding at the
expense of a 4.4% increase in the maximum surface
H field.
The cross-sectional profile of the CLIC-G-Open struc-
ture is illustrated in Fig. 5. The lengths of the horizontal and
vertical flat sections are defined as Fx and Fy, respectively.
Optimization of the peak surface fields, for various values
of Fx and Fy are depicted in Fig. 6. It can be seen that to
minimize the peak Sc one can increase Fx and decrease Fy,
and consequently also reduces the peak H field. We chose
the value Fy ¼ 1.2 mm as this minimizes the peak H field
and Sc. Fx was chosen to be 4.0 mm as a compromise
between the peak H fields and Sc.
III. FULL STRUCTURE GEOMETRY
A tapered structure with 24 regular cells, 2 matching
cells and waveguide couplers was generated from
the optimized single cell geometry. Figure 7 demonstrates
the HFSS design of the structure half and the wave-
guide coupler. Waveguide couplers on the CLIC-G-
Open are double fed and manufactured through precision
milling, with internal edges possessing a 3 mm rounding.
A comprehensive list of the structure parameters is
detailed in Table I together with the parameters of the




A prototype of the CLIC-G-Open design was fabricated
at SLAC using precision milling on copper blocks. A full
structure, as well as a single structure half, was produced
and is seen in Fig. 8. In preparation for the brazing the rf
FIG. 7. CLIC-G-OPEN structure half with 24 regular cells and 2 matching cells. The waveguide coupler is also displayed on the
right [11].
TABLE I. Structure parameters for the CLIC-G-Open structure
compared to the CLIC-G structure [11]. All values are normalised
to an unloaded gradient of 100 MV=m.
Parameter CLIC-G Open CLIC-G
Unloaded Gradient [MV=m] 100 100
Input/output iris radii [mm] 3.15=2.35 3.15=2.35
Group velocity normalized
to the speed of light (c) [%c]
1.99=1.06 1.79=0.91
Shunt impendence [MΩ=m] 107=137 116=150
Peak input power [MW] 44.5 37.5
Filling time [ns] 49 57
Maximum E-field [MV=m] 268 222
Maximum Sc [MW=mm2] 5.16 3.51
Maximum pulsed surface
heating for a 200 ns pulse [K]
25 14
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flanges were plated in copper and chemical etching for
30 sec removed undesirable surface structures. After
cleaning, a pre-brazing beadpull measurement was per-
formed to verify structure’s dimensions. The pre-brazing
beadpull was enabled by the structure design. As no rf
currents flow through the joint, the rf parameters of the
halves clamped are very similar to that of the brazed
structure. This is not possible with the structure made
from disks. Finally, atmospheric pressure hydrogen
brazing adhered the two halves using a Cu-Au alloy brazing
filler.
After brazing, the structure was tuned using non-
resonant bead-pulling technique [12]. A comparison of the
S-parameters for the brazed structure before and after
tuning, as well as the results from the bead-pull measure-
ments, are exhibited in Fig. 9. A good field flatness and low
phase advance spread of 120° 2° was achieved after
tuning. Ultimately, the structure was fired in an ultra-high


































































FIG. 9. S-parameters and results from bead-pull measurement of the brazed structure before and after tuning [11].
FIG. 8. Photos of the CLIC-G-OPEN after milling and after
installation [11].
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V. HIGH POWER TESTING
Following tuning, the structure was shipped to CERN
where high power testing was conducted on the Xbox-2
X-band test stand (Fig. 10). First commissioned in
2012, Xbox-2 is the second X-band test stand at
CERN. The CLIC-G-Open structure was the second
structure conditioned at this test stand following a
crab cavity test [13]. Based on the same high power
infrastructure as Xbox-1 [14], Xbox-2 uses a 50 MW CPI
FIG. 10. Photos of the CLIC-G-OPEN after milling and after
installation [11].
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FIG. 11. Example of the rf signals for the input, transmitted,
and reflected signals.
FIG. 12. Summary of the CLIC-G-Open high power test history.
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klystron and Scandinova modulator with a maximum
pulse length of 1.5 μs operating at 50 Hz. Further
amplification was achieved through the use of a
SLED-I pulse compressor. The pulse compressor can
be fully detuned using mechanical pistons for instances
where the additional amplification is not required.
For diagnostics of the rf signals, 50 dB directional
couplers installed on the waveguide network at the input
and output of the structure allow for the measurement of
the incident, transmitted, and reflected rf signals from the
structure. These signals, along with DC signals from two
Faraday cups placed upstream and downstream, were
used for breakdown diagnostics, including breakdown
location. Understanding the distribution of breakdowns
within the structure is key to understanding the perfor-
mance of a structure and the limiting factors in its design.
A time-of-propagation method is used to find the location
of a breakdown using the rising edge of the reflected
signal and falling edge of the transmitted signal.
Figure 11 displays an example of an rf pulse with and
without a breakdown. The real-time system used a
threshold detector on the rf and DC signals to trigger
during a breakdown event, logging the breakdown
event and two pulses before the breakdown as reference
signals. Controlling the conditioning of the structure
was an algorithm originally written for Xbox-1 in 2013
[14–16]. Pulsing began in September of 2015 and by the
end of high power testing the structure had undergone
1.05 billion pulses and 11 700 breakdowns. Figure 12
summarizes the history of the structure’s high power
testing. At the beginning of the conditioning process,
the breakdown rate (magenta) was kept at a constant
2.5 × 10−4 breakdowns=pulse=m. Once reaching an
unloaded gradient of 95 MV=m (blue) at 150 million
pulses, radiation emitted from the structure exceeded the
maximum safety limit outside the bunker. As the input
power to the structure could not be increased until this
issue was solved, the structure ran at a reduced and
constant gradient of 90 MV=m. This began at 150 million
pulses with the first pulse length of 90 ns where the
structure continued to condition, demonstrated by the
decreasing trend in the breakdown rate seen up to
200 million pulses. Conditioning of the structure led to
a reduction in radiation and allowed the pulse length to be
increased, without surpassing the maximum radiation
safety limit, firstly to 160 ns at 200 million pulses.
From 300 million pulses onwards the final pulse length
of 200 ns was set. Various experiments were performed
investigating the relation between power and BDR, seen
as steps in the power. Increased shielding on the bunker,
applied after 600 million pulses, allowed the resumption
of power increments towards 100 MV=m. Once reaching
the desired 100 MV=m, at 800 million pulses, the
structure ran with constant gradient and conditioned down
to a low breakdown rate. At 1.05 billion pulses, a
breakdown rate of < 1.5 × 10−5 breakdowns=pulse=m
was achieved at which time the structure conditioning





























































FIG. 13. Breakdown distributions inside the structure normal-
ized to the total number of breakdowns.
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was concluded. The achieved gradient of 100 MV=m
with a 200 ns pulse is comparable to the gradient
achieved by other structures up to this time, demonstrat-
ing the validity of the fabrication technique.
After conditioning, the breakdown distributions were
analyzed to understand the limiting factors of the design
[17]. Figure 13(a) displays the breakdown distribution in
the CLIC-G-Open after conditioning, translated into a cell
number and normalized to the total number of break-
downs. Breakdowns occurred predominantly toward the
input of the structure.
Measuring the phase of the incident and reflected rf
signals gives breakdown location information due to the
known phase advance per cell. For CLIC structures,
the phase advance is 120° per cell which means that the
breakdowns can be diagnosed to location within a 3 cell
segment which repeats throughout the structure as the
phase wraps upon itself. Figure 13(b) demonstrates that
the breakdown distribution appeared as three peaks for the
measured phase difference.
Plotting the phase difference against the positional
distribution, Fig. 13(c) illustrates a structure predominantly
undergoing rf breakdown in a few adjacent irises at the
input of the structure. Understanding this nonuniform
breakdown distribution is key to improving the next
iteration of a structure designed from halves.
VI. POST-TEST SURFACE EXAMINATION
After removing the structure from Xbox-2, the
structure was stored as a radioactive material for several
months remaining in a nitrogen environment to prevent
surface degradation. Figure 14 describes the structure’s
nomenclature and areas surveyed in the post-test analysis.
To begin, S-parameter and bead-pull measurements were
performed to evaluate the change in rf properties due to
the high power testing. In contrast to most other high
gradient structures, the investigated CLIC-G-Open dem-
onstrated nearly no change in the electric field distribution
(amplitude and phase advance per cell) and only slight
changes in the S-parameters for the input and output
coupler, see Fig. 15.
Before the structure underwent cutting, a borescope was
used to observe any visible physical damage. Pictures
from the borescope signified that the breakdown induced
damage was towards the start of the structure (Fig. 16).
For closer examination the structure was cut using electron
discharge machining (EDM) and divided into several
sections; two halves cut through the brazing material
(Cut 1) for cells 1 to 13, two halves for cells 14 to 19
(Cut 2), and the rest of the structure remained intact.
A photo of the half section containing cells 1 to 13 is
displayed in Fig. 17. Marked in a blue box is an issue which
came to light after the structure was cut. During the brazing
procedure, brazing alloy leaked from the joint into the rf
region of the structure. This material reached within
200 μm of the cell edge. To determine the effect of the
leak on the structure performance the halves were observed
with a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Images of the
surface, seen in Fig. 18, demonstrate the breakdown density
on the center and nose sections of the cell. Breakdowns
occurred primarily on the nose section with only a few
visible marks on the center section. Overlaying the surface
E field and Sc we find that the breakdowns are most likely
FIG. 14. Diagram of a half of the CLIC-G-OPEN structure demonstrating the EDM cut in blue. Post-test observations with a
borescope looked at the iris 2 (red) and iris 4 (green) before cutting. After cutting, SEM images of the first iris looked at the left (yellow)
and right (cyan) nose, and the center (magenta). An X-Y cross section demonstrating structure nomenclature.
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to occur around the area with the greatest E or Sc though
due to the similarities on the field profiles we are unable to
distinguish which was the cause. Comparing the break-
down densities of the two opposing nose sections demon-
strated similar numbers for the two sided. Given this, we
found that the breakdowns preference for the first few cells
was not related to the brazing filler leak.
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FIG. 15. A comparison of the rf tests before and after high
power testing.
FIG. 16. Borescope images from the structure after condition-
ing. The location of the irises is described in Fig. 14.
FIG. 17. Leaked brazing material visible at the input of the
structure circled in blue.
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VII. CONCLUSION
A prototype for an 11.994 GHz CLIC structure made
through a novel fabrication technique has been designed,
fabricated and tested in a collaborative effort between
CERN and SLAC. With the aim of a more cost-effective
fabrication, the structure is designed to be manufactured
from two milled halves and brazed together. Testing of the
structure at high power was performed at CERN’s Xbox-2
where the structure underwent high power testing for
1.05 billion pulses. Ultimately an unloaded gradient of
100 MV=m at a BDR of 1.5 × 10−5 breakdowns=pulse=m
was achieved with a 200 ns pulse which is comparable to
other CLIC structures. Breakdown distributions were found
from analyzing the waveforms during testing. These
distributions demonstrated a dominance of breakdowns
towards the start of the structure which was confirmed with
a post-test analysis. Post-test rf measurements demon-
strated that the rf properties were very similar before
and after high power testing. Observations of the structure
found brazing filler leaked around the input cells of the
structure though it was determined that this did not affect
the breakdown distribution. The next generation of the
CLIC-G-OPEN is being built. This structure will have
identical rf geometry but be made from a hard CuAg alloy
and joined using electron beam welding. The choice of a
hard copper alloy results from extensive testing which has
demonstrated that hard copper performs better at high
gradients than soft copper [10,18].
FIG. 18. Scanning electron microscope images of various segments along the first iris. Overlaid is a field map of the surface electric
field for a comparison of the breakdown location to the field strength. The location of each scan is described in Fig. 14.
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A B S T R A C T
Surface electric fields within high gradient linear accelerators can exceed 200 MV/m and lead to field emitted (FE)
electrons entering the structure. When the accelerating field conditions permit, these FE electrons can become
captured in the RF fields and be transported through the accelerating structure as a dark current. Understanding
the capture and transport of these FE currents in high frequency linear accelerators, and at accelerating gradients
well above the capture threshold, is important for the operation of CERN’s X-band test stands and other
high gradient linear accelerators. Such dark current leads to a background radiation, which dictates shielding
requirements and can damage adjacent instrumentation, as well as a background current within the structure,
which can affect beam diagnostics and in the most extreme cases can cause transverse kicks on bunches. The
capture of field emitted electrons is described analytically in a one dimensional approximation and is then
evaluated numerically for a test structure geometry. A particular focus for the analysis is how the interaction
varies with phase velocity. We demonstrate how the phase velocity varies with respect to the nominal driver
frequency and structure operational temperature. Measurements on the X-band test stands at CERN demonstrate
that the capture increases 12%–28% for a 1 MHz increase in the driver frequency. A three dimensional RF and
particle simulation found a similar order of magnitude result for a 1 MHz increase corrborating the measurements.
1. Introduction
RF accelerating structures for the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC),
and other high gradient applications, will operate with surface fields
in excess of 200 MV/m [1–4]. At these surface field strengths, the
spontaneous emission of electrons, known as ‘‘field emission’’, and
subsequent capture in accelerating fields results in a propagating cur-
rent [5]. For high power testing and operation of accelerating structures,
this propagating current determines the background radiation dose
received by local instrumentation and influences the radiation shielding
requirements for experiments [6]. The current which propagates along
the structure also affects beam diagnostics and in extreme cases can lead
to transverse kicks on bunches [7].
Nominally, the loaded accelerating gradient and operating frequency
of CLIC is 100 MV/m and 11.994 GHz for a 3 TeV version where this is
reduced to 75 MV/m for the 380 GeV first stage. For this frequency, the
capture threshold for an electron at rest is 64 MV/m [8], and therefore
well below the operational accelerating gradient. In the following paper,
∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: t.lucas@student.unimelb.edu.au (T.G. Lucas).
we investigate an observed dependency of the propagating current on
the operational phase velocity of the high frequency CLIC structures.
Using conditions given in [8], we investigate the effects of how small
variations in the nominal RF frequency and structure temperature affect
phase velocity and therefore field emission capture. Measurements of
the propagating current’s dependency on phase velocity were performed
on CERN’s X-band test stands and then corroborated through a series of
simulations using the CST Microwave and Particle Studio packages [9].
2. X-band test stands at CERN
Development of high gradient normal conducting accelerating struc-
tures is important for the feasibility of next generation linear collid-
ers [10]. In an effort to understand the operation and reproducibility
of high gradient accelerating structure, CERN has commissioned three
individual X-band test stands which can test structure at high power.
The three test stands, named Xbox 1, Xbox 2 and Xbox 3, generate high
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2018.10.166
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Fig. 1. Operational points on the dispersion curve for the TD26CC middle cell.
power RF pulses using X-band modulators and klystrons which operate
up to 50 MW for Xboxes 1 and 2, and 6 MW which are combined to
12 MW for Xbox 3 [11–15]. After compression, using a SLED Type I RF
pulse compressor, the power systems deliver above 120 MW up to 50 Hz
for Xbox 1 and 2, and up to 50 MW up to 200 Hz per line for XBox 3 to
the structure [12]. This high power RF produces unloaded accelerating
gradients in excess of 100 MV/m, several times that seen in S-band linear
accelerators, commonly used in electron linacs. Resulting from the high
power RF are peak surface electric fields of approximately 200 MV/m
for CLIC structures for the nominal unloaded accelerating gradient [4].
These high surface fields lead to the field emission of electrons. The
emitted current density of these electrons, first described by Fowler and
Nordeim in [5], is given by










where 𝜙 is the work function of copper in eV, 𝛽 is the field enhancement
factor, and 𝐸(𝑡) is the electric field strength at the time of emission in
V/m [5,16].
With such high accelerating gradients, field emitted electrons can
be captured and begin to propagate along the structure known as a
dark current. The condition for capture of these electrons is well known
and the same as those for the electrons intended for acceleration. This
condition is that the gradient is great enough such that a stationary
electron can accelerate to stay synchronous with the oscillating RF field.
Given a phase velocity of 𝑐, this threshold in MV/m is given by
𝐸0 ≥ 1.6𝜆 (2)
Fig. 3. Variation in the radiation due to the change in structure temperature.
where 𝜆 is the RF wavelength in metres [17]. This equation demon-
strates that the capture gradient increases inversely to the RF wave-
length and therefore is greater in higher frequency linear accelerators.
3. Phase velocity dependence of dark current
In Eq. (2) the threshold gradient for the capture of field emitted
electrons in a linear accelerator was described for the special case of
the RF phase velocity being equal to 𝑐. A more general equation for









where 𝑚0 is the mass of an electron, 𝑒 is the electron charge magnitude,
and 𝑣0 is the velocity of the electrons [8]. Such a relation demonstrates
that a reduction in the phase velocity reduces the required gradient for
capture of low energy electrons. To understand how the phase velocity
varies with the operational parameters we begin with the definitions of










Fig. 2. Operating modes for three structure temperatures and three RF driver frequencies.
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Fig. 4. Experimental setup for the measurement of the dependence of dark current on the RF driver frequency and structure temperature using a radiation monitor.
respectively, where 𝜔 is the RF driver frequency and 𝑘 = 2𝜋∕𝜆 is the
wavenumber [17]. We see that the phase velocity can be varied through
a change in 𝜔 (See Fig. 1). Differentiating Eq. (4) against 𝜔 gives the




































This gives the relation between the variation in the phase velocity
and driver frequency set value. From this relation we find that an
increase in the driver frequency results in a decrease in the phase
velocity, given typical group velocity (𝑣𝑔) values for CLIC structures are
well below 𝑐 and given the structures are a forward travelling wave
design, where the group velocity travels in the same direction as the
phase velocity. For a backward travelling wave structure, the group
velocity travels in the opposite direction of the phase velocity therefore
an increase in the driver frequency results in an increase in the phase
velocity, according to Eq. (9).
Equivalent to a variation in the RF driver frequency, a shift in
the resonant frequency (𝜔𝑟) can also vary the phase velocity. Such
a shift in 𝜔𝑟 can be achieved through a variation in the structure’s
operating temperature which causes thermal expansion/contraction of
the structure, and therefore changes the radius of the structure’s cells.





where 𝛼 is the thermal expansion coefficient which for copper is 17×10−6
K−1 and 𝜔𝑟 = 2𝜋𝑓𝑟 is the resonant frequency (𝑓𝑟 = 11.994 GHz) in rad/s.
For a 1 ◦C increase in the structure temperature, we see a 203 kHz
decrease in 𝑓𝑟. In Eq. (10) we see that the change in temperature varies
the resonant frequency 𝜔𝑟 rather the driver frequency 𝜔. To demonstrate
Table 1
RF pulse parameters for three structures under test on the two test stands.








Xbox 2 TD26CC R05 43 100 170 50
Xbox 3 TD24 R05 SiC 17 64 50 50
Xbox 3 T24 PSI 33 94 200 50
how 𝑑𝜔𝑟 is related to 𝑑𝜔 Fig. 2 displays the operating points for three
structure temperatures and three driver frequencies. It can seen that for
the phase velocity (𝑣𝑝 ∝ 𝑓∕𝜙) an increase in the structure temperature,
which Eq. (10) explains is a decrease in the resonant frequency, is
equivalent to an increase in the driver frequency. From these diagrams
we find that an increase in 𝜔𝑟 is the equal to a reduction in 𝜔 such that
𝑑𝜔 = −𝑑𝜔𝑟. (11)
Substituting Eqs. (10) and (11) into Eq. (9) we get the change in the









We find that an increase in the structure temperature similarly
increases the phase velocity. In Fig. 2 we plot 5 points on a dispersion
curve to demonstrate Eqs. (9) and (12). At the nominal driver frequency
and structure temperature ( ) we see that the phase velocity is 𝑣𝑝 = 𝑐
as it lies on the green line, recalling 𝑣𝑝 ∝ 𝜔∕𝛷 where 𝛷 is the phase
advance per cell. For an increase in the structure temperature ( ) or
an increase in the driver frequency ( ) we find the operational point is
below the 𝜔 = 𝑘𝑐 line and therefore 𝑣𝑝 < 𝑐. Conversely, for a decrease
in the structure temperature ( ) or a decrease in the driver frequency
( ) we find 𝑣𝑝 > 𝑐.
To understand the scales required for a noticeable variation in 𝑣𝑝,
we plot the phase velocity normalised to the speed of light against the
structure temperature and driver frequency in Fig. 3 for a group velocity
of 0.008𝑐 and 0.016𝑐. These group velocity values are the maximum
and minimum values within the iris-tapered CLIC baseline structure
design [1]. The change in the phase velocity is 0.082%𝑐/MHz and
0.164%𝑐/MHz for a group velocity of 0.016𝑐 and 0.008𝑐, respectively.
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Fig. 5. Change in Radiation measured inside the bunker vs the change in the structure
temperature and driver frequency.
Recalling Eq. (3) we saw that a decrease in the phase velocity reduces
the required gradient for the capture of field emitted electrons. In
summary we can state that: The capture likelihood of field emitted electrons
will increase when there is an increase in driver frequency or an increase in
structure temperature due to a reduction in phase velocity, and vice versa.
4. Measurements of dark current capture changes with phase
velocity
First observations of a notable variation in the dark current level
occurred by chance due to a malfunctioning structure temperature
regulating chiller, during the conditioning of a test structure made
from halves [18]. The incident led to a radiation safety threshold
being exceeded and tripping an interlock. During this time it found
that there was a strong correlation between the structure temperature
and radiation outside the bunker. Testing of the dark current capture
dependence on the phase velocity was performed on CERN’s X-band
test stands and came at a later date using three accelerating structures
that were under high power testing at the time.
The RF driver frequency and structure temperature were varied
for a constant peak power, pulse length and pulse repetition rate to
measure the variation of steady state dark current [6]. Table 1 depicts
the RF pulse parameters used for the testing on the three structures. The
experimental setup of the dark current measurements for the structures
installed on Xbox 2 and Xbox 3 are illustrated in Figs. 4a and 4b, respec-
tively. The dark current measurements were performed indirectly using
an ionisation chamber radiation monitor which tracked the radiation
dosage at the end of the structure, known to be caused by dark current
incident with the Faraday cup [6]. Between the measurements of each
structure, the radiation monitor was aligned to be directly downstream
of the structure under test and approximately 1 m from the end of the
beamline. The spectrometer set up on Xbox 2 had its collimator and
screen completely retracted during the measurement [19]. The choice
of using the radiation monitor to measure dark current was due a poorly
aligned Faraday cup in Xbox 2, after the spectrometer, consequently
leading to poor signal strength. We will refer to the change in structure
temperature as a shift in resonant frequency from here onwards, and
calculate the equivalent frequency shift using Eq. (10). This will allow an
easy comparison for the two operational parameter changes. Radiation
measurements were performed at structure resonant frequency shifts of
−3 MHz (−2 MHz for TD24 R05 SiC), 0 MHz, and +1 MHz. Likewise,
radiation measurements were performed for a variation in the klystron
driver frequency. Such variations in the driver frequency were restricted
to ±1 MHz due to the bandwidth limitation of the klystron. In Fig. 5 we
plot these radiation measurements for a given RF driver or resonant
frequency shift, and fit each with a linear regression. For an increase
in the RF driver and equal magnitude decrease in resonant frequency
(structure temperature increase), we see an increase in the radiation
level within the bunker. The vertical offset between the temperature
and frequency measurements resulted from RF breakdowns causing
new baseline dark current levels. When taking the driver frequency (𝜔)
fit values we see that a 24.5%/MHz, 28.67%/MHz, and 12.64%/MHz
shift in the radiation levels for the TD26CC, TD24SiC, and T24PSI,
respectively. This increase in dark current for an increase in driver
frequency and decrease in resonant frequency (increase in structure
temperature) is what is expected from Eqs. (9) and (12) supporting
the change in phase velocity as the mechanism for the dark current
variation.
5. A three-dimensional simulation of dark current capture changes
with phase velocity
To further study the effects of phase advance on field emitted current
capture simulation have been made using CST Microwave and Particle
Studio [9]. Calculating the entire structure geometry for RF fields and
particle simulations required too much computation power to make it
feasible. Instead, to obtain the electric and magnetic field distributions,
we began with the eigenmode solver and a single cell geometry. The
middle cell from the TD26CC R05 structure, currently the CLIC baseline
structure, was used for the single cell geometry [4]. In this cell, the iris
radius is 2.75 mm resulting in a group velocity of around 0.012𝑐. For
the boundary conditions we started with 𝛷 = 2𝜋∕3 (120◦) mode, as
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Fig. 6. Eigenmode Solution for the TD26CC R05 cell.
Fig. 7. Dispersion curve for the eigenmode solutions from the RF simulation overlaid on
the RF measurements.
used in the CLIC design, then solved the E and H fields for a single cell
(Fig. 6). Surface electric fields are seen to be greatest near the iris and
therefore are expected to be main source of field emitted electrons [5].
Running the eigenmode solver for various 𝛷 values allowed a change in
the frequency of the cell. In Fig. 7, the five points on the dispersion curve
are plotted for different 𝛷 values on the single cell geometry. The phase
and group velocity is found using Eqs. (4) and (5), setting 𝑘 = 𝛷∕𝐿𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙
where 𝐿𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 is the cell length. These give the phase velocity and group
velocity as 𝑣𝑝 = 𝑐 and 𝑣𝑔 = 0.011998𝑐, respectively, which agrees well
with the expected value. A non-perturbative bead-pull measurement
gave the electromagnetic field distributions along the structure which
demonstrated good agreement with the simulation [20,21].
For the particle model, a 48 cell model was assembled to understand
the upstream and downstream behaviour of a 24 cell structure [7]. From
Floquet’s Theorem, we find that for infinitely repeating coupled cells
electromagnetic fields in each cell differ by only a phase difference [8].
Based on this, the single cell electromagnetic fields were imported
into each of the adjacent cells with the appropriate phase advance
for the given RF driver frequency (119◦ for 11.9926 GHz, 120◦ for
11.9938 GHz, and 121◦ for 11.995 GHz). Using the single cell geometry
and its electromagnetic field solutions for each of the 48 cells allows the
structure to act as a constant gradient structure, although the structure
lacks the iris tapering seen in the structures under test. This simplified
geometry was used to reduce the computational time of the simulation.
Two dimensional monitors at each iris measured the properties of
particles emitted from the centre of the 48 cells. The idea of using this
symmetry for upstream and downstream behaviour of a full structure
model was exploited in [7]. As the source of the particle, we set the iris
Fig. 8. Iris emission area used in the PIC solver.
Fig. 9. Sample incoming (INC), reflected (REF), and transmitted (TRA) RF waveforms
along with the downstream Faraday cup signal (DC).
as the emission area where the fields are greatest (Fig. 8) and therefore
the field emitted current density is greatest. To find the density of field
emitted electrons, the emission area used the Fowler–Nordheim model
described in Eq. (1). By setting the total area of the iris as the emitter,
early simulations found that the downstream current is well beyond
that measured. Emitters in structures are known to be microscopic in
nature and therefore their area vastly smaller than the area of the
iris [16]. For the model we add an emitter density factor to determine
the effective area of the emitter(s). Measurements in X-band test stands
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Fig. 10. Scan of the effective area of emission for the iris.
Fig. 11. Results of dark current capture for PIC simulation.
at CERN demonstrate downstream currents in the hundreds of microamp
to milliamp regime (Fig. 9). Fig. 10 plots the downstream current against
the effective area of the emitter and shows that the effective area size
is from 0.01 to 1 μm2. We take the upper limit of the emitter size and
spread the effective emitter area homogeneously across the entire iris as
it is yet known how the emitter’s position on the iris affects the capture
of dark current. The scaled emission current density (𝑗′𝐹 ) used for the
final simulation is given by multiplying the current density (𝑗𝐹 ) by the





where 𝐴𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 is the effective area of the emitter and 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑠 is the area of
the iris. In the emission model we chose a field enhancement factor 𝛽 of
30, a typical value measured in experiments, and the work function for
copper to be 4.5 eV [22].
6. Simulation results
To investigate the changes in captured dark current, Fig. 11 dis-
plays the capture efficiency from each cell. Plotting the capture as a
percentage for each cell (Fig. 11a), as well as an accumulation along
the structure towards each respective output (Fig. 11b), the capture
efficiency is seen to increase for a greater frequency RF driver as seen in
measurements. Simulations demonstrated that particles emitted later in
the RF oscillation are captured for higher driver frequencies whereas
they slip from the bucket at lower driver frequencies. This effect is
therefore seen for the field emitted particles which have undergone
capture, which is important for our analysis of the simulations. In Figs. 6
and 8 of [7] it was shown that the low energy particles in the cells far
downstream predominantly were not measured in the Faraday cups as
these particles were not captured well enough for transmission through
the beam pipe, housing the vacuum system, and on to the Faraday
cup. These low energy particles are seen as the jump in transmission
downstream in cells 21 to 24 of Fig. 11a. Taking this into account, our
analysis looked at the particles arriving downstream of the structure
which are known to have been captured (cells 1 to 20), and therefore
likely to arrive at the Faraday cup due to their lower emittance and
greater longitudinal momentum. From cells 1 to 20, the cumulative
capture for the nominal driver frequency is 0.0243 compared to 0.0259
for +1 MHz and 0.0223 for −1 MHz. This accounts for an average of
8.05%/MHz change in the capture of the dark currents with respect to
the driver frequency change for 20 cells. In Fig. 12 we compare these
simulation results to the measurement results from Fig. 5 where we use
the change in driver frequency. We find a similar magnitude change in
the dark current between the simulation and measured results for the
T24 PSI structure. The large difference between the T24 PSI structure
and the other two structures is yet to be understood and will be studied
in future investigations. It is expected by the authors that the difference
may be caused by the location of the emitter on the iris.
7. Conclusion
X-band test stands operating at CERN operate with surface fields
in excess of 200 MV/m leading to the emission and capture of field
emitted electrons. A simplified one dimensional model demonstrated
that the capture of these field emitted electrons was dependent on the
driver frequency as well as the structure temperature, which shifted the
structure’s resonant frequency. This dependence was explained to be
the result of a shift in the phase velocity of the RF fields. Measurements
of the dependency on the X-band test stands at CERN demonstrated a
strong variation in the measured dark current for a small variation in
the driver frequency. Simulations of the capture of dark current also
found this dependency and obtained similar variations in the capture
likelihood as the measurements performed.
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Fig. 12. A comparison of the simulated and measured radiation within the bunker for the three structure seen in Fig. 5 and normalised to the radiation measured at the nominal
frequency.
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Testing of high gradient accelerating structure prototypes for the Compact Linear Collider
is ongoing at CERN. High power testing of the baseline structure CLIC-G* , also known
as TD26CC R05, from the most recent concept design review was conducted on CERN’s
second X-band test stand, Xbox 2. Several months of conditioning resulted in an ultimate
unloaded gradient of 110 MV/m, the highest achieved for a structure with higher-order
mode damping, with a 170 ns flat-top RF pulse and operating with a breakdown rate of 2×
10−5 breakdowns/pulse/metre. Investigations of the breakdown distribution demonstrated
homogenous breakdown behaviour throughout the structure when fields were below 110
MV/m. After high power testing, a measurement of the RF parameters of the structure
illustrated a significant change in the S-parameters consequential of a detuning of the cells,
equating to a 1 MHz shift in the frequency.
I. INTRODUCTION
High gradient testing of accelerating struc-
tures for the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) is
ongoing at CERN’s X-band test stands. Current
testing involves structures designed around the
CLIC-G (3 TeV) design. Three prototypes using
the CLIC-G* (TD26CC) design, with internal
∗ Corresponding Author thomas.geoffrey.lucas@cern.ch
edge rounding of 0.5 mm (R05), were produced
at CERN for the purpose of understanding their
high power performance. Below we will review
the high power testing of one of these structure
demonstrating the achieved unloaded gradient
and pulse length, as well as reviewing the RF
breakdown behaviour within the structure. Fol-
lowing that we will discuss the RF parameter of
the structure after high power testing, investi-
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gating structure RF property changes possibly
caused by high power operation.
II. STRUCTURE OVERVIEW
Submitted as the baseline structure for CLIC
3 TeV design in the most recent Concept De-
sign Report, the TD26CC structure has an op-
erational frequency of 11.994 GHz and a phase
advance per cell of 2π/3 [1]. Tapering of the
irises offers a constant gradient across the 26
regular cells, once one accounts for beam load-
ing. Two additional coupling cells, designed
using the compact coupler design, input the
high power RF [2]. Achieving the 100 MV/m
loaded gradient requires a peak power of 61.3
MW [1]. For machining purposes the inner edges
of these structures’ cells are rounded with a regu-
lar rounding profile and 0.5 mm diameter. Three
FIG. 1. The TD26CCR05 N3 installed on the Xbox 2
X-band test stand.
iterations of this design were produced at CERN,
the structure in question was the third to be
produced (N3) and second to be tested at high
power.
III. CONDITIONING HISTORY
Commencing in December of 2015, the
TD26CC R05 N3 structure was installed on
Xbox 2. Commissioned in 2014, Xbox 2 is the
second X-band test stand at CERN (Figure 1).
The infrastructure of Xbox 2 have been exten-
sively reviewed in [3]. The RF conditiong his-
tory is depicted in Figure 2 which will be used
to describe the entire history in detail below. RF
Conditioning began with a short 70 ns RF pulse
length (red), the BDR limit of the condition-
ing algorithm was set to 8 × 10−5 breakdowns
per pulse (bpp) for 50 million pulses in which
the structure conditioned to 60 MV/m, where
the unloaded gradient is depicted in blue. It
was found that a greater BDR limit led to peri-
ods of clustered breakdowns seen in the BDR’s
variation of 60% (magenta). This was consid-
ered undesirable for the structure and the BDR
limit was reduced to 3×10−5 bpp, seen clearly in
the gradient reduction of the cumulative break-
downs plot(black). Continuing to condition, the
structure reached 105 MV/m after 300 million
pulses. Investigations into the power curves ob-
served an uncharacteristically linear behaviour
and further investigations found that this was
the result of the conditioning algorithm retard-
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FIG. 2. Conditioning history of the TD26CCR05 N3 structure in Xbox 2.
ing progress [4]. At 105 MV/m, and just above
300 million pulses, the safe limit of radiation out-
side the test bunker was exceeded and temporar-
ily prevented further increases in the power.
During these periods, where power changes were
not permitted, a test of the gradient dependence
of the BDR was performed. During this time,
the pulse length was set to the second pulse
length of 100 ns to increase the BDR, allowing
the increase in the number of breakdowns and
therefore improving statistics. Scanning through
peak electric fields of 187.5 MV/m followed by
182.6 MV/m and 180.25 MV/m, the BDR depe-
dency is seen in Figure 3. Past tests have found
a dependence of E30 which fits well within the
error bars of the measured values [5].
At 415 million pulses into the high power test-
ing, the structure resumed power ramping with
the RF pulse parameters set to those used at
300 million pulses. Between 415 and 500 million
pulses, the structure was pushed to an unloaded
180 182 184 186 188






















FIG. 3. Test of the BDR dependency on the surface
electric field.
gradient of 107 MV/m, at this time it was found
that a reflection from the structure caused an
undesirable peak in the pulse’s flat top. It was
determined that this peak came from a reflec-
tion from the start of the structure which inter-
fered with the klystron pulse and led to excess
power being extracted from the klystron [7]. A
change to the phase profile allowed the pulse am-
plitude to be flattened. At 540 million pulses, a
new pulse length and shape was estalished to
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(a) Cumulative Breakdown Distribution. (b) Breakdown distribution per day.
FIG. 4. Breakdown distibution along the structure.












(a) Phase differential for breakdowns.















(b) Phase differential vs breakdown position.
FIG. 5. RF breakdown distribution in the structure.
flatten the pulse by reducing the reflection from
the start of the structure. Up to 600 million
pulses, the structure was pulsed with a “CLIC-
like” pulse shape with a power ramp at the start
of the pulse and a 160 ns pulse flat top [8]. Con-
ditioning was able to reach 113 MV/m though
an excess of breakdowns at the beginning of the
structure was observed and will be elaborated on
in the coming setion.
At 600 million pulses the structure was in-
creased to a 200 ns pulse and ran with the un-
desirable peak in the otherwise flat pulse. From
650 to 700 million pulses, the pulse shape was
changed to a CLIC pulse, totalling 240 ns with
180 ns flat-top [8]. This allowed testing with
the nominal CLIC pulse shape while removing
the undesirable peak in the pulse. Setting the
unloaded gradient to a constant 110 MV/m,
the structure ran with the intention of reduc-
ing the BDR for the last 200 million pulses.
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A small change in the pulse length is seen at
800 million caused by a reconfiguration of the
phase control after a power outage. At the end
of conditioning, the CLIC-G* had reached 110
MV/m with 170 flat top and a breakdown rate
of 4 × 10−6 bpp, equivalent to 2 × 10−5 break-
downs/pulse/metre, which is the highest gradi-
ent achieved on a higher order mode damped
CLIC structure.
IV. BREAKDOWN DISTRIBUTION
An analysis of the breakdown distributions
revealed further information about the struc-
ture’s performance. Figure 4(a) depicts the
breakdown distribution within the structure
plotted against the cell number. A close to flat
distribution demonstrated the health and field
flatness of the structure as the breakdowns are
expected to occur more frequently in regions of
greater surface electric field strength [5, 6]. A
small peak developed at the start of the struc-
ture which required further investigation. To un-
derstand the excess breakdowns at the start of
the structure we plot the breakdown distribu-
tion against the number of pulses of condition-
ing (Figure 4(b)). For the first 300 million pulses
of conditioning the breakdowns were evenly dis-
tributed across the structure. From 300 to 415
million pulses, the structure ran at a reduced
power due to the radiation outside the bunker
exceeding the maximum safe level. After 415
million pulses, the structure continued with an-
other power reduction occuring at 475 million
pulses. Resuming the RF conditioning after 540
million pulses, the gradient was increased to the
113 MV/m which resulted in an excess of break-
downs in the start of the structure. A reduc-
tion in power reduced the total number of break-
downs though the breakdowns continued to pre-
dominantly occur at the input of the structure.
These results led to the conclusion that once
a breakdown site is developed due to excessive
fields it will remain despite the field reduction.
Looking at the phase distribution, the expected
three peaks occured in accordance with the peak
surface fields occuring at the iris each sepa-
rated by 120◦ (Figure 5(a)) [10]. When plotting
the phase difference against the breakdown po-
sition a small curvature is visible in the three
vertical clusters. This curvature is indicative
of cell detuning which can occur during trans-
port but also may result from high power oper-
ation(Figure 5(b)).
V. RF TESTING AFTER HIGH POWER
After the structure was removed from the test
stand it was taken for low power testing. For
long term operation, it is important to under-
stand changes in the structure’s RF parameters
due to high power operation. In Figure 6 the
reflection from the input and output ports are
displayed before (labelled “after tuning”) and af-
ter high power testing. Before testing the struc-
ture can be seen to be well tuned to the oper-
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(a) Input coupler reflection. (b) Output coupler reflection.
FIG. 6. S-parameter measurements of the structure before and after high power testing.
ational frequency of 11.994 GHz with a reflec-
tion from the input coupler of −58 dB. After
the RF conditioning, the reflection at the op-
erational frequency of 11.994 GHz can be seen
to jump to −26 dB. Using a non-perturbative
beadpull method the cell detuning due to high
power could be determined. In Figure 7(a) we
observe an average frequency change of about 1
MHz (corresponding to 1◦ in phase advance) [9].
Such significant detuning resulted in a signifi-
cant change in electric field profile’s amplitude
and phase, seen in Figures 7(b) and 7(c), as the
standing wave ratio increased. The variance of
the field amplitude and phase can be seen to
increase after high power testing. It has been
previously observed that structures field prop-
erties change after high power testing and this
provides further evidence supporting the detun-
ing of structures due to RF conditioning.
VI. CONCLUSION
A CLIC baseline structure operating at
11.994 GHz underwent high power testing at
CERN’s X-band test stand (Xbox 2). After 900
million pulses the structure was able to achieve
an ultimate unloaded gradient of 110 MV/m for
a 170 ns RF pulse and conditioning down to
a BDR of 2 × 10−5 breakdowns/pulse/metre.
Breakdown distributions along the structure
demonstrated that the breakdowns occured ho-
mogeneously across the structure before occur-
ring predominantly at the beginning of the struc-
ture when the gradient was pushed above 110
MV/m. Testing of the structures field distribu-
tion and S-parameters after high power testing
illustrated significant detuning, averaging 1 MHz
over the structure, expected to be the result of
high power testing.
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(a) Electric field profile along the structure.
(b) Cell detuning along the structure. (c) Phase advance per cell.
FIG. 7. Electric field properties along the structure before and after high power testing.
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Abstract
Nominal operating conditions for the Compact Linear
Collider (CLIC) 380 GeV requires 72 MV/m loaded accel-
erating gradients for a 180 ns flat-top pulse. Achieving this
requires extensive RF conditioning which past tests have
demonstrated can take several months per structure, when
conditioned at the nominal repetition rate of 50 Hz. At
CERN there are three individual X-band test stands cur-
rently operational, testing up to 6 structures concurrently.
For CLIC’s 380 GeV design, 28,000 accelerating structures
will make up the main linac. For a large scale conditioning
programme, it is important to understand the RF condition-
ing process and to optimise the time taken for conditioning.
In this paper, we review recent X-band testing results from
CERN’s test stands. With these results we investigate how to
optimise the conditioning process and demonstrate the feasi-
bility of pre-conditioning the structures at a higher repetition
rate before installation into the main linac.
INTRODUCTION
In preparation for the 380 GeV Compact Linear Col-
lider (CLIC), testing of X-band high gradient accelerating
structures is ongoing at CERN. Before injection of the first
bunches, the high gradient accelerating structures require
RF conditioning to achieve the 72 MV/m loaded gradients.
The testing programme at CERN has continued with the
CLIC-G (3 TeV) based structures where structures are condi-
tioned in excess of 100 MV/m. This is in order to complete
this study and allowing the results from the tested structures
to be compared to existing benchmark data. In the past,
conditioning of the structures has taken several months per
structure [1]. In the CLIC-380 design, approximately 28,000
structures make up the main linac and therefore optimising
the efficiency of structure conditioning is crucial [2].
Determining an optimal conditioning strategy is an impor-
tant priority for the CLIC accelerating structure development
programme. The current strategy involves conditioning to
nominal gradient at a constant pulse length then repeating the
∗ thomas.geoffrey.lucas@cern.ch
process at longer pulse lengths, all with a constant BDR [3].
Once the gradient and pulse length are achieved, the struc-
ture is left to condition down to the nominal BDR of 3×10−7
breakdowns/pulse/m [2]. The BDR set point during condi-
tioning, generally around 2.5×10−4 breakdowns/pulse/m, is
three orders of magnitude above the nominal minimum BDR.
To determine the time it will take to reach the acceptable
BDR level, we investigate the BDR decay trend for struc-
tures pulsing at a constant gradient and pulse length. Figure 1
displays the BDR decay of the T24 Open and TD26CCR05
structure each tested on the Xbox 2 X-band test stand [4]. The
steady decay of the BDR follows an inverse power law and
decreases by approximately a factor of ten per decade though
experiences transient jumps in the BDR during breakdown
clusters. A possible strategy to reduce the time required
for conditioning is to increase the repetition rate of the con-
ditioning and also to pre-condition the structures before
installation into the main linac. Below we will investigate
the feasibility of this high repetition rate pre-conditioning
from test results performed on CERN’s X-band test stands.













CLIC BDR for 20 cm
T24 Open
y = 10 -3.6688 x -0.83995
TD26CCR05
y = 10 -3.8022 x -0.66649
Figure 1: BDR decay rate during conditioning for the
TD26CC R05 and T24 Open structures.
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Figure 2: A comparison of the conditioning of the T24 PSI N1 (left) and N2 (right) structures which each started the first
phase of conditioning in Xbox 3 which subsequently continued in Xbox 2. Tangent lines compare the conditioning rate at
70 MV/m.
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Figure 3: Cumulative breakdowns during conditioning of the T24 PSI (left) and TD24 SiC (right) at 25, 100, and 200 Hz.
GRADIENT RECOVERY AFTER
EXPOSURE TO AIR
With 28,000 individual structures and a nominal repetition
rate of 50 Hz, conditioning of the structure installed in the
main linac isn’t the most efficient method of conditioning. It
has been suggested that structures may be pre-conditioned in
separate test stands before installation into the main linac [5].
For the conditioning of the T24 PSI N1 and N2 prototypes,
the structures began conditioning in Xbox 3. The Xbox 3
test stand can operate with a pulse repetition rate up to 400
Hz and therefore offers the possibility of faster conditioning.
Each structure was able to achieve an unloaded gradient of
100 MV/m, before being limited by the achievable power
of Xbox 3 [6, 7]. Subsequently the structures were moved
to Xbox 2, which can operate with a much greater input
power than Xbox 3, where they continued and concluded
their conditioning.
In Fig. 2, the first phase of conditioning in Xbox 3 and
second phase of conditioning in Xbox 2 are demonstrated for
the T24 PSI N1 and N2 structure, separating, by overlaying
the two phases of conditioning. At the start of the second
phase of conditioning, we observed that the structures could
begin conditioning at 57 MV/m and 40 MV/m for the N1 and
N2, respectively. Two dashed tangent lines demonstrate the
appoximate rate of conditioning at 70 MV/m. It was found
that the conditioning rate was 2.5 and 2.3 times greater at
70 MV/m for the second phase of conditioning compared
to that of the structure yet to see high power (first phase).
For the structures in phase 1, the conditioning took approxi-
mately the same number of pulses (100 million) to reach 100
MV/m, after adjusting for the power drops on the N1’s phase
1 conditioning at 50 and 115 million pulses resulting from
radiation issues. For the previously conditioned structures,
phase 2, the 100 MV/m unloaded gradient was achieved in
approximately 25-30 million pulses. Given the higher initial
power and steeper conditioning curve, and that the structures
reached the 100 MV/m in fewer pulses, we found that the
conditioning is partially retained in the structure, despite the
exposure to air.
PULSE REPETITION RATE VS BDR
The klystrons in Xbox 3 can operate at pulse repetition
rates up to 400 Hz, allowing pulsing of the each line up
to 200 Hz [8]. For pre-conditioning of the structures, it
has been proposed that pulsing would operate at repetition
rates well above the nominal CLIC parameters to reduce the
Table 1: BDR measured for the SiC structure for variations
in the pulse repetition rate.
Structure Rep. Rate [Hz] BDR [bpp] Uncertainty [bpp]
SiC N2 25 1.08 × 10−6 ±3.0 × 10−7
100 3.9 × 10−7 ±9.7 × 10−8
200 2.4 × 10−7 ±9.12 × 10−8
PSI N2 25 1.66 × 10−6 ±3.73 × 10−7
100 7.317 × 10−7 ±1.34 × 10−7
200 3.1 × 10−7 ±1.03 × 10−7
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Figure 4: Conditioning curve of the TD24 R05 SiC whose
progress was limited due to the algorithm.
required conditioning time. Increasing the repetition rate in-
creases the average power dissipated in the structure and it is
important to undestand how this affects the BDR. Using the
damped Silicon Carbide (SiC) structure and the undamped
PSI structure, pulsing at constant power and pulse length was
performed at three pulse repetition rates. Figure 3 displays
the cumulative breakdowns for 82 million pulses. Summaris-
ing the results, Table 1 displays the measured BDR for the
three repetition rates. For the SiC structure, the BDR at 25
Hz and 100 Hz appeared to decrease despite the increased
average power. For 200 Hz pulsing, the BDR remained the
same as the 100 Hz repetition rate within statistical uncer-
tainty. The BDR on the PSI structure began at the higher
breakdown rate of 1.66 × 10−6 bpp at 25 Hz, expected to be
the result of the initial change in power. Subsequent pulsing
at 100 and 200 Hz continued to decrease in BDR due to
conditioning. With the increase in average power, there was
no evidence of a BDR increase for a pulse repetiton rate
change.
LIMITED RATE OF CONDITIONING DUE
TO ALGORITHM
Conditioning in the X-band test stands is controlled by an
algorithm previously described in [3]. Checking the BDR
every 180 seconds, the power increases in 10 kW steps when
the BDR is below the selected setpoint. The rate of power
increase is dependent on the BDR limit, the loop length,
and the power step size. During the conditioning of the
first structure on Xbox 3, it was observed that the rate of RF
conditioning was unusually slow and linear in comparison to
past structures [1]. Figure 4 displays the conditioning of the
TD24R05 SiC N1 structure. For the first 200 million pulses
with an increment loop length of 30,000 pulses, power step of
10 kW, and BDR limit of 3×10−5 bpp, it can be seen that the
increase in power is 7 MW over 200 million pulses. At 200
million pulses, the BDR limit was changed to 1 × 10−4 bpp
and a loop length of 7500 pulses. A clear increase in the rate
of conditioning is visible with the distinct curvature of RF
conditioning. This demonstrates the algorithm’s ability to
limit the progress of the structure’s conditioning. The drops
at 250 and 350 million pulses are the result of conditioning
of the waveguide network.














 Field Reduction after BD Same Field after BD
Figure 5: Cumulative Breakdown curve for operation with
and without field reduction after breakdowns.
RECOVERY AFTER BREAKDOWN
After breakdown events in the X-band test stands, it has
become common practice to interlock briefly before recom-
mencing pulsing at a reduced input power then steadily re-
turning to the set power level after a few hundred pulses.
This reduction in power is meant to reduce the likelihood
of a follow-up breakdown. For CLIC, this reduction in field
after a breakdown is undesirable as it will affect the lumi-
nosity of the machine by increasing the downtime due to RF
breakdown. During testing of the TD26CCR05 structure,
modifications to the algorithm allowed continuous pulsing
after a breakdown event, with the interlock and field reduc-
tion to be enabled only after two consecutive breakdown
pulses. Figure 5 displays the cumulative breakdowns for the
normal conditioning algorithm and for the running without
this field reduction. Switching to this new conditioning algo-
rithm didn’t appear to affect the BDR though further testing
will be necessary to determine the long-term feasibility of
this pulsing strategy.
CONCLUSION
A structure conditioning strategy for the high gradient ac-
celerating structures of CLIC is crucial for cost minimisation.
Conditioning the structures while installed in the main linac
will require several months of RF conditioning, if pulsed at
the nominal repetition rate, although this can occur in paral-
lel with beam commissioning. Preconditioning structures
at a higher repetition rate in separate test-stands and then
installing them into the main linac has been demonstrated as
a possible solution to reduce the overall conditioning time.
Results demonstrated that higher repetition rate condition-
ing didn’t lead to a higher breakdown rate and conditioning
was partially maintained in a structure when moved between
test-stands. This opens up the option for pre-conditioning
structures before installation. If the structure conditions
faster than the algorithm increases the input RF power, the
conditioning is retarded by the algorithm. Finally, algorith-
mic reductions of the field strength after RF breakdowns
aimed to prevent further RF breakdowns during condition-
ing, though this technique isn’t desirable for an operational
CLIC. Initial tests demonstrated that the continuation of puls-
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ing after an RF breakdown is possible without a noticeable
BDR increase.
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Abstract 
The high-gradient performance of an accelerating 
structure prototype for a medical proton linac is 
presented. The structure was designed and built using 
technology developed by the CLIC collaboration and the 
target application is the TULIP (Turning Linac for Proton 
therapy) proposal developed by the TERA foundation. 
The special feature of this design is to produce gradient of 
more than 50 MV /m in low-β accelerating structures 
(v/c=0.38). The structure was tested in an S-band test 
stand at CERN. During the tests, the structure reached 
over above 60 MV/m at 1.2 μs pulse length and 
breakdown rate of about 5x10-6 bpp. The results presented 
include ultimate performance, long term behaviour and 
measurements that can guide future optimization. 
INTRODUCTION 
The development of low-β high-gradient (HG) 
accelerating structures is one of the main requirements for 
implementation of compact and cost-effective hadron 
linacs for medical applications. Cancer therapy 
accelerator need to reach the full penetration depth of the 
human body and thus provide particle beams with 
energies in the range 70-230 MeV for protons and 100-
400 MeV/nucleon for carbon ions. 
To accelerate effectively to higher energies, a HG S-
band structure has been designed and manufactured at 
CERN. An overview of the 3 GHz Backward Travelling 
Wave (BTW) structure, currently under test, is given in 
[1].  
This accelerating structure is proposed as part of the 
TULIP project [2], a single room proton therapy facility. 
The prototype has been designed to accelerate protons 
with an energy of 70 MeV. Composed of 12 equal length 
RF cells, totally 189.84 mm in length, the structure has 10 
regular cells and two coupling cells, whose aperture 
diameter is 5mm. Main parameters of the structure are 
shown in Table 1. 
HG operation of RF cavities is limited by undesired RF 
breakdowns (BD) which may cause beam losses, cavity 
surface damage, radiation and vacuum deterioration. A 
maximum breakdown rate (BDR) of the order of 10−6 
bpp/m is usually required in a hadron therapy linac in 
order to guarantee an acceptable number of BDs 
throughout the whole treatment session. 
The main goal of this study is to define the HG limits of 
S-band cavities in terms of BDR. In this paper we present 
test and data analysis of the structure which includes the 
BD localisation within the structure and the study of BDR 
dependence on the RF fields and pulse parameters. 
Table 1: Main Parameters of the Accelerating Structures 
Operation frequency  2.9985 GHz 
Number of RF cells 12 
Geometric β – RF Ph. Adv. 0.38 – 150 deg 
Max Es/Ea 3.9 
Pin @ 50 MV/m 20.16 MW 
Pout @ 50 MV/m 11.24 MW 
Filling time 220 ns 
Group velocity (first/last) 0.39 / 0.21 %c 
HIGH POWER TEST SET-UP 
The first high-power test of the BTW structure is being 
performed at the S-band test facility at CERN. The 
accelerating structure is located in the CTF2 bunker and 
powered by a 43 MW S-band klystron via WR-284 
waveguide lines. The klystron is protected against 
reflected power by a high power circulator. A schematic 
of the high-power components of the test facility is shown 
in Fig. 1.  
 
Figure 1: Schematic layout of the test setup. 
Presently, the klystron MKS07 previously used in 
CTF3 is used to delivers RF pulses with a maximum 
length of 5 µs at a repetition rate of 50 Hz. 
Directional couplers situated at the input and output of 
the structure, are used to measure the incident, reflected 
and transmitted RF signals. Faraday cups are placed in the 
upstream and downstream directions along the structure’s 
9th International Particle Accelerator Conference IPAC2018, Vancouver, BC, Canada JACoW Publishing
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beam axis to measure dark current and detect BD events 
in the structure. The structure is connected to an ion pump 
and dedicated chiller unit to adjust the cooling water 
temperature. An additional sensor is installed to measure 
the surface temperature of the structure. 
The control and acquisition system are based on 
National Instruments electronics. A PXI real-time system 
performs the acquisition of RF, vacuum, temperature and 
water cooling signals. The detection of BD events in the 
structure using the acquired signals and the final data 
storage. The RF signals from the directional couplers are 
digitised in a NI-5761 ADC installed on the PXI crate and 
they are used as feedback to the power fed to the system. 
The operation of the test stand is controlled and interfaced 
by a simplified version of the Xbox-2 LabVIEW software 
[3]. In Fig. 1, the arrows show the signals that are sent to 
the NI PXI crate for acquisition and analysis. A 
photograph of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. 
 
Figure 2: Picture of the test bench at S-box. Structure, 
diagnostics, vacuum and cooling system are labelled. 
HIGH POWER MEASUREMENT 
The conditioning algorithm developed on the Xboxes, 
was also used to test the BTW structure [4, 5]. The 
conditioning is carried out by increasing the input power 
level in a controlled manner while limiting itself by BDR 
of about 3x10-5 BDs per pulse. A small initial pulse width 
was used to avoid damaging the structure. The pulse 
length has been gradually increased from 350 ns up to 1.2 
μs. 
The plot in Fig. 3 represents the accelerating gradient 
(blue) and the cumulative number of breakdowns (red) 
with respect to the number of triggered pulses, at the 
different pulse lengths indicated on top. 
The BTW structure achieved a maximum gradient 
above 60 MV/m with 1.2 μs pulses. The typical pulse 
length for medical accelerators is 2.5 µs flat-top with rise 
time equal to filling time of the structure. Therefore, 
further testing of the structure with a longer pulse length 
has a significant interest.  
The structure is still conditioning and more data is 
being collected to increase the statistics and measure 
BDR at longer pulses. 
 
Figure 3: Conditioning history of a BTW prototype tested 
at Sbox.  
BD localisation 
The threshold detection of the reflected signal from the 
structure and the dark current signals, measured from the 
upstream and downstream Faraday cups are used to 
determine if a BD has occurred. The shape of these 
signals during a BD and the previous pulse is shown in 
Fig. 4 
 
Figure 4: BD incident (INC), reflected (REF) and 
transmitted (TRA) RF signals in the structure during the 
conditioning phase with comparison to a nominal pulse 
before the BD event, for an RF pulse length 900 ns 
(amplitude of signal versus time (μs)). 
The data collected by the acquisition system is analysed 
offline in order to characterize the behaviour of the 
structure. The group velocity profile of the structure used 
to translate the time into a measure of the length travelled 
by the RF wave [6]. The difference in timing between the 
transmitted and reflected signals have been used for BD 
cell localization. This measurement allows determination 
of the spatial distribution of the BDs along the multiple 
cells of the structure (see Fig. 5). We aim for the earliest 
detection of a 'hot spot', where BDs predominantly occur 
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at a single point in the structure and can lead to the 
deterioration of the structure’s performance. 
The results show that the BDs are distributed along the 
structure according to the design features. Indeed group 
velocity has a strong reduction between the input and 
output of the structure of a factor of two. A 'hot spot', 
where excessive BDs are initiated, is observed at cell 
number 5. Continuous monitoring of BDs localisation is 
required to avoid damage of the cell. 
Figure 5: BD location in the RF structure. 
Dark Current Measurement 
A unique feature of this structure is that it is both high 
gradient, with surface fields in excess of 200 MV/m, and 
low beta. Consequently there may be differences in 
captured field emission current compared to high-
gradient, high-beta structures and field emission is being 
studied closely. Field emission induced radiation can 
become an important issue for shielding in a medical 
facility. 
During operation of the structure, field emission 
currents varied over time. Higher values are observed at 
initial conditioning of the structure due to imperfections 
on the surface that can lead  to enhanced field emission. 
To quantify the quality of the surface of the structure, a 
power scan measuring radiation and the dark current level 
were performed by a radiation monitor and Faraday cup 
(see Fig 6).  
Figure 6: Dependence of radiation level on power during 
conditioning. 
The amplitude of the dark current emitted from the 
structures follows the Fowler-Nordheim dependence on 
the surface electric fields after fitting the field 
enhancement factor β [7]. For BTW structures β is around 
35 – 45 as shown in Figure 7. This value of β is similar to 
that of Xband accelerating structures tested at CERN. 
Figure 7: Linear fit of the Fowler-Nordheim formula. 
BDR evaluation 
The performance of the accelerating structures is 
assessed by the BDR. This parameter changes over time 
as structure conditions and has a strong dependence on 
the accelerating gradient and the pulse length. The 
reduction of the BDR measured for a certain field level 
indicates the conditioning status of the cavity. The BDR 
decay was measured for a peak power corresponding to 
60 MV/m close to the limiting value. Fig. 8 shows the 
measurement during which the BDR dropped to 4x10-6 
bpp. In this way, we can estimate the asymptotic value of 
the BDR in a conditioned structure. 
Figure 8: BDR with respect to the accumulated number of 
pulses during conditioning with constant power. 
Accelerating gradient is around 60 MV/m. 
CONCLUSION 
A unique high-gradient, low-beta structure is being 
tested in the Sbox at CERN. This structure is reaching an 
accelerating gradient never achieved so far in low beta RF 
structures. Accelerating gradient is currently above 60 
9th International Particle Accelerator Conference IPAC2018, Vancouver, BC, Canada JACoW Publishing
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MV/m at 1.2 μs pulse length with BDR about 2.5x10-5 
bpp/m. The testing of the structure continues with a 
longer pulse width. 
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Abstract
In July 2016, the first X-band test facility operating with
two interwoven RF pulses produced from 6 MW klystron
was commissioned at CERN. Outputting up to 49 MW after
pulse compression [1], the new test stand allows testing of
two structures concurrently with a combined repetition rate
of up to 400 Hz. Commissioning of two of the four lines has
been completed and testing of high gradient accelerating
structures for the Compact Linear Collider has commenced.
Operations have been ongoing for more than a year, where
dedicated control algorithms have been developed to con-
ditioning the structure and to keep the pulse compressors
tuned. Significant progress has been made in understand-
ing the conditioning of two structures that are sharing an
interlock and vacuum system. The higher pulse repetition
rate has demonstrated a significantly reduction in the time
required to condition accelerating structures.
INTRODUCTION
The Compact Linear Collider (CLIC) [2] project at CERN
has led to the development of numerous high-gradient X-
band accelerator technologies. Such advancements are at-
tracting great interest from the light source and medical
communities where linear accelerators are foreseen as the
next generation of accelerators. Critical to CLIC’s devel-
opment of high-gradient X-band technology has been an
investment in test stands, which allowed investigations of
the complex, multi-physics effects that affect high-power
behavior in operational structures.
Increasing the number of available testing slots is impor-
tant because within the CLIC project there is an extensive
program aiming to test 40 structures by 2019. CERN has
built three test facilities called Xbox 1, Xbox 2, and the
newest and subject of this report, Xbox 3 [3].
Xbox 1 and Xbox 2 use similar technologies to the original
klystron-based test facilities in Japan and the US. These use
costly, high peak power, 50 MW klystrons which require
modulators capable of producing up to 450 kV. However,
∗ matteo.volpi@cern.ch
Xbox 3 uses twin low peak power, 6 MW klystrons. High
peak powers are achieved by combining the output power of
these klystrons and using pulse compression. This process
allows the production of 47 MW for a 200 ns pulses at much
higher repetition rates than would be possible with the single,
50 MW klystrons used in previous Xboxes.
CLIC prototype structures require 40–50 MW of RF
power to reach a unloaded gradient of 100 MV/m. High-
gradient accelerating structures take several hundred mil-
lions pulses to condition to nominal operating conditions [4].
It is therefore advantageous to make testing facilities that
can pulse at high repetition rates, in order to reduce the time
needed to condition structures.
In this paper, we will describe the combination scheme
used in Xbox 3 and the experience of commissioning [5–7]










Figure 1: Schematic of the high power RF network of half
the Xbox 3 facility.
Depicted in Figure 1 is the layout of one half of the Xbox 3
waveguide network. To achieve the peak power necessary,
two klystrons are combined through a hybrid and subse-
quently compressed using a SLED-I pulse compressor (PC).
The pulse repetition rate of each klystron can be increased up
to 400 Hz. The whole system counts two symmetric layouts
with a total of four test stands, consequently each test stand
can operate up to 200 Hz.
The Low Level RF and control system is based on a Na-
tional Instruments PXI crate. Each pair of klystrons shares
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one PXI crate and controller. The RF drive signals are pro-
duced using NI 5793 IQ generators. Due to inherent non-
linearities in the klystrons, they are run in saturation and the
power controlled by changing the drive signal.
After the hybrid combination each line has a PC, test slot
for the device under test and an RF stainless steel load to
terminate the waveguide network. Directional couplers are
placed at critical locations in the network for monitoring
purposes. Vacuum pumping ports complete the network.
There are several control loops controlling the stability of
the RF power distributed to the waveguide network. Pulse-
by-pulse changes can be made to the drive signal which
allows the two test slots to operate independently. Sharing
an interlock system, for safety reasons, an interlock in one
line arrests the RF pulsing in both lines.
Breakdown rate (BDR [8]) of the structure has been
demonstrated that is not affected by the previous history
like power pulse ramping after a BD. That means in the next
future we can still pulsing in one line if the BD/interlock
happen in the other line [4].
COMMISSIONING
Initial pulsing was performed at a low repetition rate to
check the performance of the subsystems, after that the rep-
etition rate was increased to 200 Hz in each line.
An algorithm [9] was developed to flatten the pulse com-
pressor’s output pulse. Changes to the slope of the pulses
flat-top can be performed through the cavities’ temperature
controller or by manipulating the input pulse’s phase profile.
By changing the input phase profile the response will be
immediate. The algorithm uses a simple feedback loop and
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Figure 2: Power and phase of the incident and compressed
pulses when tuned using the pulse flattening algorithm.
A frequency shift due the phase ramp (line blue of Fig. 2)
have been observed that provoke an increase of the the dark
current [10]. Thanks to the phase algorithm, Xbox 2 is
running with a flat phase (Fig. 3). Flat phase is mandatory
for injected bunches and it also decrease the radiation level






Figure 3: Flat top pulse compressor with flat phase.
Xbox 3 uses Toshiba E37113 klystrons and ScandiNova
K1 modulators which can each produce up to 5 µs pulses
with 6 MW of peak power. At high repetition rate, greater
than 200 Hz, the waveguide temperature increases up to the
interlock limit (55◦C). A dedicated cooling system based on
clamps was design and installed to allow pulsing below the
interlock limit. Any change in the average RF power (such as
pulsing interruption due to an RF breakdown) caused the PC
to cool and, as a result, detune. A frequency shift algorithm
was added to the RF control GUI to tune the PCs after an RF
interlock. The algorithm uses transmitted phase to choose
the frequency shift as shown in Fig. 4. When the PC is
perfectly tuned, the phase is exactly 180◦ at the minimum
point of the transmitted power is zero. This occurs when
the RF power leaking from the cavities begins to exceed the
input power. Over tuned cavities mean that the filling phase
shift is negative so that the phase flip is smaller than the
desired value of about 180◦, while under tuned means that
the filling phase shift is positive so that the phase flip is larger
than the desired value of 180◦. A shift of drive frequency
up to ±1 MHz can be applied to tune the PC instantaneously
without waiting for temperature stabilisation. Within this
range the klystrons are still stable, 1 MHz corresponds to
about 5◦C. The frequency shift algorithm is activated until
the temperature of the cavities reach the working temperature
stabilized with high power chillers.
Calibration of the entire RF system from waveguide to
detector is very important, in order to reduce uncertainty
in the RF measurements. There are several stages needed
in order to fully calibrate the RF network. RF signal ca-
bles are split and sent to the low level RF diagnostic crate
for down-mixing/log detection and simultaneously to a cali-
bration system. Due to the temperature difference between
summer and winter two sets of attenuation constants have
been measured, where positive shift of 0.15 dBm is observed
in summer.
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Figure 4: Simulation of tune/detuned cavity.
REFLECTION INTERFERENCE
In Xbox 2, it was observed that an interference from break-
down reflection resulted in up to a 40% increase in the input
power (Fig. 5).
Xbox 2 and Xbox 3 have approximately 10 metres of
waveguide that gives around 150 ns of delay minimum. If a
BD occurs at the start of the structure and at the start of the
pulse, the reflected signal from the structure can be interact
in constructive way with itself. If the high power RF pulse
is longer more than 150 ns the pulse can reenter the klystron
and constructive interfere with the end of the same pulse
(Figure 6).
This same effect is also observed as a small amplitude blip
in the incident RF pulse flat-top. A correction in the phase
program allows flattening of the pulse though this brings
further challenges through a discontinuity in the incident
phase. A more permanent solution to this is to have long
waveguides. At least 15 meters in the CLIC design. This will
of course lead to greater power loss compared to a shorter
waveguide. No impact on the BDR is observed despite the
structure seeing more power.
CONCLUSION AND ONGOING WORK
The commissioning of the most recent X-band test facility
at CERN has been completed. The combination of two low





















Figure 5: BD reflection interference.
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Figure 6: Power peak BD position in pulse.
power RF sources into two separate high power testing slots
has been successfully demonstrated. New algorithms and
new effects due to the peculiarities of this system have been
observed and studied. Four CLIC prototype structures have
already been tested in line 3 and 4 of Xbox 3.
In March of 2018, we installed a new klystrons in line
1 and 2. These lines are currently used to test RF compo-
nents [11] such as 3D printed loads, a high power phase
shifter, and variable power splitter. After testing the RF
components the lines will be commissioned in the same way
of line 3 and 4 with CLIC prototype structures. The high
repetition rate of Xbox 3 is already showing the significantly
reduced time needed to condition accelerating structures as
shown in [4, 12].
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HIGH POWER CONDITIONING OF X-BAND RF COMPONENTS 
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Abstract 
As part of the effort to qualify CLIC accelerating struc-
tures prototypes, new X-band test facilities have been built 
and commissioned at CERN in the last years. In this con-
text, a number of RF components have been designed and 
manufactured aiming at stable operation above 50 MW 
peak power and several kW of average power. All of them 
have been tested now in the X-band facility at CERN either 
as part of the facility or in dedicated tests. Here, we de-
scribe shortly the main design and manufacturing steps for 
each component, the testing and eventual conditioning as 
well as the final performance they achieved.  
INTRODUCTION 
CERN has recently invested in developing X-band tech-
nology to test CLIC accelerating structure prototypes. A to-
tal of four independent testing facilities with a capacity to 
test up to six structures simultaneously has been built and 
is now fully operational [1,2]. The power supplied by these 
facilities is in the order of tens of megawatts even for very 
short pulses (ns). Considerable effort has gone into design-
ing, manufacturing and testing X-band components capa-
ble of sustaining such high power.  The design and manu-
facture of high-power broadband loads, bi-directional cou-
plers, splitters, hybrids, variable power attenuator and 
phase shifters can be found in [3]. In this paper, we will 
report briefly the performance of some of these compo-
nents in low and high power measurements.  A second sec-
tion will be dedicated to the pulse compressor and the op-
erational results in the X-band testing facilities. The last 
section is dedicated to recent developments in loads pro-
duced by additive manufacturing and their performance at 
high power.   
X-BAND COMPONENTS 
A number of new X-band components has been designed 
by the CLIC collaboration and manufactured in industry in 
small series. They are now in operation in the test facility 
at CERN or in other collaborating institutes. High power 
loads and 3dB splitters have been described in [3]. Since a 
waveguide bi-directional coupler and pumping port have 
been added to the catalogue of high power X-band compo-
nents available under the CERN open hardware license [4]. 
They are made out of milled oxygen-free copper and stain-
less steel parts joined by brazing. The main RF parameters 
measured during production are shown in Table 1 together 
with the maximum power during operation of the test fa-
cility. This power value has been reached with a 50 to 
200 ns pulse and does not seem to depend on repetition 
rate. High power loads have reached 31 MW at 50 Hz and 
30 MW at 200 Hz depending only on the power and atten-
uation from the upstream structure. None of these compo-
nents is currently limiting the power delivered by the facil-
ity.  
Table 1: Main parameters for each component type as 
measured during acceptance. Red lines are design values. 
 




# of units 66 
Reflection [dB] (from later production)  -36±2.8 
Pave in operation [kW] 0.81 





# of units 30 
Reflection [dB] -49±5 
Transmission [dB] (-0.05, -0.08) 
Pmax in operation [MW] 56 
 
3 dB Splitters 
 
 
# of units 41 
Reflection [dB] -47±6 
Splitting [dB] -3.02±0.05 





# of units 67 
Coupling [dB] -60±0.4 
Directivity [dB] -27.9±2.4 
Pmax in operation [MW] 56 
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X-BAND SLED PULSE COMPRESSOR 
Pulse Compressor 
The pulse compressor designed and manufactured for 
the X-band test facility at CERN consists of two resonant 
cavities operating at the H0.1.32 mode coupled through a 
double height hybrid [5]. Machining tolerances of the in-
ternal cylindrical geometry are on the order of 40 microns. 
The cavities are machined out of a single cylinder of OFE 
copper with a groove in the outside face for cooling.  A 
mode converter and a coupling segment are brazed at the 
entrance of the cavity. A stainless steel jacket and vacuum 
manifolds are brazed to the outside copper surface. Tuning 
of each individual cavity is achieved through the manual 
machining of a fixed piston, which closes the volume of 
the cavity. After this, a double height hybrid is connected 
between the cavities which finishes the pulse compressor. 
Final tuning of the pulse compressor as a whole can be 
done by changing the temperature of the cooling water.  
 
Figure 1: SLED pulse compressor 3D drawing (left) and as 
installed in the X-band facilities at CERN (right).  
Pulse Compressor Commissioning  
After tuning, the first pulse compressor was installed in 
the test facility known as Xbox2. A rectangular pulse is 
produced by the klystron on the order of 1 µs with a maxi-
mum power of 50 MW. During the typical conditioning of 
a structure, the pulse length to the structure is varied from 
50 to 100, 150 and 200 ns by using the pulse compressor. 
At fixed pulse width, the power and thus gradient is ramped 
until reaching the nominal values for this structure. Data 
from Figure 2 are extracted from the successful condition-
ing of a structure in Xbox2. 
 
Figure 2: Peak power (blue) and pulse length (orange) be-
fore and after the pulse compressor during conditioning of 
a structure. On the insert, the shape of the incoming pulse 
(red) and the resulting output pulse (blue). 
The compression factor is defined as the ratio between 
the input and output pulse lengths and it is a parameter of 
the system. The timing and shape of the phase flip are tuned 
to get a flat pulse of the required length. The gain, defined 
as the peak power ratio between compressed and uncom-
pressed pulses, is given by the characteristics of the pulse 
compressor and ranges from 3 and 4 depending on the 
compression factor. The net power efficiency of the pulse 
compressor depends also on the compression factor and 
gain. As the pulse gets narrower or taller, the area under the 
 curve before and after the usable pulse becomes more 
important. For Xbox2, the energy in the compressed pulse 
is between 15 and 60 % of that in the original pulse and it 
can be easily calculated as the ratio between gain and com-
pression ratio. 
Taking the data from another run, a similar analysis has 
been done for the data relative to the pulse compressor in 
the test facility known as Xbox3. In this facility, the klys-
tron pulse is longer and the peak power smaller (12 MW 
for a maximum pulse length of 2.5	μs). The pulse compres-
sor for both test facilities shares the same design with small 
variations in the coupling to optimize to the longer input 
pulse. 
Figure 3 shows gain vs. compression factor for both 
pulse compressors. For Xbox3 pulse compressors, we have 
chosen to operate at a gain value between 4 and 5 and very 
large compression factor (13 to 47) to reach peak power 
values on the order of 45 MW. The price to pay is a reduced 




Figure 3:  Gain as a function of compression factor for 
Xbox2 (top, red) and Xbox3 (bottom, blue). The dashed 
line represents the values calculated from low power meas-
urements.  
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3D PRINTED LOADS 
In order to benefit from the recent advances in 3D print-
ing technology, RF loads have been designed to be pro-
duced by additive manufacturing. This technology is not 
presently suited for copper but can be used on other con-
ductive materials like aluminium, titanium or stainless 
steel. Titanium produces accuracy and roughness of around 
±50 µm which makes it unsuitable for other components. 
Two kind of dry RF loads have been designed and manu-




Figure 4: Compact load mechanical design and finished 
product printed from titanium at CERN.  
The first load is a compact all-metal RF load based on a 
corrugated waveguide [6]. After some unsuccessful trials 
in industry, one example of this type was printed out of Ti-
tanium at CERN. The load was vacuum tight and the meas-
ured reflection was considered acceptable. It was installed 
in Xbox3 for dedicated high power tests. We observed that, 
unlike an accelerating structure, a breakdown in the load is 
only visible through vacuum activity as no significant re-
flected power is measured from the load. We did reach the 
maximum power under the condition of having a maxi-
mum vacuum level of 10-8 mbar in the load by increasing 
both pulse length and repetition rate. We observe that the 
power in the load is limited by a combination of peak 
power and average power (cf. Figure 5). The load can be 
used at relatively high peak power by keeping the average 
power low or at a considerable average power by keeping 
the peak power low.  From the two points above the curve 
taken at a vacuum of 5·10-8 mbar, we see that working at a 
higher vacuum level will shift the curve to higher power. 
 
Figure 5: Power parameter space for the operation of the 
compact load measured at a vacuum level of 10-8 mbar. The 
two points in orange were measured allowing the vacuum 
in the load to degrade to 5·10-8 mbar. 
Spiral Load 
A radically different design for a 3D printed load can be 
seen in Figure 6. This load is a tapered waveguide spiral-
ling inwards for compactness. Vacuum pumping holes and 
water cooling are integrated in the spiral [7].  
 
 
Figure 6: Spiral load RF and mechanical design and the fi-
nal item manufactured out of Titanium at CERN. 
A first load was manufactured in stainless steel and showed 
very high reflection during RF low power tests. The load 
was cut longitudinally by EDM and traces of material were 
seen inside the load traversing the waveguide. After me-
chanically removing this material, the two halves were me-
chanically clamped and RF tests showed a net improve-
ment on the reflection, albeit not to the required value. A 
second unit has since been produced in a company and a 
third at CERN both made of titanium. This last load was 
installed in Xbox3 for a dedicated test of the performance. 
Breakdowns in this load are clearly visible through re-
flected power and the vacuum levels were good after a 
short time. We operated the load at pulse length of 50-
200 ns and up to 200 Hz repetition rate. The load does not 
seem to have an intrinsic limitation. We tested up to the 
maximum available power in the line which was 35.5 MW 
peak power for 50 ns and 25 MW for 200 ns pulses always 
at 200 Hz. The maximum average power put into the load 
was 2.1 kW. A test of the second unit plus an improved 
version of the load is still pending.  
CONCLUSION 
The experience of testing CLIC prototypes has allowed 
the development of RF X-band components capable to per-
form in high power. They have now been validated through 
routine operation at high gradient and are available for use 
and manufacture under the terms of the open hardware li-
cense at CERN [4]. Besides the ones described in this pa-
per, variable power splitters and phase shifters are cur-
rently under test and will be reported in the future. 
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Abstract
A distributed beam loss monitoring system, based on
Cherenkov silica fibres, has been installed at the Australian
Synchrotron. The fibres are installed parallel to the beam
pipe and cover the majority of the length of the injection
system and storage ring. Relativistic charged particles from
beam loss events that have a velocity above the Cherenkov
threshold produce photons in the fibres. These photons are
then guided along the fibres to detectors outside of the ac-
celerator tunnels. Originally the system was installed to
determine its suitability for measuring losses at a future lin-
ear collider, such as the Compact Linear Collider, with single
pass 150 ns bunch trains. This work builds on these results
and attempts to use the system to measure loss locations



































Figure 1: The locations of the fibres installed at the Aus-
tralian Synchrotron. The red and blue lines how the position
of the fibres installed on the storage ring and injection sys-
tem respectively. Only a short section of the BTS transfer
line is left uncovered.
INTRODUCTION
Beam loss monitors are essential for protection and effi-
cient operation of particle accelerators [1]. A distributed
beam loss monitoring system has been installed at the Aus-
tralian Synchrotron. It consists of several silica fibres run-
ning parallel to the beam pipe that detect beam losses via the
Cherenkov mechanism. Relativistic charged particles from
beam loss events that have an energy above the Cherenkov
threshold, Ek > 186 keV for e± [2], produce optical photons
∗ pgia@student.unimelb.edu.au
in the fibres. These photons are then guided along the fibres
to detectors outside of the accelerator tunnels. Originally the
system was installed to determine the suitability of optical
fibres for measuring losses at a future linear collider and its
damping rings with single pass 150 ns bunch trains [3, 4, 5].
This work attempts to adapt the system and determine its
suitability for measuring loss locations at a circular accel-
erator with circulating beam. In particular it is anticipated
that the system can be used to determine the location of
steady state losses and as a post mortem system to identify
the dominant loss locations after beam dump events. The
preliminary results of this investigation are presented here.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The Australian Synchrotron is a 3rd generation light
source. An injection system consisting of a thermionic elec-
tron gun, 100 MeV LINAC, a 3 GeV booster synchrotron
and two transfer-lines, the LINAC to booster (LTB) and the
booster to storage ring (BTS), provide beam to the storage
ring. The storage ring is 216 m in diameter and a beam
energy of 3 GeV is maintained with 500 MHz RF. In user
beam operation 300 of the 360 RF buckets are filled with a
nominal total current of 200 mA. Arbitrary fill patterns and
signal bunch operation are also possible. The storage ring
consists of 14 sectors each with a double bend achromat cell
and a straight section [6].
Loss Location (Sector)
















Figure 2: The target bucket’s effect on the measured time
difference, ∆t, between the primary and reflected signal. For
clarity the results for bucket 1 and bucket 241 have been
offset by −10 and 10 ns respectively. It can be seen that
changing the target bucket has no effect on the measured ∆t.
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Figure 3: The measured ∆t for each valve in the storage ring. Locations are given relative to the first valve in sector 1. The
left plot shows the results for the fibre covering sectors 2 to 9 and the right shows the fibre covering sectors 9 to 2. The red
lines show the lines of best fit. Deviations from the red lines are attributed to the physical placement of the fibres, often it
was not possible to place them directly on the beam pipe.
Four 125 m silica fibres are installed such that they run
on the inside of and parallel to the beam pipe and cover
the majority of the system, as shown in Fig. 1. Insertion
devices are installed in sectors 2, 3, 5, 8, 12, 13 and 14 and
RF cavities, in sectors 6 and 7, and the fibres are routed
around these as best as possible. Each fibre is made up
of 245 µm silica (SiO2), 200 µm core and 45 µm cladding,
coated in a light tight sheath and then covered by a protective
nylon jacket. Light is collected by Silicon photo-multipliers
(SPMs) at all four ends of the two storage ring fibres, and
at only one end of the injection system fibres. The unused
ends are capped, to ensure no external light can leak in.
The fibres have a refractive index of n=1.47 in the visible
spectrum, thus the speed of signal in the fibre is v=c/n or
approximately 2/3 the speed of light. As such the beam
generating the losses is faster than the signal in the fibres, so
signals at the downstream end are likely to pile up therefore
all of the measurements in this work were preformed using
signals recorded at the upstream end of the fibres. Signals
produced by the SPMs are digitised with various analogue
to digital converters (ADCs) at 2 GS/s and 8 bits or better.
To accurately test and calibrate the system a reliable
method of generating losses at known fixed locations is
required. This was done using beam scrapers and vacuum
gate valves that can be used to block the path of the beam.
The scrapers are located in sector 11 and the vacuum gate
valves are two per sector in the storage ring and at several
locations along the injection system. The locations of these
devices are known to millimetre accuracy.
RESULTS AND PROCEDURE
Previous measurements of loss location made use of the
event generation and timing system to determine the time
of flight of events in the fibre with respect to the firing of
the gun. This approach works well for leading edge mea-
surements of first pass signals. However, it is based on the
assumption that the target bunch in the train is producing the
first loss seen by the detectors. So, if the loss is produced by
a bunch other than the target bunch the reconstructed loss lo-
cation is out by the time difference between the target bunch
and the loss generating bunch. This effect in highlighted in
the time resolution measurements in [3], where losses at the
scrappers were induced by targeting different RF buckets
to produce loss signals with different times of flight. Thus,
a measurement method is required, that allows the loss lo-
cation to be tied to a position along the fibre independent
of RF bucket producing the loss and event system used to
trigger the detectors.
Several methods of determining the loss location based
solely on the observed signals in the fibre are under investi-
gation. Here the results for a single method is presented, the
measurement of the the time difference between the primary
loss signal and its reflection from the opposite end of the
fibre. It was found that the measured time difference, here-
after referred to as ∆t, gave a result that was only dependant
on the loss location. However, requiring the detection of the
reflected signal results in a significantly lower sensitivity,
limiting the systems use to large loss events or steady state
processes where multiple signals can be averaged. To test for
independence, losses were generated at three valves, in sec-
tors 10,12 and 14, using a single bunch and targeting three
different RF buckets, 1, 121 and 241, at each location. The
resultant signals were digitised and the ∆t was determined
for each combination of valve and bucket by defining both
a threshold and time window after the leading edge of the
primary signal. Figure 2 shows the results of this test. For
clarity the results corresponding to buckets 1 and 10 have
been offset by 10 ns and -10 ns respectively. It can be seen
that changing the target bucket has no apparent effect on the
measured ∆t at each location.
Following the successful test a calibration mapping loss
location to the measured ∆t was produced for entire storage
ring that will be used to determine the location of unknown
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Figure 4: Examples of the beam dump signals captured using the distributed beam loss monitors. The upper two plots show
the raw loss signals and the lower two plots show their corresponding turn by turn sum for user beam and single bunch fills
on the left and right respectively.
losses. To do so each vacuum valve along the path of the
beam was inserted in turn, several valves had to be skipped
for various reasons, and targeted with a single bunch. The
results for the fibres covering sectors 2 to 9 and 9 to 2 are
shown in Figure 3 on the left and right respectively. A line
of best fit is shown, it can be seen that some data points do
not quite fall on the line. Since the valve locations are well
known these small deviations are attributed to the routing of
the fibre around various devices as mentioned earlier. There-
fore, rather than use the fitted lines as the calibration, the
measured loss locations are taken as known and a linear in-
terpolation between any two points will be used to determine
the loss location of unknown events.
After calibration, attempts were made to measure the
dominant loss locations of a beam dump event. A reliable
method of triggering a beam dump was required to do so.
This was achieved by tripping the orbit interlock system
which turns off the storage ring RF in the event the beam
is deemed unstable by the BPM system. Rather than kick-
ing the beam to trigger the interlock, which was found to
be unreliable, a BPM offset parameter was set out of range
tripping the orbit interlock and dropping the RF on com-
mand. Low stored currents of 4 mA for single bunch and
20 mA for multi-bunch were used to expedite testing and
minimise radiation produced. The ADCs were set to trigger
on the beam loss signal and the sample length recorded was
adjusted to capture the entire loss event, which was found to
occur over approximately 50 turns for multi-bunch and 70
for single bunch. Figure 4 shows two of the captured beam
dump signals. As expected the signals show a clear periodic
structure at the revolution frequency. Summing turn by turn
reveals the steady-state loss pattern but blurs the finer details
present in the raw waveforms. Current work is focused on
developing a technique to better understand the observed
waveforms and characterise and pair peaks in these and other
waveforms where loss signals from multiple locations are
present.
CONCLUSION
It has been shown that the time difference between the
primary loss signal and its reflection in Cherenkov beam loss
fibres provide a means of accurately determining loss loca-
tions along the length of an accelerator, which is independent
of the triggering system and does not require knowledge of
which bucket it producing the loss. A calibration mapping
∆t to loss location for storage ring has been produced. At-
tempts at measuring the dominant loss locations of a beam
dump have been made but as of yet have been unsuccessful.
Further work is required to correctly characterise and pair
primary and reflected peaks when multiple loss signals are
present in the waveform.
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Abstract 
We present the design, construction and high-power test 
of an X-band radio-frequency accelerating structure, built 
as a prototype for the CERN LInear Collider (CLIC) 
study. X-band structures have been attracting increasing 
attention in recent years with applications foreseen in the 
domains of compact free electron lasers, medical acceler-
ators and as diagnostics for ultra-short (femtosecond) 
electron bunches (when used in deflecting mode). To date, 
the main motivation for developments in this field has 
been as accelerating structures for linear colliders such as 
CLIC. In the context of a CERN/PSI collaboration we 
have built a prototype structure based on an existing 
CERN design, but with some modification, and follow-
ing, as closely as possible, the realization and vacuum 
brazing techniques employed in the production of the C-
band structures for the Swiss Free Electron Laser, Swiss-
FEL. We will present the basic design of the structure and 
describe the fabrication process. The results of high pow-
er conditioning of the structure at CERN on an X-box test 
stand, to assess conditioning times, accelerating field and 
measure breakdown rates, will also be presented. 
INTRODUCTION 
The production of 120 C-band accelerating structures 
for SwissFEL provided PSI with the opportunity to de-
velop a strong expertise in the field of travelling wave 
structures [1]. Although the nominal gradient for Swiss-
FEL is 28.5 MV/m, the PSI recipe for structure produc-
tion may be of interest also for high gradient perfor-
mance. During high power test a two-meter long C-band 
structure reached gradients exceeding 50 MV/m [2]. 
These results together with the “tuning free” technology 
developed at PSI made it interesting, for high gradient 
studies, to produce two X-band T24 prototypes using this 
technique. T24 is one of the most well tested designs for 
CLIC and it is the ideal candidate for a comparative study 
on performance [3]. These test structures also allow us to 
compare the vacuum brazed technology applied by PSI to 
the diffusion bonding, which is presently used by CERN 
for the CLIC structures [4, 5]. 
STRUCTURE PRODUCTION 
The mechanical design is very similar to that of the 
SwissFEL C-band structure, with the main difference 
being the input/output couplers which are of the mode 
launcher type as for many CLIC test prototypes. All cups 
and the two couplers were produced by the company 
VDL [6]. The inner profiles of the cups are all well within 
the specified tolerances (±2 µm) and the average surface 
roughness (Ra) is below 20 nm. The cups have been vac-
uum fired at 400 °C for two hours before brazing in order 
to remove residual oxidation. The cooling circuits are 
integrated in the cups whose external diameter was re-
duced from 110 mm to 90 mm because of the different RF 
frequency. Because of this modification the pre-brazing 
stacking was not possible with the robot employed for 
SwissFEL structures. Instead manual stacking was em-
ployed. The stacking is based on a pre-heating (ΔT=50 
°C) shrink-fit design. The final straightness after brazing 
is better than 10 microns. The RF design had to be slight-
ly modified to adapt it to the PSI mechanical design 
which is based on copper disks with one half cell ma-
chined on each side in order to have the brazing plane in 
the middle of the cell as shown in Figure 1.  
 
Figure 1: View of a section of one cell. 
This solution allows one to have double rounding of the 
cells and to prevent the braze alloy from flowing into the 
structure through capillary action. This design is possible 
thanks to the absence of any tuning feature. The double 
 ___________________________________________  
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rounding allows also a larger Q factor of the cells. The 
basic parameters of T24 PSI prototype are shown in Ta-
ble 1. Two brazing gaps house the copper-silver brazing 
wire. Sharp edges in the cells stop the melted brazing 
material from flowing into the cells and the size of the 
brazing gap has been experimentally optimised to provide 
the best reproducibility of the brazing material distribu-
tion. Air channels allow one to check for vacuum tight-
ness after brazing. 
Table 1: Cavity Parameters 
Frequency (GHz) 11.9944 
Number of accelerating cells 24(2) 
Phase advance/cell (°) 120 
Iris aperture diameter ain,out (mm) 6.30,4.70 
Iris thickness tin,out (mm) 1.67, 1.00 
Group velocity vgin,out (%c) 1.8, 0.9 
Quality factor Qin,out 7250, 7615 
Filling time (ns) 59 
Input power for 100 MV/m (MW) 37.5 
LOW POWER MEASUREMENTS 
Bead pulling and S-parameters measurements were per-
formed at CERN. The structure, as shown in Figure 2, 
was mounted vertically and the nylon wire for the bead 
pulling was inserted from the top without risk of touching 
the irises. During measurements the structure was con-
stantly under dry nitrogen flow. 
 
 
Figure 2: Structure ready for vertical bead-pulling. 
Given that the structure does not have any possibility of 
tuning it was vital to fabricate it at the exact operating 
frequency. The input match shown in Figure 3 is -31 dB. 
The operating temperature is 35.5 °C, 2.5 °C more than 
the design value (33 °C). The field along the structure, as 
shown in Figure 4 has a small standing wave component, 
probably due to a mismatch of the last two cells.  
 
Figure 3: Reflected power to the input, S11 is equivalent 
to -31 dB at the equivalent working frequency in vacuum 
(11.9944 GHz). 
 
Figure 4: Bead pulling results: electric field on axis (arbi-
trary scale) along the structure, input on the left. 
HIGH POWER MEASUREMENTS 
Following the low power testing, the structure was in-
stalled on one of the test slots CERN’s most recent X-
band test stand, XBOX3 (Figure 5) [7-9]. 
 
 
Figure 5: Structure installed in XBOX3. 
XBOX3 is a unique development in X-band testing ca-
pabilities with two 6 MW Toshiba klystrons [10] com-
bined to create the pulse to feed the SLED pulse compres-
sor. The relatively low peak power klystrons allow for 
higher repetition rates, up to 400 Hz, which allows the 
T24 PSI manufactured structure to be tested at 100 and 
150 Hz at various stage of conditioning. This compares to 
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the standard 50 Hz testing of previous test stands Xbox 1 
and 2. Similar to past structures, the structure’s condition-
ing was algorithmically set to keep a constant BDR of 
5*10-5 bpp (breakdowns per pulse) while varying the 
input power accordingly. Figure 6 demonstrates the struc-
ture conditioning history to date, scaled to the CLIC nom-
inal operating parameters (10-6 BDR with 200 ns pulse 
length) using standard scaling low [11]. The structure has 
run continuously for three weeks, or approximately 180 
million pulses, and reached 100 MV/m average gradient 
at the first pulse length of 60 ns pulse. A comparison to a 
previously conditioned TD26CCR05 structure demon-
strates the similarity in the conditioning of the structure to 
a standard bonded structure. 
 
 
Figure 6: Structure conditioning history. 
Quantifying the quality of the surface of the structure is 
done through a power scan measuring the dark current 
level on a radiation monitor. The field enhancement factor 
β, in the Fowler Nordheim Equation [12] is obtained by a 
simple linear fitting as shown in Figure 7. 
 
Figure 7: Linear fit of the Fowler Nordheim; R (Radia-
tion) is proportional to the dark current. 
The measured β value is 31 and is consistent with pre-
vious bonded structures demonstrating the high surface 
quality achieved in fabrication. 
CONCLUSION 
Developments in vacuum brazing at PSI for SwissFEL 
have led to a whole new structure production technique. 
Based on the T24 CLIC structure design, PSI designed 
and fabricated a new brazed structure for the high gradi-
ent application of CLIC. Initial conditioning has demon-
strated the new structure performance with comparable 
results to previous structure produced through standard 
bonding. After twelve days of testing the structure has 
reached the 100 MV/m average gradient and is currently 
running at 150 ns pulse length.  
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Abstract
Accelerating structures made from parts which follow
symmetry planes offer many potential advantages over tradi-
tional disk-based structures: more options for joining (from
bonding to welding), following this more options for mate-
rial state (heat treated or not) and potentially lower cost since
structures can be made from fewer parts. An X-band struc-
ture made from milled halves, and with a standard bench-
marked CLIC test structure design has been fabricated and
high-gradient tested above 95 MV/m.
INTRODUCTION
The development of the high-gradient normal conducting
accelerating structures has a strong influence on both per-
formance and cost of the Compact Linear Collider (CLIC).
As a consequence, significant effort has been invested in the
optimization of the structures, while maintaining the CLIC
performance requirements. The latter are defined by a loaded
accelerating gradient of 100 MV/m, pulse length of around
200 ns and breakdown rate (BDR) of 10−7 1/pulse/m [1].
The CLIC accelerating structures operate at 11.994 GHz
and are made from copper. They are usually manufactured
by precision turning and milling of individual cells, and
combined with precision milling for complex parts such
as RF power couplers. These multiple parts and auxiliary
components such as cooling pipes, tuning pins and flanges
are bonded into a complete structure [2]. An alternative
approach is the use of precision milling to cut cells into metal
blocks that comprise halves of the complete structure [3].
This novel accelerating structure design and assembly gives
a number of advantages compared to traditional structures.
In particular, reduction of the number of precision pieces
per structure to two, free choice of joining since there are no
RF currents flowing through the metal-to-metal joint and an
overall reduction of the total fabrication and handling cost.
In this paper we describe the RF design, fabrication, tun-
ing and high-power testing of a prototype accelerating struc-
ture, T24-open, milled out of two halves and brazed together.
It is a full tapered structure which includes 24 regular trav-
eling wave cells and 2 matching cells and works at a 2π/3
phase advance per cell. Each regular cell uses the same
iris dimensions as the CLIC-G structure [4]. One of the
main motivations for this work is to study the high gradi-
ent performance of accelerating structures made with novel
manufacturing methods.
RF DESIGN
The RF design and optimization of the structure is de-
scribed in [3]. The geometry is optimized to simplify the ma-
chining process, as well as to reduce the maximum surface
electric and magnetic fields and the local modified Poynting
vector (Sc) [5]. Therefore, a racetrack profile with 1 mm
gap and an elliptical rounding of the irises is selected for
the geometry of single cells. The commercial finite element
code HFSS [6] was used for the simulations.
Figure 1: Manufacturing accelerating structure by milling
on two halves of copper plate (HFSS model [6]).
The full tapered structure (Fig. 2) uses a so called waveg-
uide coupler, with matching transitions to standard WR-90
waveguides. These are on-axis double-feed and can be man-
ufactured by milling. The matching cell uses same geometry
parameters as its neighbor regular cell except for the match-
ing iris aperture. Dimensions are well tuned to minimize the
reflection among the cells. The RF parameters of the full
tapered structure are listed in Table 1 together with those of
the CLIC-G undamped T24 structure.
STRUCTURE FABRICATION AND
TUNING
The prototype T24-open structure, shown in Fig. 3, was
machined at SLAC.
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Figure 2: Model of the full tapered structure.
Table 1: RF parameters of full tapered structure
T24- CLIC-G
open T24
Unloaded Gradient [MV/m] 100 100
Input/output radii [mm] 3.15/2.35 3.15/2.35
Group velocity [%c] 1.99/1.06 1.79/0.91
Shunt impedance [MΩ/m] 107/137 116/150
Peak input power [MW] 44.5 37.5
Filling time [ns] 49 57
Maximum E-field [MV/m] 268 222
Maximum Sc [MW/mm2] 5.16 3.51
Maximum pulse heating 25 14
temperature [K]
Figure 3: Structure and half structure prototype.
A pre-brazing RF test was performed to check the on-axis
field profile and S-parameters. After the RF properties were
verified, all parts received standard processing including pol-
ishing and Cu plating of the RF flanges, chemical cleaning,
atmospheric pressure hydrogen brazing with Cu-Au alloys.
The halves were cleaned with the standard SLAC procedure
developed for the processing of high-gradient X-band ac-
celerators with chemical etch time limited to 30 seconds.
A more detailed description of the process can be found
in reference [7]. After the structure was brazed, bead-pull
measurements were carried out to determine the field profile
along the structure. The results of the field pattern are pre-
sented in Fig. 4, while Fig. 5 shows the S-parameters before
and after the tuning. The structure was successfully tuned,
showing good field flatness and a cell to cell phase advance
of 120 ◦±2 ◦. After tuning the structure was vacuum fired
in an Ultra-High-Vacuum furnace at 550 ◦C for pressure
asymptote at temperature, for more than 8 hours.
Figure 4: Bead-pull measurement results of the structure
after tuning. Left: the on-axis field amplitude, right: polar
plot of the bead-pull data.
Figure 5: Input (left) and output (right) S-parameters of the
brazed structure before (blue) and after (red) tuning.
HIGH-POWER-TESTING
The structure was shipped to CERN where it was installed
in the Xbox-2 test stand (Fig. 6) in order to test its high-
gradient performance. Xbox-2 is the second generation of
the CLIC high-power klystron-powered test stand at CERN
based on the same infrastructure design as in Xbox-1 [8].
Improvements include an upgraded control system, a more
compact waveguide network and a new pulse compressor.
This new pulse compressor can be fully detuned through the
use of mechanical pistons. T24-open is the second structure
that is tested in Xbox-2 after the crab cavity [10].
Figure 6: T24-open structure installed in Xbox-2.
The conditioning process followed that of the TD26CC at
Xbox-1 in 2013 [9] and was computer controlled using the
algorithm described in [8]. The structure history is summa-
rized in Fig. 7. The power was ramped while maintaining
a constant BDR of 3×10−5 bpp. An initial pulse width of
100 ns was used up to the gradient of 95 MV/m. Although,
the structure was being well conditioned towards the tar-
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get of 100 MV/m with a low and decreasing BDR (around
5×10−6 bpp), the operation was restricted by radiation in-
terlocks due to bunker shielding issues. A pulse width of
155 ns was then chosen but the maximum reachable power
was again limited by the radiation. Nevertheless, during that
constant power run the BDR was decreasing, implying that
the structure continued to condition. Finally, a pulse width
of 200 ns was selected and different experiments at lower
power were carried out [11] until the shielding problem was
solved. Presently, the bunker shielding is enhanced and the
conditioning towards the 100MV/m is resumed. The change
in the target power can be seen in Fig. 7 by the increase of
the slope of the accumulated breakdowns.
Figure 7: Summary of the T24-open test history.
The overall conditioning process of the T24-open is shown
in Fig. 8, where the normalized modified Poynting vector
is plotted together with different disk-based damped CLIC
prototypes. The normalization was carried out using the
empirical formula [5]:
BDR ∝ S15c τ5, (1)
where Sc is the modified Poynting vector and τ is the pulse
width. There is a very good agreement between the different
conditioning curves as expected from [5], meaning that the
structure conditioned steadily throughout the run.
The detection and positioning of the RF breakdowns is
done by acquiring the incident, transmitted and reflected
RF signals, measured with RF directional couplers that are
placed in the input and output of the structure. In addition,
the signals of the Faraday cups upstream and downstream are
also used to indicate the breakdown occurrence. Threshold
detection on the reflected signal from the structure and the
dark current signals are used to establish if a breakdown has
occurred.
The position of each breakdown was determined using
the timing of breakdown-induced features in incident, trans-
mitted and reflected RF signals. The analysis followed is
the same as the one presented in [12]. A histogram of the
breakdown distribution inside the structure during the run of
March 2016 is shown in Fig. 9. The edge method [12] was
Figure 8: Sc normalized to τ=200 ns and BDR=10−6 bpp/m,
for different accelerating structures. T24-open (blue color) is
compared to different disk-based damped CLIC prototypes.
used where the position is calculated from the difference
between the falling edge of the transmitted power (tTRA) and
the rising edge of the reflected power (tREF). A slight excess
of breakdowns is observed in the beginning of the structure
but there is no evidence of the development of any ’hot’ cell.
The analysis is on-going.
Figure 9: Breakdown distribution inside the structure during
the run inMarch 2016 as a function of the time delay between
the reflected and transmitted RF signals.
CONCLUSION
A novel CLIC prototype accelerating structure , T24-open,
milled out of two halves and brazed together has been de-
signed, successfully fabricated and tuned. Currently, T24-
open is under high-power testing in the Xbox-2 test stand at
CERN. The conditioning process of the structure is compa-
rable with that of the disk-based CLIC prototypes. It reached
an accelerating gradient of 95 MV/m with a relatively small
BDR of around 5×10−6 bpp, but restricted by radiation in-
terlocks due to bunker shielding issues. This problem is
now fixed and the conditioning towards the 100 MV/m is
resumed.
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